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In this issue 

ARTICLES 

The relationship between target language proficiency and the syn
tactic form and content of definitions produced by the subjects are the 
focus of a study by Machiko Achiba. Examination of the data revealed 
that the frequency of the definition form used varied with proficiency 
level. Although learners had the lexical knowledge to give definitions, 
the data suggest they lacked necessary knowledge of linguistic forms. 

Think-aloud protocols are used in two studies in this issue, one of 
japanese EFL readers and the other of JSL writers. Hideo Horibe exam
ined university students' reading strategy use through data collected 
following think-aloud protocols. The data indicate that learners use a 
range of reading strategies, but that bottom-up strategies predominate. 
In the other study, written in japanese, Takao Kinugawa videotaped two 
overseas graduate students at a japanese university during writing exer
cises following think-aloud protocols. The data suggest that the ineffec
tive and effective writer differed in their approach to planning and in 
their editing behavior while composing. 

Graham Law examines three non-communicative motives for En
glish language education in japan. He also addresses the implications 
these are likely to have on current communicative reforms and gives 
specific suggestions for those involved in this process. A historical ra
tionale for English language education in japan is examined 

The neglect of translation as a language teaching tool is examined by 
Kiwamu Izumi, who suggests that it be used as a tool for "semanticizing" 
language and making input comprehensible. Potential uses of translation 
within communicative language education are advanced. 

The use of postposing during a conversation by japanese speakers 
and the introduction of new information are examined by Kazuko 
Matsumoto. The data lead her to propose that postposing behavior in 
Japanese is limited by two constraints, termed here the "one-new-en
tity-per-unit" constraint and the "no-more-than-three given entities per 
unit" constraint. 

POINT-To-POINT 

A reaction from Barry O'Sullivan to the article on English language 
entrance exams at japanese universities (fALT Journal 17[1], pp. 7-30) 
and a response from the authors, James Dean Brown and Sayoko Okada 
Yamashita, further contribute to the discussion and debate surrounding 
this issue. 



RESEARCH FORUM 

Two studies are included. The first, by YuichiTodaka, examines voice 
quality differences in bilingual English/Japanese speakers and gives sug
gestions for teaching English pronunciation in Japan. The second, by 
StephenA.Templin, discusses the use of goal-setting exercises withJapa
nese ESL learners to raise self-confidence. 

PERSPECTIVES 

Conununication styles of Japanese and English speakers are discussed 
by Roger Davies, who then suggests activities for establishing a tbree
part conversation framework comfortable to Japanese learners. 

REvIEWS 

Descriptions and evaluations of four current publications appear, 
with Reviews from Mark A. Liegel,Jaqueline D. Beebe, Patrick Rosenkjar, 
and William Thomas Hill. They include analyses of books on the cultural 
politics of English, the language of gender, genre analysis, and learning 
to read. 

From the Editors 

The JALT Journal welcomes Akito Ozaki, Tadashi Sakamoto and Satoshi 
Toki to the Editorial Advisory Board as Japanese-language manuscript 
readers. 
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Articles 

Word DefInition and Language Proficiency 

Machiko Achiba 
Tokyo Woman's Christian University 

This study investigates, on the basis of a taxonomy of definitions subjects 
produced, the relationship between target language proficiency level and both 
the syntactic form and the content of these definitions. A questionnaire consisting 
of 11 concrete English nouns was administered to four groups of 10 subjects 
each: three groups of Japanese university students at low, intermediate and 
advanced levels of English, and a group of adult native speakers of English. The 
subjects defined the words in English. Examination of syntactic forms revealed 
that the frequency of the forms used varied according to proficiency level. 
However, the content of the definitions did not show significant difference at 
any level. The results suggest that these learners of English have the lexical 
knowledge to give information on the definiendum (i.e., the term to be defined), 
but lack sufficient linguistic knowledge about forms for effective expression, 
although advanced learners showed greater control. Implications of the results 
for English language learning are drawn. 
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M
any studies have recently been carried out on word defInition. 
The focus of these studies, however, has been on how words 
are defined by children (c.f. Litowitz, 1977; Watson, 1985; Benelli, 

1988; Markowitz & Franz, 1988). Although some studies (Benelli, Arcuri 
& Marchesini, 1988, McGhee-Bidlack, 1991; Wehren, DeLisi & Arnold, 
1981) include adults in their data, the focus is still on the development 
of children's ability to make definitions in their frrst language. Litowitz 
(1977) analyzed children's responses according to defInitional form, clas
sifying them into five levels. Her results showed that children use more 
complicated, adult-like definitional forms with increasing age. Wehren, 
Delisi & Arnold (1981) focused on the content of definitions produced 
by children and adults. They found that with increasing age there was a 
shift from definitions which had functional information to defInitions 
which were a combination of descriptive and functional information. 

Except for Snow and her colleagues (Snow, 1987, 1990; Snow, Cancini, 
Gonzalez & Shriberg, 1989), few investigators have looked at the ability to 
define words in both first and second languages. Snow, et al. found that 
school literacy is strongly related to petformance in the making of formal 
defmitions and·that students petform defmitional tasks as well in the L2 as 
in the Ll. These fmdings about the ability of school children to defme 
words in the L2 throw light on how adults make definitions in the L2. 

Few studies (Flowerdew 1991, 1992a, 1992b) to date have explored in 
detail adult defmitional skills in the L2. Flowerdew's studies were based on 
spoken definitions drawn from science lectures by native English-speak
ing lecturers given to non-native English-speaking students. Flowerdew 
(1992b) is of interest to the present study. The focus of his study was on 
the forms as well as the functions that definitions fulfill in a lecture. 

The present study is based on written definitions, and focuses on 
how adults produce definitions in a foreign language. The purpose of 
this study is to identify the types of definitions learners produce, and to 
investigate the relationship between the learners' proficiency level in 
the target language and the form and content of the definitions they 
give. Specifically, three research questions are asked: 

1. What types of definitions do learners produce? 
2. Does the form of defInitions used by learners vary according to 

their target language proficiency level? 
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3. Does the content of definitions given by learners vary accord
ing to their target language proficiency level? 

The main concern of this paper is questions 2 and 3, but question 1 is an 
essential ground-clearing preliminary. 

Method 

Subjects: There were four groups each consisiting of 10 subjects: three 
groups of japanese EFL students at low (Low), intermediate (Int.) and 
advanced (Adv.) levels of proficiency in English, and a group of native 
speakers (NS) of English as the comparison group. Subjects in the learner 
groups were students at a women's university in japan. The average age 
of the learner groups was 20. The English proficiency level of the learn
ers was measured by the CELT (A Comprehensive English Language Test 
for Learners of English). The test was administered to 104 students, and 
the top 10 students (CELT scores 239-268), the middle 10 students (CELT 
scores 196-204) and the bottom 10 students (CELT scores 123-175) were 
chosen to represent their levels. 

The native speaker subjects were randomly chosen from students in 
the graduate program of a university in japan. This group contained 
both females and males, with an average age of 37. 

Materials. A questionnaire consisting of 15 concrete nouns was constructed 
in English on the basis of the vocabulary portion of the Japanese Standard 
Edition of Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised (Kodama, 
Shinagawa & Motegi, 1978) and the vocabulary portion of the Gengo 
Hattatsu Shindan Kensa (Kawai, 1979), a diagnostic test for language de
velopment. The English words used were the basic translational equiva
lents of the japanese words. Three criteria were used in the selection of 
the words: (a) they were in all likelihood familiar to all students; (b) each 
had only one referent; and (c) they had sufficiently clear characteristics to 
present no obstacle to definition. Subjects were asked to write definitions 
for these words. Four English items whose meanings were unknown to all 
the learners were excluded from the investigation, leaving the following 
11 concrete nouns: 

watermelon 
clock 

bicycle 
kangaroo 

potato 
umbrella 

chicken 
cow 

tulip 

Procedure: The questionnaire was administered during a regularly sched
uled class period. Subjects were instructed to define the above words in 
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English. Dictionaries were not allowed. The majority required the full 
hour allotted to complete the task. The questionnaire was sent out to 60 
native speakers of English. Of 30 questionnaires returned, 10 were ran
domly chosen for analysis. 

Results and Discussion 

Taxonomy of Definitions 
The total number of English defInitional responses given by the three 
learner groups and the native speaker group was 440, each group pro
ducing 110. First, the responses were looked at in order to identify the 
forms of defInitions that had been produced. They were classified into 
four categories as follows: (1) categorical defInitions, (2) specified cat
egorical defInitions, (3) specified generic defInitions, and (4) non-con
ventional defInitions. Second, all the defInitions produced were classified 
according to their content. Content refers to the differentiating charac
teristics that are the attributes of the defIniendum (i.e., term to be de
fined). All definitions in the present corpus fit into one or more of the 
following five categories: (1) description, (2) function, (3) relation, (4) ex
emplification, and (5) association. The taxonomy was developed, draw
ing on the typology shown in the literature (Wehren, De Lisi & Arnold, 
1981; Benelli, Arcuri & Marchesini, 1988; Flowerdew, 1992b) and was 
adapted to fit the present data. 

I coded all the subjects' responses once, and after two weeks I coded 
them again. The percentage of intra-coder agreement was 95. All the 
examples in the following taxonomy are direct quotations from the sub
jects'responses. 

Classification According to Form 
1. Categorical defInitions: Presence of superordinates only. 

piano "a musical instrument." (NS) 
potato "It is a vegetable." (Int.) 

2. Specified categorical definitions: The superordinate followed by speci
fications of some sort. These specifications may be relative clauses (re
strictive or non-restrictive), reduced relative clauses, or prepositional 
phrases. 

bicycle 

kangaroo 
piano 

"A kind of vehicle which has two wheels and pedals." 
(Adv.) 
"A marsupial unique to Australia." (NS) 
"A laJge musical instrument with many black and white keys." 
(Adv.) 
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3. Specified generic definitions: Generic terms such as "something," "a 
thing," or "an object" instead of the specific superordinate, followed by 
one or more specifications of some sort. These may be relative clauses 
(restrictive or non-restrictive), reduced relative clauses, or prepositional 
phrases. 

hat 
piano 

"Something people wear on their heads .... " (Int.) 
"A thing which makes sound and music to touch it." (Low) 

4. Non-conventional definitions: Lack of superordinates. 

watermelon "You can eat it most in summer. It looks like a basket ball 
colored green and black. It is red and has many seeds 
inside." (Adv.) 

Classification According to Content 
1. DeSCription: Reference to the properties of objects (e.g., visual, tac
tile, and taste), means of operation, or geographical distribution. 

watermelon "It has green and black stripes outside but inside is red. It 
tastes sweet but has many seeds." (Int.) 

bicycle " ... you pedal to make it move." (Int.) 
kangaroo "You can see this animal in Australia .... " (Adv.) 

2. Function: Reference to the functional properties of objects. 

umbrella "You use it for preventing yourself from getting wet when 
it rains." (Adv.) 

clock "an instrument that tells you time." (Adv.) 

3. Relation: Use of an analogy or comparison. 

tulip " ... The shape of flower is like a wine glass." (Adv.) 
bicycle ". . . To ride a bicycle is faster than to walk ... (Low) 

4. Exemplification: Use of examples. 

potato ". . . When we eat it, we cook into, for example, fried
potato, boiled-potato and so on." (Low) 

5. Association: Reference to indirect associations with stimulus words, 
which may be culture-bound; conventional or personal comments, etc. 

watermelon " ... we used to eat it at Fourth of July picnics." (NS) 
kangaroo " ... Very interesting animal." (Low) 

Form of Definitions 
Conventional Syntactic Form: Definitions have a conventional syntactic 
form. In making a definition the following are given: the term to be 
defined (definiendum), the class to which the term belongs 
(superordinate), and the distinguishing characteristics that make the 
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definiendum different from other members of its class. Characteristics 
are often stated in a relative clause. Thus the conventional English syn
tactic form of a definition may be stated as follows: 

An X is a Y which / that is/ has Z (characteristics) 

BielWisch & Kiefer (1969) point out that a definition may take a 
variety of forms, and Flowerdew (1991) demonstrates that a definition 
"can be subject to modification" (p. 253). However, both of them agree 
that the conventional form described above is the most typical form. 
Most researchers agree on this conventional definitional form (e.g., 
Litowitz, 1977; Watson, 1985; Benelli, 1988; Markowitz & Franz 1988). 
This form·is also evident in dictionary definitions, as seen in the cobuild 
Eng/ish Language Dictionary. 

A watermelon is a large round fruit which has a green skin on the outside 
and is pink and juicy inside with a lot of black seeds. (p. 1644) 

This form is represented by Category 2 (Specified categorical defini
tions) in the present taxonomy: 

"A bicycle is a kind of vehicle which has two wheels and pedals." (Adv.) 

The conventional syntactic form of a definition consists of a 
definiendum, a copula construction, a superordinate, and a post-modi
fier of some sort. However, in this study responses omitting the 
definiendum and the copula were treated as responses with these, since 
dictionary definitions often omit them. Therefore, the above example 
would be considered as having the conventional format even in the 
absence of "A bicycle is." 

Categories 1 (categorical definitions) and 3 (specified generic defini
tions) also have the conventional definitional format, "an X is Y," though 
where the former does not have any characteristics, the latter does. 
These categories (1, 2, and 3) have superordinates. The presence of a 
superordinate is an essential feature of the conventional form of a defi
nition. Although specified generic definitions have the conventional form 
of "an X is a Y which /that is/ has Z (characteristics)," the superordinates 
they include are not specific superordinates but generic superordinates 
sllch as "an object," "a thing" or "something": 

hat "It is something you wear on your head to protect from 
sunshine or coldness, and for fashion." (Adv.) 

Using a specific superordinate instead of a generic superordinate would 
produce a more informative and more precise definition. 
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Category 4 (non-conventional definitions) in the present taxonomy 
lacks superordinates and the format, "an X is Y." Instead, their defini
tional forms are "an X has ... ," "we (you) do ... ," or "an X is used for 
Y-ing," which are non-conventional definitions: 

bicycle 
hat 
clock 

"It has two wheels, a handlebar and saddle ..... (Int.) 
"We wear it on the head ... (Low) 
"It's used for informing you of time." (Int.) 

Frequency qf Definitional Forms: In order to see the relationship be
tween the subjects' proficiency level in the target language and the types 
of definitional forms they produced, responses were analyzed accord
ing to four categories: specified categorical, categorical, specified ge
neric, and non-conventional defmitions. Uninterpretable answers were 
excluded from analysis. The frrst three categories are either full- or se~
conventional definitions. A re~ponse which did not include any of the 
above three conventional defmitional forms was classified as non-con
ventional. Table 1 presents the percentage and number of these differ
ent definitional forms given by subjects at different proficiency levels 

Table 1: Percentage and Number of Definitional Forms 
Given in English by Proficiency Level 

Proficiency Level 
NS Adv. 

Definitional Fornl % (no.) % 
Specified Categorical 78.2 (86) 50.9 
Categorical 15.5 (17) 26.4 
Specified Generic 4.5 (5) 8.2 
Non-conventional 1.8 (2) 13.6 
Uninterpretable 0.0 (0) 0.9 
Total 100 (110) 100 

NS = Native speakers of English 
Adv. = Advanced proficiency learners 
Int. = Intermediate proficiency learners 
Low = Low-proficiency learners 

Int. 
(no.) % (no.) 

(56) 29.1 (32) 
(29) 35.5 (39) 
(9) 27 (3) 

(15) 30.0 (33) 
(1) 27 (3) 

(110) 100 (110) 

Low 
% 
26.4 
36.4 
10.0 
20.9 

6.4 
100 

(nol 
(29) 
(40) 
(11) 
(23) 
(7) 

(110) 

1.Specified categorical definitions us. categorical definitions. It can 
be seen from Table 1 that although the subjects at different levels pro
duced all four forms, they used each form in different proportions. The 
proportion of specified categorical definitions tends to increase with 
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proficiency level. Categorical defmitions, on the other hand, show the 
opposite trend and are inclined to decrease with proficiency level. The 
main differences lie between the advanced and the intermediate levels, 
thus dividing the subjects into two major groups: (1) native speakers 
and advanced learners, and (2) intermediate and low-proficiency learn
ers. The clear-cut difference in the proportion of definitional forms be
tween the advanced learners on the one hand, and the intermediate and 
low proficiency learners on the other, shows that the advanced learners 
are able to make defmitions in English, even though they are not as 
proficient as native speakers of English. This is confirmed in part by the 
striking fmdings from Snow, Cancini, Gonzalez & Shriberg (1989) that 
"the advanced school learners of English scored just as well on all the 
definitions subscores as the native monolinguals" (p. 248). 

The reason why the proportion of specified categorical definitions 
increases and that of categorical definition decreases with proficiency 
level may be explained with reference to post-modification. The syntac
tic format for specified categorical definitions is "an X is a Y which /that 
is/ has Z," while that for categorical definitions is "an X is a Y." The only 
difference between specified categorical definitions and categorical defi
nitions is the presence or absence of post-modification. As Table 1 shows 
native speakers and advanced learners, because of greater knowledge 
of the target language forms, produced sentences with post-modifica
tion more often than those at the lower levels, although there was a 
great difference in the percentage of the two types between native speak
ers and advanced learners. 

2. Specified generic definitions: The specified generic definition, which 
has a generic superordinate such as "an object," "a thing," or "some
thing," was the definition least frequently given by all the subjects ex
cept the native speakers. According to Litowitz (1977), in a child's 
developmental stages of making defmitions, the specified generic defi
nition is the transitional form between non-conventional definitions and 
specified categorical definitions: that is, a child learns a generic 
superordinate, "something," before learning an appropriate superordinate. 
Table 1 suggests that even adult native speakers will produce specified 
generic definitions. 

3. Non-conventional definitions: As the proficiency level increases, the 
percentage of non-conventional defmitions tends to decrease. However, 
this type of defmition was used more often by the intermediate learners 
than by the low-proficiency learners. Litowitz (977) notes that even adults 
who can construct definitions in a mature form often utilize the functional 
definitional form in situations where "the Aristotelian form is not demanded" 
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such as when conversing with friends (p. 302). The task given in the 
present snldy, the completion of a questionaire, was obviously not a ca
sual one, but one in which conventional definitions might reasonably be 
expected and preferred. It is interesting to note that the native speakers 
generated only two non-conventional definitions: 

clock "It's used to tell time.·· 
umbrella "It's used to prevent your body from getting soaking wet 

on rainy (hlyS:' 

This suggests that even native speakers use non-conventional defini
tions in situations where these may not be the norm. Needless to say, a 
much wider sample is needed to provide statistically valid conclusions 
on this issue. 

Content of Definitions 
Types of Information: This section examines whether the content of 
definitions is related to the level of proficiency in the target language. 
By the content is meant the type of information chosen, that is to say, 
the differentiating characteristics that are the properties or attributes of 
the definiedum. Whether or not a superordinate (Le., a class to which 
the term belongs) is present is not considered here, since the focus of 
the investigation is on the distinguishing characteristics which make the 
definiendum different from other members of its class. In the taxonomy 
developed for this study, the different kinds of information were classi
fied into deSCription, function, relation, exemplification, association, and 
any combination of these types. Two or more instances of a single type 
in one response were counted as one. For example, the following re
sponse was counted as one instance of functional-type (characteristics 
are in the brackets): 

chicken "This is a kind of bird [which is sometimes kept as a pet,] 
[usually used for food)"' (Adv.) 

The following example was classified as a combination of function and 
description: 

clock "Ut shows us what time it is now.) lIt has three needles.)" 
(lnt.) 

Frequency of Informational Types. Table 2 shows the raw frequencies for 
the different types of information given in English at the various profi
ciency levels. The data show that description, function, description and 
function, and description and association are the four major types of re-
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Table 2: Distribution of Types of Information 
Given in English by Proficiency Level 

Types of Infonnation 1'0 Adv. Int. Low 

Description .j) ?,6 3) 29 

Function 25 23 Zl 33 

Description & Function 15 25 14 10 

Description & Association 11 8 12 12 

Description, Function & Relation 1 2 

Description, Function, Relation & 
1 Exemplification 

Description, Function & Association 5 1 

Description & Relation 1 4 5 3 

Description, Relation & Association 1 1 2 1 

Description & Exemplification 2 

Description, Exemplification & 
2 Association 

Function & Relation 1 

Function & Exemplification 1 2 2 

Function, Exemplification & Association 1 

Function & Association 2 1 5 3 

Relation 1 

Relation & Association 2 1 

Association 2 3 9 5 

Uninterpretable Information 1 3 7 

Total 107- 10~ 110 110 

eNote: Three definitions given by native speakers and advanced 
learners had superordinates only and are not included.) 
NS :;;: Native speakers of English 
Adv. = Advanced learners 
Int. = Intermediate learners 
Low = Low-proficiency learners 
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sponses at all levels. Of the four types of responses, the two most common 
were those occurring independently, i.e., description and function. The 
least frequent type employed by all the subjects, except by low-profi
ciency learners, was the combination of description and association. 

Responses to Different Nouns. The responses to different nouns were 
examined in order to see if there was any major difference among sub
jects at different proficiency levels. Subject responses to each noun did 
not vary greatly by proficiency level, except to the word "umbrella. to 

Native speakers and advanced learners gave five and four instances of 
the combinational type of the "description & function, to respectively, 
while the intermediate and the low-proficiency learners produced just 
one instance per group of this type, out of 10 responses, the remaining 
nine being functional-type. The most frequently given functional type 
by all the subjects was for the word "hat" (native 7, advanced 9, inter
mediate 10, and low 8). All the subjects knew the physical appearance 
of the object and were able to include descriptive information in their 
definitions. The tendency to define this word only by function may 
suggest that "function constitutes the core component of subjects' con
ceptions of what a definition is, rather than a reflection of their knowl
edge of the object per se" (Wehren, De Usi & Arnold, 1981, p. 173). 

Conclusions and Implications 

The results show that although the subjects at different target lan
guage proficiency levels produced the same four definitional forms, 
they differed in the proportion of each. However, the definitional con
tent was not related to proficiency level. Subjects used the same types of 
information, and the frequency of each of those types did not vary 
significantly with respect to proficiency level. 

These results provide evidence that learners of English have the 
lexical knowledge to give information on deflnienda but lack the syn
tactic forms of English to express it, though advanced learners have 
greater control than intermediate and low proficiency learners. 

Snow (1990) suggests that "definitional skill in school-aged children 
is heavily influenced by the opportunity to practice giving definitions" 
(p. 708). With young adults acquiring this skill in a foreign language, 
even though they have the knowledge of what a definition is in their 
native language and are not doing it from scratch, there exists the same 
problem as in FL data in general: frequency of input. 

Foreign language classroom tasks do not usually include the task of 
learning definitional forms. This kind of skill cannot easily be' acquired 
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incidentally from other language tasks. The implication of this study for 
the classroom is that the definitional skill has to be learned and prac
ticed in order for it to be utilized at close to native speaker profiCiency. 
This is true especially for students at the intermediate and lower levels. 
It may be that failure to produce specified categorical defmitions is L2 is 
associated with faulty definitional skills in the Ll. 

More research is required to determine exactly what contributes to 
the development of definitional skill in a foreign language among adult 
learners. Possibly, Ll definitional skill is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition for attaining L2 skill. As teachers come to understand more 
about what is involved in mastering defmitional skill, they will be able 
to give greater help to their students in acquiring this skill which, al
though of limited application, is nevertheless necessary. 

I would like to thank Dr. Rod Ellis, Professor at Temple University, for his 
valuable comments and suggestions. 
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Woman's Christian University (Tokyo Joshi Daigaku) and a Ph.D. candi
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An Inquiry into Reading Comprehension 
Strategies through Think-aloud Protocols 

Hideo Horibe 
Hiroshima Institute of Technology 

Asking comprehension questions might reveal how much readers have 
understood of a given text, but such a measure is hardly sufficient to determine 
how the readers have actually processed the text in their minds. For the purpose 
of obtaining direct insight into how EFL .readers search for meaning and what 
kinds of reading comprehension strategies they possess and utilize during the 
act of reading, the author collected think-aloud protocols of 43 Japanese university 
students recorded on cassette tapes and examined the data, using the broad 
categories of top-down processing and bottom-up processing with accompanying 
sub-categories. This article reports the method of classifying the data, analyzes 
the characteristics of strategies used by the subjects, and investigates the 
relationship between strategy use and reading comprehension ability shown in 
the results of semester examinations. Finally, it considers the implications of this 
data for teaching reading to Japanese university students. 
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R
eading comprehension in a foreign language can be much more 
complicated than in one's native language. In,the case of reading 
in one's native language, lower-level processes such as recogniz

ing individual words and grasping syntactic structures are mostly auto
matic (Grabe, 1988; Mcleod & Mclaughlin, 1986), whereas reading in a 
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foreign language, especially when the reader is at the beginning or 
intermediate level, can be considered a highly complex and sometimes 
roundabout problem-solving activity, in which all pieces of information, 
from knowledge of vocabulary and grammar to knowledge of the topic, 
must be brought into play. Therefore, in addressing pedagogical issues 
related to the effect of teaching reading to EFL students, it is of vital 
importance to have insight into complicated mental processes. 

Interactive models, which essentially regard reading as an interaction 
between top-down and bottom-up processes (Carrell, Devine & Eskey, 
1988; Grabe, 1991), provide theoretical guidelines for teaching FSIJEFL 
reading. However, there is no guarantee that such models, primarily devel
oped in psycho linguistic research, are valid for all individuals or all learner 
groups. Even if they have some universal validity, there remains the ques
tion of how much or to what degree students rely on either top-down or 
bottom-up processing. As Anderson (1991) points out, "increased atten
tion is heing given to an examination of individual learner differences 
during the second language acquisition process" (p. 460). In this light, 
teachers are expected to have a clearer perspective of what individual 
students are doing while engaging in reading activities. For some Japanese 
University students, it is highly likely that reading English is still a process 
of "laborious deciphering" (Rivers, 1981, p. 268), or what Newmark calls 
"painful cryptoanalytic decoding" (in Krashen, 1987, p. 128) as a result of 
repeated grammar-translation practice in high school. It is also probable 
that other students transfer comprehension strategies from reading in the 
native language to reading in a foreign language. This article probes the 
mental processes of Japanese EFL readers. 

Think-aloud Protocols 

Teachers obtain knowledge of students' reading comprehension pro
cesses by various means: in-class observations, questionnaires, inter
views and specially-designed tests. However, it is usually difficult to get 
detailed information about why students feel frustrated, what kinds of 
problems they encounter, and how they solve these. One reliable way 
to gain insight into such mental activities is by examining think-aloud 
protocols, a version of introspective reports in which readers state their 
thoughts, ideas, questions, and behaviors while reading text. Recently, 
think-aloud protocols have become widely recognized as a method of 
researching the mental processes of language learners (Barnett, 1989; 
Casanave, 1988; Cohen, 1990, 1994; Cohen & Hosenfeld, 1981; Davies, 
1995; O'Mally & Chamot, 1990; Oxford & Crookall, 1989), and empirical 
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studies using this method have been conducted to investigate compre
hension strategies used by second language readers (c.f. Anderson, 1991; 
Block, 1986, 1992; Hosenfeld, 1977; Sarig, 1987; Matsubara, 1991). 

Obviously there are certain limitations to such a data collection method. 
First, it is virtually impossible for readers to articulate everything that is 
going on in their minds. There must be a number of thoughts, ideas, and 
questions which occur but are left unsaid. Therefore, reports must be 
considered only as a part of readers' mental activity. Second, since the 
think-aloud task requires readers to read, think and speak simultaneously, 
the task may interrupt the flow of thinking, and as a result, what is re
ported is an accumulation of isolated thoughts and ideas. 

Still, this data collection method has a remarkable advantage: it can 
provide a more direct view of readers' mental processes than other 
research methods. Because the task requires readers to respond imme
diately, the protocols are likely to contain fleetingly occurring strate
gies which are not identified in retrospective reports. Because responses 
are generated automatically, without self-analysis, they can reveal readers' 
problems and weaknesses. As long as readers engage in the task ac
tively and willingly, think-aloud protocols can be a reliable tool for 
understanding their mental processes. 

This article is based on think-aloud protocols by japanese univer
sity students in a class taught by the author. The data were elicited with 
the aim of perceiving the reading comprehension strategies attempted, 
either successfully or unsuccessfully, and recognizing their strengths 
and weaknesses. 

Design of the Study 

Research questions: 1) What kinds of comprehension strategies do japa
nese university students utilize when they process text written in En
glish? 2) How can comprehension strategies used by the students be 
categorized? In general, comprehension strategies are divided into two 
categories: top-down and bottom-up strategies. What sub-categories 
appropriately describe and classify students' strategies? 3) What is the 
relationship between strategy use and reading comprehension ability? It 
is generally assumed that good reading is marked by the use of top
down strategies. Can this tendency be identified? 

Subjects: The subjects were 43 japanese frrst-year students majoring in 
education (28 males and 15 females) enrolled in a required English class 
as a part of general studies at a national university. 
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Materials: Two passages were chosen. One is "The Dust Bowl" from a 
low-intermediate ESL reader entitled From the Beginning: A First Reader 
i1l American History (Bailey, 1990), and the other is "Early Autumn" by 
Langston Hughes, a story from a textbook entitled Short Short Stories 
(Takahashi, 1990). The first passage, which belongs to the informative 
discourse type, describes how American farmers during the Great De
pression sought to escape a prolonged drought by moving to Califor
nia. This passage was selected because the subjects had intensively 
read essays ahout the Great Depression in preceding class periods. The 
second passage, in the literary-aesthetic discourse type, is a bittersweet 
story of a man and woman named Bill and Mary, who meet by chance 
in downtown New York one day in early autumn many years after they 
had parted. This passage was selected as class members had expressed 
interest in reading a love story in response to a questionnaire. 

Both passages were determined to be written at a basic 2000 word 
level, hut include some words outside that level The first passage con
tains 442 words and has a Fry (977) readability of seventh grade. The 
second passage contains 443 words and has a Fry readability of fourth 
grade. It was presumed from the students' daily performance with this 
level of reading materials that they would be able to read both of the 
passages with relative ease. 

Procedure: During a regular class period, the subjects each sat at a lan
guage laboratory booth with a blank cassette tape in each tape recorder. 
Then they were given the passages with directions written in Japanese 
telling them to read the texts and make comments, in either English or 
Japanese, every time they came to the end of a sentence. (See Appendix 
for an English translation of the directions.) After subjects read the direc
tions, a sample of a think-aloud task recorded by a student in a pilot study 
was played. It demonstrated many different kinds of reading comprehen
sion strategies. It was explained to the students that the tape had been 
played not to encourage them to imitate the sample but to show what a 
think-aloud task would be like. All subjects appeared to understand the 
directions. The tape recorders were then started and subjects began the 
task. Tapes were not stopped until subjects had completed the task. 

Results 

Overoiew q{the protocols: The subjects approach to the task varied widely. 
First, the use of time differed. Some subjects frequently took a long 
pause after reading a sentence, which indicates that they were ponder-
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ing something but were not able to articulate it, while other students 
tried to read through the text quickly, suddenly stopping at a certain 
point to make comments on several different portions of the text. The 
average time spent in completing the task was approximately 25 min
utes. The fastest subject spent 10 minutes, the slowest spent 45. Also, 
some subjects were quite relaxed and responsive, but others responded 
diffidently if not reluctantly. Furthermore, some were emotionally in
volved in the content, while others were not. 

Categorization of strategies: Recent studies based on observations of 
second language readers have offered a number of taxonomies for 
analyzing reading comprehension strategies. Hosenfeld, Arnold, 
Kirchofer, Laciura & Wilson (1981) list 20 effective reading strategies 
found in self-reports of American high school students in reading En
glish and French. Sarig (in Cohen, 1990) reports approximately 130 
different strategies used by a group of 10 high school students in read
ing Ll Hebrew and L2 English, and classifies them into four strategy 
types: supporting, paraphrasing, establishing coherence in text, and 
supervising strategy use. Adapting the framework of these four basic 
types, Anderson (1991) lists 47 strategies, including test-taking strate
gies, used for classifying the data obtained from the think-aloud proto
cols of 28 Spanish-speaking university-level ESL students. For analyzing 
the think-aloud protocols of six ESL and three L1 English university
level students enrolled in remedial reading courses, Block (1986) uses 
a list of 10 general comprehension strategies and five local linguistic 
ones. The general comprehension strategies are: anticipating content, 
recognizing text structure, integrating information, questioning infor
mation in the text, interpreting the text, using background knowledge 
and associations, commenting on behavior or process, monitOring com
prehenSion, correcting behavior, and reacting to the text. The local 
linguistic strategies are: paraphrasing, rereading, raising questions about 
the meaning of a clause or sentence, raising questions about the mean
ing of a word, and solving vocabulary problem. Integrating various 
research findings, Grabe (1993) provides a list of 60 potential reading 
strategies under six basic types: strategies for improved comprehen
sion, strategies for main idea comprehension, consciousness-raising strat
egies, monitoring strategies, strategies for repairing miscomprehension, 
and transfer of strategies to other readings or tasks. 

How subjects' responses should be categorized is a difficult ques
tion. While a large number of categories are necessary to describe re
sponses precisely, the perspective may be lost if the respons~s are 
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classified into too many detailed categories. In this study, Block's cat
egorization system (1986) was used as a starting point. The protocols 
of 10 students chosen at random were carefully examined according to 
these 15 strategies. Following this, modifications and Simplifications 
were made so that the taxonomy would reflect the characteristics of the 
strategy use of our subjects and reflect the focus of this study. After this 
procedure, the following list was drawn. (Examples from this study, 
most of which are translations from Japanese, are given in quotations.) 

Top-down Strategies 

A: Anticipate content: The reader predicts what will occur in succeed
ing portions of the text. "I don't think the farmers' hope will be 
realized." "Probably Mary will regret this." 

B: Question content: The reader raises questions as to various aspects 
of the content such as the veracity of information or the reason for 
certain behavior by the characters. "Is it true that there was no rain
fall at all in the year?" "Why did Mary understand what Bill was 
going to say?" 

C: Use general or background knowledge: The reader refers to general 
or background knowledge to clarify, confirm or interpret the con
tent. "I know a lot of people suffered at the time of the Great De
pression." "Fifth Avenue ... it is [in] a central part of New York." 

0: React to the text: The reader reacts emotionally to the text. "What a 
pity! Snlall children had to walk such a long way!" "I'm awfully sony 
for Mary." 

E: Interpret the text: the reader makes an inference about the author's 
intention or characters' behaviors or feelings, or tries to explain the 
reasons behind what is explicitly stated. "They were all called Okies. 
This Ineans people in California weren't interested in where they 
were from." "It seems that falling leaves symbolize Mary's feelings." 

F: Integrate information: The reader relates new information to previ
ously stated information. "Oh, this connects with that." This some
thnes leads to the modification or confirmation of questions or hy
potheses formed while reading a previous portion of the text. "Now 
I understand what the Dust Bowl is." 

Bottom-up Strategies 

G. Translate: The reader translates a clause or a sentence into Japanese to 
aid or confirm understanding. Where the translation was done cor-
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rectly, it was classified as G+, and where it was done incorrectly, G-. 

H. Paraphrase: The reader paraphrases a clause, a sentence, or a certain 
chunk of information to aid or confirm understanding, or to clarify 
the idea. Most paraphrases were made in Japanese, but there were 
some in English. Where the paraphrase can be considered accurate, 
it was classified as H+, and where inaccurate, H-. 

I. Use grammatical knowledge: The reader uses grammatical knowledge 
in an attempt to understand and tries to identify the grammatical func
tion of a word or phrase ("ls this blow a verb or a noun?"), to grasp the 
syntactic structure of a sentence ("What is the subject of this sentence?" 
or ''This thatis used as a relative pronoun."), or to examine the anaphoric 
relation of a pronoun (''This they means the farmers above."). Where 
the grammatical analysis is correct or appropriate, it is classified as 1+, 
and where it is incorrect or inappropriate, or the reader is simply won
dering ( "Is this falling a gerund or a participle?"), as 1-. 

J. Question the meaning of a word: The re~der wonders about the 
meaning of an unknown or unfamiliar word and in some cases tries 
to make a guess, using the context, knowledge of word formations 
or other word solving behavior. If the guess was reasonably accurate 
( "I don't know the word impulsively, but it seems to be similar to 
suddenly. "), it was classified as J+, and if it is a bad guess, or when 
the reader was simply asking ("What does this word mean?"), J-. 

After this list of categories was established, all the protocols were ex
amined in detail and were coded accordingly. Basically, one response 
after reading one sentence was regarded as the use of one strategy. 
When a long response contained several different kinds of strategies, 
each one was counted as the use of one strategy. The overall results 
are shown in Table 1. 

Discussion 

Frequency of each strategy: First, attention should be drawn to the 
question of what kinds of strategies were frequently used and what 
kinds were rarely used. Table 2 displays total and average strategy use 
by subjects. 

A noticeable general tendency was that bottom-up strategies were 
used much more frequently than top-down strategies. This clearly shows 
that for most of the subjects lower-level processes were far from auto
matic and that they were struggling to decode linguistic clues. 
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Table 1: Overall Results 

Student Exam Top-down Strategies Bottom-up Strategies 

No. score A B C D E F G+ Goo H+ H- 1+ 1- J+ J-
1. 96 0 3 3 0 S 4 5 0 16 0 2 2 2 5 
2. 94 0 0 0 1 1 3 4 1 6 0 0 2 1 0 
3. 91 4 9 3 10 S 0 0 0 2 0 3 4 2 7 
4. 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 39 3 10 0 0 0 0 0 
S. 90 0 2 0 0 0 0 37 2 3 3 0 1 0 1 
O. H7 0 7 2 4 S S H 4 0 1 1 2 2 5 
7. H6 0 1 0 2 0 8 2 9 2 1 0 0 1 
H. 84 0 3 2 S 7 9 4 1 7 0 0 1 1 1 
9. H4 1 6 0 5 7 S 1 0 3 0 0 1 1 1 

10. H4 2 H 0 11 8 3 13 2 8 0 1 1 3 7 
11. 84 0 4 3 2 1 3 15 3 10 1 3 2 2 3 
12. H3 12 s 9 9 0 3 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 
13. H3 1 2 0 10 S 4 2 0 3 0 1 3 0 4 
14. H3 0 2 1 2 4 1 34 10 H 3 3 1 1 3 
15. H2 0 '5 1 0 3 3 1 0 2 0 1 5 1 4 
10. H2 0 3 0 0 2 '5 8 2 1 0 2 3 3 4 
17. H2 0 4 7 H 5 0 4 1 7 1 0 1 2 6 
IH. HI 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 9 
19 HI 0 1 0 .:; 0 0 3 1 3 0 1 1 0 5 
20. HO 0 0 0 2 0 3 1 5 1 0 0 0 5 
21. 79 2 S 1 4 4 2 12 2 11 2 2 1 2 5 
22. 79 0 3 0 9 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 4 3 12 
23. 79 0 0 0 H 1 3 10 3 7 1 2 5 3 6 
24. 79 0 0 0 1 1 32 3 9 2 0 1 1 1 
25. 7H 0 0 1 5 2 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 5 
26. 77 0 1 0 1 0 0 29 3 3 0 0 1 0 6 
27. 76 0 4 0 1 0 7 2 2 0 1 1 1 3 
2H. 75 0 '5 0 7 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 6 
29. 74 0 7 0 4 3 2 12 3 2 0 0 0 0 6 
30. 74 1 0 0 9 H 3 3 1 10 2 0 0 0 2 
31. 73 0 0 0 1 1 1 20 4 3 1 3 1 3 8 
32. 73 0 '5 7 13 8 H 6 2 13 2 1 5 4 9 
33. 72 0 0 0 2 1 3 22 3 5 2 2 3 3 11 
34. 72 0 0 0 0 0 1 12 2 0 3 0 0 0 1 
3'5. 72 1 2 1 2 0 3 26 4 0 0 3 1 2 6 
30. 70 0 1 0 0 3 6 4 2 7 4 0 0 1 5 
37. 66 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 2 0 0 5 0 9 
3H 66 0 0 1 0 0 0 14 7 2 1 0 0 0 1 
39. 62 0 0 0 4 1 2 3 1 2 1 0 2 1 14 
40. 61 1 0 2 1 0 0 4 2 3 1 0 6 3 21 
41. 60 0 0 0 0 2 0 6 4 2 12 0 10 0 0 
42. 55 0 0 0 2 1 1 6 4 3 2 0 0 0 8 
43. 55 0 0 1 1 H 7 17 6 8 4 0 3 0 7 
Note: The exam score is the <lVer.lge of two semester examinations. 

Top-Down Stmtegies: A .. Anticipate content; B '" question content; C .. Use background 
knowledge; 0 .. Re;lch to text; E = Interpret rtextj F .. Integrate information 

Bottom Up Stmtegies (+ '" Effective; - == Ineffective): G .. Tmnslate; H ... Paraphrase; I ... Use 
gmmm<ltical knowledge; J c::r Question meaning of a word 
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Table 2: Total and Average Use of Each Strategy 

Total use Average 

1. G (Translate) 
2. J (Question meaning of a word) 

543 (G+ = 447, G- = 96) 12.6 
274 0+ = 51, J- = 223) 6.4 
253 (H+ g 200, H- = 53) 5.9 3. H (Paraphrase) 

4. 0 (React to text) 
5. I (Use grammatical knowledge) 
6. E (Interpret text) 
7. B (Question content) 
8. F (Integrate information) 
9. C (Use background knowledge) 
10. A (Anticipate content) 

158 3.7 
121 (I+ = 37, 1- = 84) 2.8 
117 2.7 
112 2.6 
110 2.6 
47 1.1 
14 0.3 

It is not surprising that by far the most frequently used strategy was 
translation when we consider that grammar-translation is still the most 
widely used teaching method in Japanese public schools. The data indi
cate that the students tend to depend on their Ll to comprehend or help 
comprehend text written in English. This strategy was used by all the 
subjects, with one exception, but how it was used varied widely. Three 
basic patterns can be identified. One group occasionally made use of 
translation to confirm the meaning of some part of the passages. The 
second group of students used it constantly, but utilized other strategies 
as well. The third group either translated from the beginning, whether 
successful or unsuccessful, or began to read with attention to different 
aspects but came to concentrate only on translation. The idea that read
ing a foreign language means translating seems to be deeply rooted in 
many of the subjects. 

Assuming that grammar-translation practice in high school greatly 
influences the way students process English text, we may wonder why 
the grammatical knowledge strategy was less frequently used than trans
lation. Most students used this strategy a few times, though none of 
them used it to the point of paying exclusive attention to the grammati
cal function of each word or to the syntactic structure of each sentence. 
This may only mean that most students attempted to comprehend the 
text without much concern for grammatical forms. In a sense, such a 
manner of processing text can be considered "natural," because, as Riv
ers states, "perception of spoken or written message is primarily depen
dent on apprehension of semantic meaning ... with recourse to 
knowledge of syntax only when the meaning is not clear" (1981, p. 
267). One may argue that articulating grammatical rules is a special 
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metalinguistic ability and that there must be students who actually made 
frequent use of their grammatical knowledge but could not describe 
what they were doing. However, such an argument poses the very com
plicated question of "How is conscious knowledge of grammar different 
from implicit knowledge of grammar?", which lies outside the scope of 
this article. Judging from the fact that the number of 1- is more than 
twice that of 1+, it can safely be said that few subjects were able to make 
full use of their grammatical knowledge for comprehension, regardless 
of the grammatical knowledge they possessed. 

How can the data on the use of top-down strategies be interpreted? 
Apparently we can't say that most students processed the text efficiently 
in the top-down processing mode, but it should be noted that top-down 
strategies were employed to a considerable degree. The fact that such 
strategies as reacting to the text, interpreting the text, questioning con
tent, and integrating information were used fairly consistently suggests 
that many students actively approached the text. This finding may sup
port the hypothesis of the "universality" of the reading process repre
sented in Goodman's often-quoted assertion that "the reading process 
will be much the same for all languages" (1973, p. 27; in Devine 1988, p. 
261). Since there is little doubt that the subjects are literate in their L1 
and it is unlikely that many of them received systematic training in high
level reading skills in previous English courses, it is reasonable to as
sume that their first language skills were transferred to the foreign 
language context. 

However, it should be noted that the strategy of using background 
knowledge was used far less frequently than other top-down strategies. 
Contrary to my expectation that the background knowledge of the Great 
Depression given in preceding lessons would provide background aid, 
only a few students related to the text with this knowledge. Though 
recent research in schema theory emphasizes the importance of back
ground knowledge in reading comprehension (Carrell & Eistherhold, 
1983; Coady, 1979; Rumelhart, 1984; Spiro, 1980), our data suggest that 
it is not easy for most students to utilize it. Carrell (1983) reports a study 
which shows that intermediate and even advanced ESL readers tend to 
be linguistically bound to text and do not make the necessary connec
tions between the text and the appropriate information. It may not be 
surprising that our subjects did not actively use background knowledge. 

Relationship between strategy use and reading comprehension abil
ity: Table 1 lists the students in a descending scale according to average 
score on two reading comprehension examinations given at the end of 
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each semester. The following discussion is developed on the assump
tion that the results of these examinations reflect their reading compre
hension abilities. 

It is not difficult to identify some clear relationships between strat
egy use and reading comprehension ability. One is that as the score 
goes down so does the frequency of top-down strategies. In order to 
obtain the numerical data, all the subjects were divided into three groups 
according to rank by scores. The total number of top-down and bottom
up strategies used by each group was counted, and the average strategy 
use was calculated. Table 3 shows the results. 

Table 3: Total and Average Use 
of Top-Down and Bottum-Up Strategy Types by Group 

Group . Range of Top-down Avg. Bottom-up Avg. 
size scores strategies strategies 

High-scoring group (14) 96 - 83 255 18.~ 387 27.6 
Middle-scoring group (14) 82 -75 155 11.1 332 23.7 
Low-scoring group (15) 74 - 55 148 9.9 472 31.5 

These figures show that students ranked in the high-scoring group 
employed top-down strategies much more frequently than others, and 
that middle-scoring students used them slightly more often than low
scorers, whereas the use of bottom-up strategies follows no such pat
tern. There are a few exceptions like students #4 and #5 in the high-scoring 
group, who used virtually no top-down strategies, and Student #31 in 
the low-scoring group, who made consistent use of top-down strate
gies. However, the frequent users of top-down strategies are concen
trated in the high-scoring group, while the lowest seven barely used 
top-down strategies: their average was only 5 times. 

Table 4 shows the percentage use of top-down and bottom-up strat
egies in each group. These figures also reveal that the use of top-down 
strategies is related to reading comprehension ability. 

In addition, it seems worthwhile to examine closely one of the bot
tom-up strategies: the strategy of raising questions about the meaning of 
a word. Since "reading difficulties are often traceable to deficits at the 
level of word recognitiontt (Adams, 1980, p. 14), it is important to see 
how the subjects struggled at this level. The relationship is clear. As the 
exam score goes down, the more frequently use of this strategy is ob
served. This indicates that low-scoring students were struggling more at 
the level of word-by-word decoding. It should be noted that the fre-
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Table 4: Percentage Use of 
Top-Down and Bottom-Up Strategy Types by Group 

High-scoring group 
Middle-scoring group 
Low-scoring group 

Top-down / 
39.7 / 
31.8 / 
23.9 / 

Bottom-up 
60.3 
68.2 
76.1 

Table 5: Total Number and Average of Strategy 'J' Use by Group 

Groups by exam scores 
High-scoring 

Middle-scoring 
Low-scoring 

'J' 
No. Avg. 
53 3.8 
96 6.9 
125 8.3 

')+' 
No. Avg. 
15 1.1 
19 1.4 
17 1.1 

')-' 
No. Avg. 
38 2.7 
77 5.5 
108 7.2 
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quency of J+ was low in all groups. Though the importance of the 
ability to guess the meaning of unknown words is often emphasized in 
EFL pedagogy, the data suggest that it is a difficult skill. Despite the high 
frequency of attempts, students in the low-scoring group rarely suc
ceeded, supporting the view that "time spent on close decoding is, 
more often than not, reading time misspent" (Devine, 1988, p. 264). 

Conclusions and Implications for Pedagogy 

The findings in this study can be summarized as follows: 1) The 
approach to the text varied from individual to individual, but the stu
dents as a whole used a wide range of top-down and bottom-up com
prehension strategies; 2) The majority used bottom-up strategies more 
frequently than top-down strategies, largely with recourse to translation, 
and 3) There is a clear relationship between reading comprehension 
examination scores and strategy use: the higher the scores, the more 
frequent the use of top-down strategies. Students in the low-scoring 
group have a strong tendency to be concerned with decoding words. 

Our first conclusion is that many students possess strategic resources 
not only in the bottom-up processing mode but also in the top-down 
processing mode. This is encouraging for teachers, because it implies 
the potential for improvement from training in higher-level strategies. 
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Though the immediate effect of direct strategy instruction remains ques
tionable (Barnett, 1988a; Duffy, 1993), teachers are certainly respon
sible for encouraging students to learn how to process· text more 
efficiently in the top-down mode. Teachers can do this through various 
activities, such as predicting content from headings, utilizing informa
tion in pictures, maps and charts, analyzing the basic structure of text, 
and skimming for specific information. Considering the infrequent use 
of background knowledge as a strategy here, it may be necessary to 
help students call up their knowledge. Several organized methods and 
approaches have been elaborated for this purpose, among which are 
"Extending Concepts through Language Activities," "Directed Reading
Thinking Activity," and the ICExperience-Text-Relationship Method" (c.f. 
Barnitz, 1985, pp. 20-22). For students who rely exclusively on bottom
up strategies, special attention is necessary so that they will view read
ing from a new angle and take a more global approach. Certainly this is 
not easy, but it is possible if teachers make use of techniques such as 
nonsense texts or texts including anomalous words and sentences 
(Carrell, 1988). 

From the second finding, we can conclude that the nature of read
ing problems is largely linguistic, and that students need to develop a 
stronger foundation of basic linguistic skills. However, great care must 
be taken in applying this fmding to pedagogical directives. If teachers 
focus attention on specific aspects of language, such as lexicon and 
syntax, with aim of developing basic linguistic skills and place undue 
emphasis on vocabulary exercises and grammar drills isolated from 
meaning, the lesson may reinforce a word-by-word processing style 
and discourage the integration of skills in the interactive reading pro
cess. It should be kept in mind that over-reliance on translation and 
other lower-level strategies is probably a result of repeated practice of 
these strategies required in previous English courses. To address this 
problem, teachers can utilize rapid word or phrase recognition exer
cises and exercises for reading in meaningful word groups (Eskey & 
Grabe, 1988). These exercises help both solidify students' linguistic 
foundation and reduce reliance on translation. 

Similarly, we have to consider carefully the pedagogical implica
tions of the third finding. Although this supports the view that good 
reading is marked by use of top-down strategies, it does not mean that 
instruction should always be focused on the development of top-down 
strategies. It is important to note that over-reliance on top-down strate
gies sometimes leads to wild guesses about a text's content. If teachers 
blindly emphasize the utilization of background knowledge in a begin-
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ning-Ievel class, students may simply begin to view decoding tasks as 
laborious and so avoid them, thereby developing not a "knowledge
based" but a "knowledge-biased" (Carrell, 1988, p. 108) comprehen
sion style. "For second language readers, especially," as Eskey and 
Grabe maintains, "both top-down and bottom-up skills and strategies 
must be developed, and developed conjointly [italics added], since both 
contribute directly to the successful comprehension of text" (1988, p. 
227). Thus, it is important for teachers to take a balanced approach in 
consideration of each student's abilities. 

Finally, I would like to stress the benefits of think-aloud protocols as 
a means for getting to know students. According to Block (1986), think
alouds can be an important tool for learners to recognize their own 
comprehension problems. It is hoped that this was the case with our 
students as well, but here I would like to emphasize that it was a fruitful 
experience for me to listen with concentration to students for a sus
tained length of time. I became far more sensitized to the various com
prehension problems they faced and gained insights into the problems 
and weaknesses of individual students and the kind of help that can be 
effective for them. Furthermore, I was able to share the sudden mo
ments of "click of comprehension" many students experienced after 
going through some frustration. In short, I recognized anew the value of 
classroom-based research. 

Hideo Horibe, M.A., University of Minnesota, is a full-time lecturer at 
Hiroshima Institute of Technology. His research interests are reading 
comprehension, second language acquisition, and foreign language teach
ing methodology. 
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Appendix 
The following ts an Engltsh translation of the directions. Directions were written 
in Japanese to ensure that there would be no mtsunderstanding. 

Let's Think Aloud 
As this is not a test for evaluation but just a kind of experiment to find out 

your problems, strengths and weaknesses for more effective instruction in our 
reading class, please relax and do it. 

When you read text in English, the process is far from simple. Consciously 
or unconsciously, various things are going on in your mind. When you come to 
an unknown word, you may guess the meaning from the word formation or the 
context. When you don't understand a sentence, you may have to read it again 
or analyze the grammatical structure of the sentence. Even if you don't under
stand a certain portion of the text for sure, you can pass some judgement on 
what it is about, using your common sense or background knowledge. When 
you can't make sense of the author'S intention, you may sometimes just go 
ahead and gradually come to understand as you go on. Also, you may agree or 
disagree with the opinion of the author, or you may be surprised at or angry 
about the content. In ordinary comprehension tests, only the result-what or 
how much you have understood-is measured, but in this experiment, the pro
cess-how you attempt to understand-is focused upon. 

Read "The Dust Bowl" and "Early Autumn" and each time you read a sen
tence, state immediately whatever occurs in your mind as straightforwardly as 
possible, as if you were just talking to yourself. Your statement can be anything 
about the text such as a question regarding the content, vocabulary, grammar, 
your own feeling or opinion, or your knowledge about the content, etc. You 
don't have to explain or analyze your thoughts. When you don't have anything 
special to say, a brief comment such as "OK" or "I understand" is all right, but 
remember it is important to try to respond as actively, straightforwardly and 
automatically as possible. You may respond either in English or in Japanese. 
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How Overseas Graduate Students Compose in}apanese: 
A Study of Two Writers 

Takao Kinugawa 

Graduate School of literature, Nagoya University 

Zamel (1983) claims the difference in effective and ineffective writers lies in 
the nature of planning, whereas Raimes (1985) indicates that ineffective writ
ers do not have many planning behaviours and do not pay much attention to 
mistakes. A cause for these fmdings might be attributed to the quantitative 
nature of their research. As Krapels (1990) suggests, processes of text genera
tion differ from writer to writer, and even within one writer, according to the 
nature and context of the task. The purpose of this study is to describe in 
detail the composing processes of effective and ineffective second language 
writers of Japanese in order to arrive at a deeper understanding of what is 
actually happening in JSL writer's mind while they compose. Two graduate 
students studying at a Japanese university, one considered to be an effective 
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writer and the other to be an ineffective writer by a group of JSL teachers, 
were examined for the following; 1) How did the writers generate plans and 
which strategies did they use during planning; and 2) How did they actually 
compose and which strategies did they use in composing. Following think
aloud protocols, the students were asked to think aloud while planning and 
writing. This process was video recorded for examination. The behaviours of 
both writers were classified into three categories: 1) planning processes; 2) 
writing processes, and 3) editing processes. These three categories of 
behaviours were then examined in the light of 1) how each writer generated 
a plan before they started writing, 2) how each writer wrote the fIrst para
graph, and 3) how each writer continued to generate a plan while writing. 
The results showed the following characteristics: 1) the ineffective writer only 
thought about "what to write" and did not consider "how to write" in generat
ing a plan; 2) the ineffective writer's main concern while writing was to write 
down the expressions that came to her mind and editing behaviours were 
hardly observed; 3) it is suspected that the effective writer had a global plan 
concerning the overall structure of the text, i.e., how to start and fInish the 
text before beginning to write; 4) the effective writer took the context into 
consideration when generating plans and determining appropriate expres
sions, and 5) writing and editing behaviours were alternately used in the 
effective writer. Finally, the author suggests that future research into JSL writ
ing should: 1) examine the quality of writer's plans as well as the quantity of 
planning behaviours; 2) consider the purpose of rereading as well as the 
quantity of rereading behaviours, and 3) clarify what kind of knowledge 
writers have concerning the plans of the text. 

1980~.ft~~e" jfi::-gtm~fl:#Q)Jt$if3'efi, r.v\tC.~Q)J tc.t~fit,t 

<, rfF< fr~~Q)~Q)J, .-:>* tl Jtiitifitl:HAIUl: ~.F.i~~-C -'5 J: ? fl:t,t--=> 
-C ~ tc.o .:. Q) J: ? t,tif~~~frbtLQ J: ? fl:t,t --=> tc.lrftfl:fi, Jt:fit~~? * < 11 
.tQIF~-=F (g(~, ~.t¥J.~-=F) fi, Jt1itifi~ilfi~~$trn~i> tl, Jtiit 
~~? * < •• tflv'ff~-=F (tJ.~, ~~~$t¥J.~-=F) Ji, Jtiit~.< MliUl:.fiiJ 
~~~Q)rmJmF.i~~~Q ~v\? :it-*-1J~~~Qo 

Zamel (1983) Ji~.trnt,t.~ ~ ~ ~~~.t¥Jt,tl§~ -=FQ)Jt.»El:fjilm~.~ 

1." (iJjj:#Q)nofl:.i'1'7:.~!I ~{~:iE~v\? frDlbfl:1i) 1., -C~Q)J: ? t,tm~~i>Q 
~mM1., -Cv'Qo jfi-fl:, ~~~.t¥J.~-=F~~1.,~~~ tl ~ 1.,tC.'1'7~~tC.-C Q 
Q)KH1.,-C,~.t¥J~8~~~-CQ'1'7~~Jt.Q)1J~a~~~Q~~Q)~ 

Q)~~--=>-C, ~Q)J:? fl:~tJ.J!TQ~~fi~* tl *-*--Cv\t,tv"o m::'l:, ~~~. 
t¥Jt,t.~ -=F~~Jt~, mfct,t ~ Q)fU)JlIfl:M e,btL, se3J.il& 1., ~{~:iE ~ .:cQ)$7} 
.l:IS!~~tLQQ)fl:H1., -C, ~.t¥Jtl.~-=F.i-JtQ)re3J.il& 1.,~~ ~lfi!ffl:.i~Jt 
Q)3)'tJJ.3J& 1.,~frt,t--=>-CI*J~~~ 1., -Cv\Qo 
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,:.tL.;::~tl . ., "( Raimes (1985) Ji Zamel (1983) Q)~:JJb!:."1l4t~.Q~Q)J:; 

td!~~~*IY-Jif~ ~Q)Jt~i!El±B{!U£(})".~~ L.. ,"(,It'.Qo m-f;::, ~~~.(f.Jil 
l!f ~ ~ ()) Jtiitifti l±\ lliU£ ~ fi, 7" 7 =- /' !I~ i>.Q ~ *UItIi ~ tL.Q fj!)1.H"1 ~ td! It '0 
m=f;::. ~~~*IY-JiF~ ~J"1rdBf!lt'f;::.i~ * ~ t£~~tkt>T. ~(})tc~SC.7j.ii 

L.. ti~JE t~td!lt'o 
':'Q)J:;K. ~fj~R~~. 7"7=-/'!I.~.7j.iiL.. •• JEKOOL..,"(,-~L.. 

tcJ!M~~~i;,tL,"(,lt,t~lt'o ~.i. td!if. ':'(})J: ;td!~*Q)~n~~t;tc(})~~ 
-'5 ? ~~o ~Q)Jjj{E§Q)-"0 c!:: L.. '"('. ~.(f.Jt~1!f~~ c!::~~~*IY-Jil.~~(})Jt. 

ittll±\i§mQ)~.~. 7"7=-/'!I~Mt.7j.ii L.. c!::lt'; fjWJQ):Iil~-~~t L..J: ; J:: 
L..tc':' J::ni~.QQ)~.itd!lt'tt-'5? ~~o ':'(})J:? td!Bl(f.Jtd!~t1i"."1$.(f.Jt~.$1-
~~.L...fi~~~~~~,:.C!::~§(f.J~L.~~~~~i>~o L.~L.. •• @~ 
KJ:~'"('Jt.i!til±\~m~~~~. ~~KMA(})~~t.Jt~~.mKJ:~'"(' 

:Wt~ ~ tcJtiitittll±\ll!u~~~mlt' i;,tL."5 (Krapels, 1990) 0 L..tcn~~ ,"(" Jlf!lM~ 

Ji. :itIY-J~fJT.;::J:~'"('.!f!~td!-~~t'S:)j(~."5J: ~ t. "£T, ~."5.~~Q)Jt 
.iitm)§f§!~,g,:. ~ ,"(,It'."5JJ!.~fj!llb~~iI~ < R2.Jlft L... ~Q)".'S:J!I!M;-."5 

,:. c!::~~m-tt J::;1f;t ~tL."5o 
~,:.~. *iJfR~Ji. ~*(f.J~~~C!::~~~*f.J!f~~. ~tL~tL 14;Q)Jt 

.iitm~f§!'S:*~C!::L..,"(,C!::~~~ ~~Q).B~~M~."5':'J::K~."5o 

1) ~*IY-J.~~C!::~~~*(f.J.~~.i~Q)J:? f;:: L..'"('7"7/'~~JjjtL..,"(,lt'."5 
'IJ~o ~,:. ~mlt' ~tL."51Jl!I&f;::~~~l>."5i1~o 

2) ~*IY-J.~ ~ C!::~~~*(f.J!f~~.i~(})J: ? f;:: L.. '"('Jt:fit~.~ J:tY'"('lt'."5 
iI~o -t:':' ~ m It' i;,tL."5 ~1!1&.;::~n~~."5 iI~o 

m~BC1.nE. 

*iJf~~J"1Jt.ittlmi§m'S:~(})J: ? f;::;1f;t."5o 
1 ) Jt.ittlmif9'~H"1-m(})r~afWlk:Q)iAfi~l> ~. ~tLJ"1 ramQ)il&fiJ. rJt 
.~t(})iAf§!J. r f!f« L..(})il&fiJ c!:: It'? ~"0(})~.f1l~fiil~ ~mJjjt~tL."5o 
2) ="0Q)~.f1lil&~.;::.i~tL~tL.;::l@Jjjt~""~ ~l(n~#r:E~."5o mi1Q);am 
Jr.Ji r7"7/'~~;tmTJ c!::lt'? §l(n~l>."5o Jt.~t(})idU~fr.Ji r7"7/''S: 
gm~JJ!~tT."5J J::lt'? ~~~i~.Qo f!m:L..(})iEU~Hr.J"1 r.lt'tc~Ol~!i;t 

_<J c!::lt';§~~~."5o*~R~~. ,:.tL~(})§~~Jt.ittlm~~K~~ 
."5 ~Ui~~ J::1IiP~0 
3) ="0qYFUi~f§!."1. ~tL~tL(})~Il~~~T."5tc~Q)fiWJ «(})m.7j.~t> 

-tt) fr.J:~"(.Jjjt~tL."5o ,:.tLi;,Q)fimbfr.Ji r7"7/'~Jl.,,(."5J t~~Q)a§3J 

f.Jtd!fi!llb t ~."5 L... ry? r 7 -1 /' 'S:1f < J td! J::' (})~iI~ i;, •• ~~ ."54lJJJllY-Jil 
fi!1bb~.Qo 
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4) ""FilLf;);t£U~J1JilTQ1tbbf~~ }!(1)J:; flftl1b~iltRTQX1~.i.~~f~J: "J 
"C At~ Qo *M~.i~ =. (1)ftl1b(1)iltR(1).f±1J~m~ ~(1)Jt.i!lW1i1ll& c!:~~o 

liJf~75$ 

liJf~tin;f 

~~~*.*.~Jt.liJf~MK~.TQ*~~m.~6~K~n~~~ 
tan l., "c ~ IE> "J tcm.~.i~ v~- "~IiBJt~ B *m~. < ~'~n~i> ~ ~ 8 
*mQ)Jtiiti!l W f~~T Q =-- :X ~ ~lt '0 l., tcn~ "J "c ~ Jti1t~ W)f!1! ~lt9 =. "J 
"Clt'Qllill~ftlJlJt:~n~ < ifai1Jll.,~ .:tQ)~.~Jl1WT Q tcbbQ)~iIl ~ l., "C.i 
Jf~~i>Q ~:1t;t lE>ttQo 

.$1-1Dt.1i~ 

*~tan.K6~Q)~.Q)~~IE>.e~TQ~mt:~~~~IE>"J1to =. 
tL.i~ imiU~fiJT Q~.n~t~lt'tcbbf~Jt:ritn~.ttt~lt' ~ It' ; •• t: ~ ft Q tc 
~~i>Qo~K~ •• Jt~M.W t:~~l.,~.:ttLt:~~~~IE>~1to ~ 
Q)R3n~Jlm~~tc=. ~t:iim l., "Cn~IE>~ 1Jj{.JIUlU~~fE~~Jtiitt:.~.i 
t;.~"C ~ IE> "J tc (~1) 0 

Jt~i!lW;{!l~~~ {iiJt::;If;t~ fiiJ~l.,"Clt'Qi1~t:tt~TQtc~Q).*Hi~ ~ 

~Jitl:1t~ (~2) ~ ~7*.fiIDf~J: "J"C1Dt~ l.,tco Jt~.i1BjJ:ltn~~7Q)~ 
~ ~ttlT* ~.lt' "C ~ IE> "J tco 
~ IE> f~~ Jt$t:1flt'tc-;AmJ~f~~ ~imQ)1'PJJ.t~~~~~ tin#n~ ~ "J 

tcftmbQ)f;)(f.Ji1~1'PJJflms~fl ER~.i!fn~~'l!flJl€i.i7* 0 -7' 'Y "/ ~:Y 

? ~ .:J.-t:ft"Jtco 

Jt.i!lW;{!lfi~*'fQ)1i~ 

Jt~~ttl)l~f~to.tQftlJlJt:~~TQtcbbf~~ f41E>tttc.Mt:~ w.""FQ)~ 

JII~~*'f l., tco 
1) ~ifflm~tlH~ J: "J "C~ lE>tLtc-lf,".$1-~Jt~1l= L-tco 
2) i>Q * ~* "JtcftJJb~ftt~"J"Clt'Q ~tt~~tt,Q.Qtm~Jt~1l=.Mt:~ 

WlJ L-~ .:ttL~tLf~ftmb~ai~t:~.t1t (~3)o ftWJ$B.~t:~ftQmf~.i~ 
Raimes (1985) ~i(W· REO (1981) i1~#m-.~mlt'tc$BRit:.*.~ l.,tco ~ 
m-Q)~*~ 1Sn#n~Jt.mlttl;a,m~ft"J "Clt'QftJlb.i~ Itnm~ PJJ«Ul=~ ~*~ 
rJllt'i1~.t~ !J/'\-itJv~ .~to.'5l.,~ .~il&l.,~ 11t;lj.il&l.,~ n1R~ JiI'.fiBi~ {~ 

iE~ ttJll~ i¥m~ ~~~ i;t~Q)151i.Q)ftl1b~.c!:.:tQ)ftkf~~.~tLtco ft 
l1Jb8iB.Q)#.ii •• ~IJIl., "C.i~JII (1993) ~.Jm~tLtclt'o 

3) ft~.c~ .:ttL~tLQ)ft!bliimn~~ }!Q)""Fmf;).~itA1GTQtc~.cftbtL 
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~ 1 : ~.afi~H~-~ 

t~t.J=tt tbh:h=ttA tbh:h=ttB 
~.a (SD) ~.a (SD) t (23,23) 

~~JI!fIIIi [18] 8.65 (1.82) 14.04 (3.01) t=12.02** 
a. I*J~ [12] 6.61 (1.70) 9.39 (1.88) t=7.22** 
b. #ilpx: [12] 7.74 (1.76) 10.00 (1.83) t=5.84** 
c. MC,7j.~T ~ [12] 7.04 (1.33) 9.70 (1.79) t=7.36** 
d. § 1Y~~PX;J.l [12] 8.52 (1.75) 10.48 (1.59) t=5.24** 
e. m~ [12] 6.65 (1.27) 9.39 (1.78) t=7.70** 
f. Jt~ [12] 6.65 (1.67) 9.13 (1.78) t=6.78** 
g. Jt "* [12] 7.17 (1.72) 9.61 (1.85) t=6.31** 
h. 1El!f~ • ~ia [12] 7.61 (1.53) 9.87 (1.87) t=6.02** 

* [ ] JJ:Ia.a~7J'T 
** P<0.01 

-CV\Q~:l>~?t*" L. • .:to)*!*~ ~ l: ~~t~:h:tfO)Jt.;mtBif&fi~rmflO)u&fiJ, 
rJtiit1tO))I~J, r!!T«L.O))lmJ (t£4) ~~?t!IJL.tco 

~*B~tf~ =.F l: ~~~*~i!f~ =.FO)~JE 
t~jJ#~~!fv\tcJt:$:~~ftlliT Q~.a=1f l: L. -c, Jlllr&O) l3*mftftiP25 :t.~~ 

};!;t~{~*li L.. 23 :t~:l> ~~.s~*~lIDlDt L.tco ~ 1 .~ 6 AO)tB:h:tfo)? ~Jt:$ 
O)iW{jHj~~ft~ ~~:l>-?tct~:h# l:m:~{~~:l>-?tctbh:h:tfO)~.a*!*~~To ~--C 

O)~:f{jHjlJi§ ~~jOv\--C. 2 AO)~};!;t~*O)rdH~.J:1rji~~~!!~tLQo .:t~~, * 
liJf~~.J:A~~r-~*~if~=.F, B ~~*~ff~=.Fl::1f;t, ~~*1i*(/)m;O~~ 

'liJ:}Jlj 

HJ:m 
tEl3Mrl3' 
l3*m~filf! 
Ll .~ J: Qi1=Jt1i~tJO) 13 atfftlli 
B *m.~ J: Qi1=Jt~:hO) 13 aJ¥fdIi 
LI --c:O)Jt.iilili~BI 
l3*m--c:O)Jt:$:il1£ili~BI 

3cf£ 
?-{mt 
2&F6:JJ~ 
5&F6:JJ~ 

~* tl'&< tllt\ 
.a < tllt\ 
~ * tl.~:l>tllt\ 
~ * tl.~:l>tllt\ 

3cf£ 
r:flmlm 
1~9:JJ~ 
5~9jJ~ 

ttii 
.alt' 
N.> * tl ffil~tllt' 
J:<If< 
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~a 
mJ!~M 
Jtlfc 
!:j!1fc 

~1i1t 

aeJtQ)Sf~il&t.., 
r~lt\~~.t 

1993.5.14 
.ijt.ret~ 
837}35f!P 
18Jt 
472 !:j! 
6~1i 

rt&~f.J.;:: fl t!!;6~j: It' 
**~SH"1~7}.;:: 'b ~t>tJ:lt'Q)~~o 
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1993.5.26 
~*tm 
65 7} 25f!P 
15Jt 
704 !:j! 
4~1i 

tJ:i!\ iJelb t..,tJ:JttU'!tJ: ~tJ:lt'~T~~ 
~*±Q)tc~.;:: Irt~ ~ nQ AJ"1, 4I4i~tc It'o ~Q) 
~~~ ~~~~~~.~~t~~Q~~T~ 

ttcJJj{~~Jt:ijtilE'±H1!UIQ)mUilii~~ ~7}m-T Q:: ~ .;::T Qo ~ 2 .;::thb:h;Jf 2 A 
Q)fr.ffi$fl~ .. ~ 3 .;::."1Jt$Q)itf.JtJ:mlt~~To 

~~ 
:::: ~.i, A ~ B Q.)Jt1it~miAm~~f;::~Q.)=,,?Q.).~;6~ ~7}*"fi t..,,, ~Q.) 

*1. ~teHtiT Q 0 

1) ~-Jt~.~M~Q*;tf;::l:·Q).t;.;:: t..,'"C7"7~~~J£t..,'"Clt'Q~~0 
2) m-~1i~lI~cbtrQ ~lt'; 1§l1i~l:·Q).t;.;:: t... -CilJ£t... -Clt'Q~:\ (t± 5)0 
3) )C:iit~.lt''"Clt'Q~C:P~ l:' Q)J: ; J;:: t.., '"C7"7 ~~~J£ t.., '"Clt'Q~~o 

~-Jt~.~~~QfrI 

AJ"1m-Jt~.~M~QiliH;::,207}Q)~rd)~{i!~'"C7"7 ~~~J£ t.., '"Clt\Qo 
:: Q)rmQ)~~~~ ~-~~ti~ t.., '"C~ 4 (t£ 6) .;::~To 

*T, A."1am)CQ) r.ijt:!lt~I~.'f£Jj:&i1ff.J.;::i\t!!;6~~lt'J ~lt'? $?}~ 'b ? 
- J.tSt~lLi t.." ~Q)J1i ~~~ ~~ t. tc= "?Q)i!r",ta ~ EJ 7} EJ :!It f;::r~lt ,~~ tt'"C It' 
Qo -{:- t.., '"C, ~Q)r~lt'~~.t~~ ~~~.t ~ t.., '"C r.ijt:ftreH£~T Q A."j:~*±Q)4I 
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t!tto 1'~3flttJ c!: v' ; imm~ai'liID L, "'(v'Qo ~ Q)~, AJirmaJtQ)1}2;Tj.iI& 
L,~rR'v'iI~~t~a!JmQ)~tliID, c!: v'; f1»ibQ)m;Tj.ftbit~. ~ iI& L" ~Q) 3 "'::> 
Q) SiSJm ~;J.f ;t I±\ L, "'( v ' .Q 0 

· $#~f:Hi~tli~I~H~~c~v'~W~1j.;tQo 
• *:!l~f:H±.:rE tQ)~~~C t~v'~flI~1j.;tQo 
· ~*± t$~~H:E~ ~ 1t.Q t~~. {iiJiI~~.Q""~tto 

J;).J:Q){1UJi, ~Q).t; t~AQ)#UaQ)1AmQ)*1.~~ L, "'(v'Qo 
1) amJmJtQ)Mt;Tj.~ L,~rR'lt'iI~~t~BiSaQ)ai-1iID c!: It'; fjiJbQ)m;Tj.~bitilit:p 
Jc.,((.J~ 3J.> Q 0 

2) A.±~r,n~iI~~t"'( r ~'lvt~~Ii~~< iI~J Ji:1t;t "'(v'Qili , rJt.~~·; 

~~-t.QiI~J ~ r!f~lHL,~~;if<iI~J .±JiC!:IvE~ML,"'(lt't~lt'o 

m-t:~1E~!f < ll!ifM 
AiI~:eflt' te$- t:~~J±J;). ""F Q)Jt~m~ ~ tL -C It' Q 0 

lltE ntt~~f1:J Q)rR'Jm~c"'::>lt'",(.i.t < Imlt'te t> L,lt'~3J.>Qo ~'£'.i 

!J ",\-"!T Iv 
l!f~""F-?L, 
JJIII& Q) P)H.6i 11: 

1!f~""F-?L, 
!J .r .. - 4j-Iv 
rR'lt'iI~~t 
1f~""F-?L, 

MtilI,lltE 
lltE,.ijt:!l 
*fimHcl:fj L, *-til~ t>, ~~Q)rR,a t:1f;tt~v' c!: v,.tt~ 
v'Iv~-tt.l, ~~~, .t<, -N!'=>te, .alt', ?1i~te< 
~ Iv-N! '=> teJJill , It'v'lv ~-tt.l, 
$$t~f£ 

.t < liftlt'te 
~ L-lt'-c:, -c:, ~ L-lt'-C:3J.>.Q 
~'~iI~t~. ~ L-lt'. ~ L,lt'tt ~t-c:lt'lt'~-til~ 
IU)lt'tL ~ L,lt'~3J.>Q 

-gbit"'(, It'tett, It'tett <, It'tett ~ tev', 
{iiJf*~.lt'te t> It'lt'lv -c:-til~, 4-, tt-iif*~:eJv'-C Q 
Iv~-t.t ~', T$Jt-c:, 1Ilt'tejj'iI~lt'lt'lv t~t~lt'-c: 
-til~ 

C!:, ,W,lt'*-t, C!:, ,W,?, n, m?, 
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A'~~ Q)a~'kl!f < te~.r.l0 ~Q)~rm'k~ -:> '"Cv'Oo ~ Q)MQ)~a~iI~~
$'k~~ 1..-'"C~ 5 .r.~To 
A~~,*T rNtili, JJ!~J ~~JJ!~9/'\-"!Tlv1..-'"Cv'0 (Y'A:7)0 ~Q)9/'\

"!Tlv~f1, ~ ~.r. J: -:> '"C, A'i ~~ ~ Q)aJJ!Q)Jl, iI~imW1i1~, ,*tei:Q)aJJ! 
~iJt11Hf..Hr.lE 1..-v,~~t,t ~~JIl.fiHj 1..-'"Cv'o ~~;t ~tt,00 

i:1..-'"Crm~J ~.~~~1..-~~~~~, ~,-~.mJt~M~~1..- r~ 

fI1~1ftc~~ ~l14!:j!'kte < ~ Iv-N! -:> teniliv'v'J ~ ~JJLI:Q)£~~~~ 1..- '"Cv' 
00 
~ ~.r. 9 /'\-"!Tlv~tI ~)Ji 1..-t,t;?~ ~ rm~ r!i1:titl:fE] Q)r~'mHr.-?v''"C'i 

J: < ruJv'teJ ,*~.v'te~~~, ~Q)J:, t,tJt*~JJUr.To~~~Elr~'EI~ 1..
'"CV'Oo '*T r~ 1..-v'~~oJ ~ 9 /'\-"!Tlv~:ff-:>te;?~, i:Q)alJi.r.EI~;?~ 

~'"CT r ~ 1..-v'tc .t~v'v'iI~t,tJ ~ EI~EI :t.r.r~'v';?~.t'"Cv'oo l.,iI~ 1..-~ Q) 
r~'v'~~.t.r.t.tT o~;t'iM.-?t ~tt,T, *B~ rrmv'te ~ 1..-v'~~oJ ~ 9/'\
~ Iv L,te '* ,*Q)~JJ!~1f~~ ~ 1..- '"CV'Oo 

lIivt r ~ Q)r~'Jm.r.-?v''"C~ J: -:> ~.M.~Hb-\t'"Cv'tetc ~ tev'J '* ~.v' 
te ~,~ -c,:\ 4-~ JiJt f* fr. -? v' '"C Q) EI ~, 13 ~~:ff -:> '"C v' 0 0 ~ tt,.iffilm~1!f;?~ 
~ Q) J: , t,tJtf*~lfil~tt, '"Cv'oil~fr."'?v''"CO)~.;?~t,tv'te~fr.g~ -:> ter~'v' 
;?~.t~~oo ~Q)r~'v'.r.t-t1..-'"C~.i-:>~ ~ 1..-teffiJi§'itiHrT, i:Q),*,* rim .. ,J ~v',~m'k.~~~ 1..-'"Cv' 0 0 

~Q)~~~, ~Q)J:'~AO)Jt.~W~~O)M.~~~~tt,oo 

1) 9 /,\-"!Tlv-+ (r~'v'iI~.t) (ii 8) -+1!f~~ ~ 1..-, ~ v', :ffmbQ)m~ftb 
-\t;?~ rp Jt,lY~ ~ ~ 00 
2) Jt~~1f~tza~olliHr., rll!:j!~te< ~Iv-M!'~~J, r~iif*~l!f< ;?~T. 

-f*~. < iI~J t,t ~ Q)~mJ:.o)£~;?~P)Hi'(Ur.t,t -:> '"Cv,t,tv'o 
3) f37tI3~O)Ih'v'~~.t.r.t-tL,'"C, I3nt~~-:>tei§;t;?~lfHtt,tv''*'*' .~ 

Ji!!~'"Cv'oo 

4).~~~T~~~*b~~B~~~-:>'"CS~,Jt.~~;t.<~~Q)M. 

w: 1..-O)~;J~HiJ~ ~ Iv ~!EitB 1..-'"Cv't,tv'o 

Jt:$: ~1fv' '"C v' 0 ~ rp -C:!EitB To.,m O)ila~ 
~ 6 ."1, m=a~~l!F~M3~oliiI.r. .. ~~tt,temmO)il!i~~~oo 
A.j:m-S:1i~.~~;lte~,Q-C:, ¥iJ.ffaumJt~se;z,.il& L" .:tQ)I*J~~~ ~ 

r ~IEAJ ~ v' oj l!f~ ~Q)Jl.Ja~P)HifUr. L, '"Cv'oo i:Q)?;l ~ r B **±~ ~ f3 
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~,~OOA~ft~~~~, B$~ft~ B*~ft 
.~ooe~~~~ ~L, ~#~~~~.~~_ 

Ltc~, v\v\i?~ ~ LtLt,tv\n" 
c!!;LJ:;" 
mH:" l~Uttl~:f:f~rR'ilf~"'?v\"C.i, J: <" OOv\tc 
~ Lv\"'~~~, 

t~, f.£.~§al~"Cv\~ B$AJi" 1itJt~.fX" ~~" 
"C ~, ~lb ~ lii ~ tL "C" tt. i?~ ~" ~?" *1btQ~ ~ :; 
v\; rJlili?~, ~Q" 'b:>~" ifv\tc ~ v\v\:Q~t,t" 

#~~~t±.~Jt~ Ltc iE:> v\v\i?~ ~ LtLt,tv\J ~~e~lttilil L "Cv\~o L,:Q~ 

L, ~ #Q)~1:.i!i1Jt~.fX c!:: v\; $fitli?q~ ~ ~ c!!t,tv\tc~" r c!! :; L, J: ? J ~ 
~#~$n;:rR'V\i?~~t"Cv\Qo i:-L"C .. i:-~~;t~fmt"ilm1: r~~t"~J ~ 
v\? "1'7 ~~nr"C r -"'?~~~~{JtH~ltk ~ .. $Jjt~.fXt"tLJ'!E~J:? t,tOOIi 
iO~~~ Qi?~~. < J c!::v\? "1'7 ~~~~ L, "Cv\Qo 
~~~~, -"'?~~~~.@.;t~~~1:,~~~~1:W~.<~~ltm 

t"Q ~v\? A~m~~)lm~~.~~t"~Q)1:~~o 

m-Jt~tf@1za~~OiJ 
B.i r 1ta ~ "C < tt. ~ v \ J ~ V \ ? m~i?~iIl3~:lfi?~ ~ lii ~ tL tc ~... 10 f9tt~ L, 

"Ci?). ~ m-Jt ~l!F ~ fta ~ "Cv \ ~ 0 ~ ~rd1"1' 7 ~ ~~~t" ~ tc~~filJ1ni •• 
~ tLt,ti?~~ tco 

m-t1t1i~1!f< )1m 
B i?~!Fv\tcm-~~.iw.l'"~Jt1:m~~tL "Cv\~o 

4-, B $1:Ji~*m:Q~J: < -M!btL "Cv\"C :C~~J.f£.imilitt. c!::v\? A 
~ v\~ L .. ~*m~.ftm ~*,Jm Lt,tfttLlit,t ~f.tv\ c!:: v\ ? ~y ~ lii"C 
~ tco Li?~ L .. ~*m~ LiO~~m~@ t,tv\'~ •• i~.i ~ ~*m~~ ~ 
td~; iO~v\v\ ~f.£..±,~,,; 0 
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.~"""F-3~ 
11t~il&~ 
{~lE 

Me~il&~ 

!J "''\-~/v 
{~lE 

a~il&~ 
.~"""F-3~ 

!J "''\-~/v 
~~il&~ 
iJt~il&~ 

l!f~"""F-3~ 

JALT JOURNAL 

"" "m~ ~ tL "Clt' Q c!: is;t Q 
4-.. EI*~f"1 .. ~*m:6~ .. ~ < ~btL "Clt'Q .. 
~*Ili:6~.. ~ < .f5I!btL "Clt"-( [rlt'QJ -+ rlt''''C J] 
~btL "Clt'''C .. .:c Q)lur 1"1 .. m~~tL "Clt'Q .. m 
~ 
tt. c!: -g;t Q .. 
tt. c!: [r~tL"Clt'Q c!:-g;tQJ WU~] 
~*m:6~.. ~ < ~btL "C.. .:cQ)l!l.f£f"1.. m~tt. .. 
c!: It' ;.. A '4> It'Q 

~*m .. 
~))~ ~ .. 
4- EI *~."1~*m:6~ ~ < .ff!btL "Clt' "C (111§) tI:i "C ~ 
tc" 

~~ti~ ~ "'C~ 7 fi:mTo 
*-rB."1 r 4-.. EI*~.i~*m:6~~ < ~btL "Clt'Qo .:cQ)I!I.f£."1j[!im~ tL 

"Clt'Q c!:-g;t Q ~~c!: J *~-~.i:.~"""F -3~ .. T <".i:.:cQ)Jt~IIC~il& ~ "Clt' 
Qo .:c~"C r.ff!btV'C"lt'QJ ~ r.ff!btL"Clt'''CJ fi:{~lE~ .. '4> ;-Jt~~lE~ 
tc$7}~re~il&~"Clt'oo ~ ~.i: rmim~tL"Clt'oJ c!:lt';$7}~."1 .. rmi'i 
tt. c!: It';t QJ c!: It'; jjljQ)alm~!J "''\-~ Iv ~ "C))>.~ .. .:cQ)~m.i:AtL*;t .. .:c 
Q)lliS7} '4> MI.f£"'~il& ~ "C It' 0 0 

*tc .. r~))>.~ .. ~*mJ c!:lt';~m~;Jf;tQp;.ffi:f"1 .. *-r r~*tmJ c!:lt' 
; am~!J "''\-~ Iv~ .. .:cQ)1iiIQ)$7}~M~~ ~ "C))>. ~ r~*tmJ C!:1§~"""F 

-3 ~ "Clt'Qo ~ ~ ~ ~ ~tLo. ~ il& ~~rc~il& ~ (i'£ 9) 1"1.. !J "''\-~ Iv ~ 
tc~m))~1tr~ Q)JtJIlRfi: tb -? "C It' Q ))>. c!: ; ))>. ~ li'(imT Q tc ~ fi: fibtL "'C It' Q Q) 
tt. ~~;t ~tLoo 

J;J.J:Q)&1Jli .. ~Q)~; ~BQ)JtiitimWi!I!Q)*l.~mT'4>Q)~tbQo 
1) lilWJli: 13 7}:6~.m ~tclt'~~~-~.i:1F~"""F -3~.. .:ctL~I1t~il& ~t.t:6i 

~f*k .i:lllt'~m.i:ff;t "Clt'Qo ~ Q)~))>. ~ B Q)Jt:iitimW)lI!\Jf"1 .. Jt:iit 
1~Q)iAl!~ ~T« ~Q);Afi:6~~1L.cmtL "Clt'Q ~ c!::6i b))>'Qo .:. Q):ti€i .. B ."1 .. 
!f~""F -3 ~-+St~il& ~-+ (~.fi1Ii) -+{~lE ~ It' ? fimbQ)M.~€ib~~.ff!mT 00 
2) *" ~lt'~m~~;tQ •• i:.'1 .. !J "''\-~/v-+WJe~il&~ .. *tc.'1t1i ~ il&~-+ 
.~""F -3~.. c!: It'; fi!lJbQ)M..1Z}.€ib-tt~.ftmT Qo 
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.:ttLi?~ ~.. .:ttLi?~ ~.. .:ttLi?~ ~ 

!l!bifliJ c!: i?~.. ~ ~ c!: i?~, ~~, ~~, C!:, .:ttLi?~ ~, 
~tL [.~.::r] .:ttLi?:. ~, ==-:L 7,/ A [)C.::r] 
.:ttLi?~ ~ .. 
~ ~~-g~tc.J: ? f~ (111&) ? * < ~m-r:~ .0 c!:1FM. 
?, 
w..J:Q)J: ? f~ .. J:? f~, 

3) !J ""--!r Iv t...tc.~JJ!~.~""f -3 t...tc.~JJ!i?~D1IUtQ)JtD1R.~~~ -e\t'Qi?~~ 
? i?~~i1ia t...t.ti?~~Jt.~m~il~-c\t'Qo 

Jt~~.lt' -C \t' Q~ ~ -r:~iBT Q#4~ Q)ilm 
~ 8 ~i, ~£!9f~1I}~1!f~Ml~Q1liH~ •• ~tLtc. rmllQ)ilmJ -r:~Qo 
B~i*T r.:ttLi?:.~ [fiiJ~1f<i?~] (l':):1 O)J );:~7.t~~.~rd)\t'i?~.t,.:tQ) 

~x.~~"'?ftQtc.~.~, m=J3t1i);:m=J3t1l}Q)R~~)I!~t...-e\t'Qo m=~ 

1iQ)R~.i r-gm~1~fi~~t~~ c!:-r:~QJ c!:lt'? ~Q)-r:~ ~, m=~1i.i 
r~*mi?iEl*m~~ T ~);: .±t~ < .. i?~x. ~-C B*m-r:~-ttt.t\t'It~t.t~~? * < ~m-r:~ .'OJ );:It'? R~-r:tbQo .:t t... -c .. 137.ti?iltliID t...tc.ue~~-c. 
It'tc.);: It'? ~ c!: ~i1i1i t... -ei?:.~ .. Nm:D1IQ)J3t1l}~St~)}& 1.." fa~~.~frS 

~-e\t'Qo 

~ Q){JIHi, 'Wn~~f~!f < P-J~i?~1liIQ)JtJIm c!: {}~ -elt'Qi?~~iia t...t.ti?i~. 
~~~.o c!:lt'? BQ)m~Q)iI~Q)~.~~T~Q)-r:~Qo 

~~ 

'"/7 '/f~"'?lt'-e 
Raimes (1985) Ji, ~P~*(f.Jf!f~-=FQ)Jt~iiltl:HlmQ)~.);: t...-c, 7'7'/ 
~~~T .0 tc.bf)(7)fJ!1lbi?~3~·ht.~1t't.tv' ~ v'? .:: ~ ~mM t... "'Cv'.oo t...tI~ t..., 
*iiJf~Q)~*~.±, 3P~*(f.J.~-=FQ)J~?i?iJt.~.~.±t;~Q1liH~~mJ~ 

i?~ft"'C7'7 '/ ~~ffl(; t... "'Cv'Qo 
~ Q)*1i*Q)Z!~7'7 '/Q). c!: v'? .~i?~ ~:1f;t "'C ~tc.\t'o Scardamalia & 

Bereiter (1987) ~i, ~.(f.Jt~IF~-=F.± rP-J~j ~ r{~_j ~lt'? =",?Q)I3~ 

~1it.~#!iMt...",?",?)c~Q)7'7'/~:1f;tQ ~l2Jl",-e\t'.oo "'?*~, ~.(f.JfJ=e: 

~-=Ff± rfiiJ~V< i?:'j ~:1f;ttc.J:.-r:, r ~Q)J:? .~1f< i?~J ~~x.Jt1itQ)I3. 
~~'FQo ~ ~ ~lt'? rR~J );: f± r ~ ~t.ta!tm~lIF < i?~J ~m t..., r{~#J );: 
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~i r ~ Q) J: ; t~)c:ritmii~~ -:> -ell < tI~J, r.~ tI:i l.,~ l.,bf) < < ~ ~j:~' Q) J: 
; t~~m~~; tI~ J t~ J! Q))c:ftlmii~)c:ftl~mQ)il!Iilii~mTo ~tt,fi!:t-t l., -e, 
A.i~rm~tI~.t-eR~iqj:::Jf*- -elt'QtI~, r J!Q) J: ; fi!:. < ~~J '= It'; I§.~mt 
~ l., -elt,t~lt'o --:>* ~, AtI~3~~.~J.i! ~tc ,=~ftIIj~ tt,tcmt~Q)---:> '= l., 
-er~~~I§.J~mt~l.,~~-:>~~'=~~Q~~*-~tt,Qo *~, ~Q)~ 

~~fj:, l!Fi! ~Q).mQ)ili!Q)*f.~7}*'fT Q ~ i! fi!:fi, J! Q) J: ; t~7'7 ~ 
~1L-etctl~~ J!t~.ttLl'ft~ ~t~lt' '= It'; ~ '= ~~P1tT Q ~ Q)"t:~-3 ; 0 

"t:fj:, 7'7 ~ ~.~ '= Iv J!1L-e-elt,t~lt' B Q)iI-&lj: J! ; t~Q)"t:~ -3 ; tI~o 7' 
7 ~fi~,~t~lt'Q)"t:~-3; tI~o 

:lCmi • RW (1981) fi/J'~ 2 - 6 ~~Q))c_itltl:iif&i!~7}*'f l.,tc*1i*, iii 
~~Q)T J! ~ Ii, tg~*1i ~ It' ; )C:ftlmlfi~. i! tI:i l.,~ l., bf) < < ~ fj: J! Q) J: ; 
t~~m~~ -:> -e •• tl'flt'lt'tI~ ,=It'; ~f*~t~7'7 ~fj:T"t:fi!:~-:> -elt'Q ~ '= 
~mttfi l., -elt'Qo ~ Q)mMfi, iWi~~fi!:t~tLl'f, T"t:fi!:~-:> -elt'Q~f*~t~ 

7'7 ~fi!: ~ ,=-?It'-e)c:lititltl:i~~bf), )c~~tiQ)R~~~*-Q ~ i! fi!:}ijFTr~ 
t~7'7=-~~~fi*-I'flt'lt',=lt'; ~ '=~i.'('*TQo 

:lCr§' RW (1981) Q)m.~B fi!:~-efibf)-e Jj.tLl'f J!; t~Q "t:~-3 ; tI~o B 
fj: 8 *lm"t:)c:$~!f < .~tI~~ It'o ~ Q).~Q)~" ~ tI~ ~ B fi)C.#lJift~. 
~ Iii l.,~ l.,bf) < < ~ fj:~' Q) J: ; t~.~jj'~TtLl'flt'lt'tI~!: It'; ~f*~t~"/7 
~ ~~.i!: "?ttcQ)"t:fj:t~lt'tc -? ; tI~o )C.illlii~Q)R~'fiH3·"t:·~, B fi rtm 
~'TQ ,=It'; 1§~Q)f1=Jt"t:l.,tctlo ~Q)ct ;t~f1=Jttctl~~, ~3IEBi~J!IvJ! 
Iv~ -:> -e ~tI~*bt~lt' '= It'; ct ; t~Jlh:B !:tI~, It'lt'b.tt~ J! Q) ~ Q)~tc < ~ 
lv.tI~t~.ttt,I'ft~ ~t~lt'!: I~-:> -elt' * l.,tcJ '= l2IlA:. -elt'Qo ~ Q)*'ii!Uj:, B 
tI~$!4t)c~IF< IIHi!:, J!; ~bf)-elt'.tl'flt'lt'tI~!:lt'; ~f*~t~7'7 ~~~-:> 
-elt,tc~ ~~~T~Q)"t:~Qo --:>*~, Bli7'7~~~~l.,t~tI~-:>tcQ)~fj: 

t~ <, T"t:fi!:7'7 ~~~-:>-elt,tcQ)tc '=~*- ~tt,Qo 

Jt1I* !: Jt~ Q)mJfj Ji!: --:> It' -e 
A ~ B ~j: c!: ~ .i!:~1iQ)WJn~WJtL~"t:~fc{iiJ~. < tI~~1t1iID l., -elt'.Qo l., 

til. l.,~~ "t:Jfilt' ~tLQjJUi&Ij:~t~Qo Afj:±fc r~Jc{iiJ~1!f < tI~J tc .t~~ 
*- -elt'QtI~, B Ii r Lt* "t:fcW~l!flt'tctl~ J ~;lfLll.,tcJ:"t: r ~ ~ fi!:{iiJ~1F 
< tI~J ~~*--elt'.QQ)"t:~.Qo 

*~,)c.reQ)~i!"t:~~tJ:;~jJUi&Q)~~.$~tt,~m-K, A~ 

~.c!f~ ; '= l., -elt'.Q~m~ 9 "'''-~Jv l." ~Q)~mtl~~~~.i!:ilWJ"t:~.Q 

'=¥ljtm"t:~tLlfT<".C~tL~.~""F-3 l., -elt'Qo ~tL.i!:t-t l., -e B Ij: 9 ... ,,-~ 
Iv~fi-:> tc~"t:, StJj.iJ& l.,~. ~ iJ& l.,~filt', !J ... ,,-~ Iv l.,tc~TltI~ftI~Q) 
JtI11iHc~ -:> -elt'QtI~ J! ; tI~~iia l., -elt'Qo m=fc, AQ))ci'itiiiliiiAi!"t:fi 
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~.~.@.b~*~ •• ~~~.~~~~~~g~~~~k~~.~~. 
B~i~m~1!f@"""F-3Tt~l1.;:. ~tL~~.;z,.~~. f*k~;:A~\alJJ!f;:~;t ~~\ 

~o .:.tL ~ ~1i~<1.)z'f! t ~$~~flHif;:~W~1f;t QI!~ ~ ~ ~{IUJ~\t~~:1t;t 
~tLQo 

~f~(])gma 

.:..:. * ~~~$tp~.l;J. """F~iiffj~1!E~~~pt ~tLt~o 
1) 3'W.IY~ tJ!1f ~ -=F~i-t~ ~;:~,,*(j{JtJ! "/:7 ~ ~#f "? ~ ~\ Q 1iJfjl&ti:~~i> Q 0 

2) •• ~~.~-=F~~~.JJ!~~;t~~Kt.,,/7~~~d-tQmKt •• 
f;:wH~~~JmH;:~"?~lt\Q~),)!; ~),~lIim ~~lt\~o 

3) ~P3'W.IY~tJ!tf~-=F~i"/7~~~PX;-tQ ~~~;: rW~fi< ~),J ~~),~;t ~ 

to;:,-F rc!:·~J:;.;:~<~),J ~~R;f~~lt\tJ!~\o 
Zamel (1983). Raimes (1995) ~~i. ,,/7=-~?*. Me.;z,.iJ&~. {~:iE.;:mJ 1..

~-3& ~t~.WJ~l~;:'tL ~lt\tJ!iJ),"?t~o .:.tLfi. !F~-=F~~$ittll:I:HI.~" 
ff!'£~. "/7=-~?*~Wt.;z,.)g ~ ~lt\; fiJJJ~:M~-~1t ~J:? ~ ~t~.:. ~f;:i> 

Q ~tt. -3 ? 0 *UJf~~~i:eF~ =F~~ .• jjHHi/&.~g.:. ~ ~lt\Qfjmu~.ffJf;: 
~~-t~':'~KJ:"?~~E~iif~~~~Q':'~~~~~ ':'<1.)~*~;:'.~ 

.(j{Jt1~ =F ~ ~JI!3'W.(j{J!f~ =F~~.m'Hj:Hf!UM~gH±. iiffJtJ!~:#Ttt .t~fem 
~~ Q t~~~itJ! <. fJ1lb~I§(j{J~"/7 ~~I1\J~~lt\"?t~mffJtJ!~:#T~fj? 
.:. ~ ~;: J: "? ~ .i t; ~ ~J!I!M ~ ~ Q t ~ ~ i> Q ~ It \ ? .:. ~ ~~~Pl ~ ft,Q 0 1..-t~ 
~l,,?-C, 4-~. ~.iH£tf:HEUM~~.~fe!m~-Clt\< t~~.;:f±. ~m~(1)J:? 

tJ!"/7 ~~fl:r:t~~iJ)" W~t~~~;:Wt.;z,.i,g 1..-~~\~~~),. ~ ~.;:Jt.~.< 
Btrf;:~at& ~ ~ -C ~. ~J: ; tJ!"/7 ~ ~#f"? ~lt\QiJ),~fe!S 1..-tJ!.ttLlJ:tJ! ~tl.~\ 
tt. -3 ; 0 

~ ;:, f;:, *UJf~~PA ;:,iJ),f;: ~~ tJ!iJ)'''? t~.l;J.""F~ 4 F.i. t#(iM-t Qd!'l!iJ~i>Qo 
1) ~r.~!b.(f.JtJ!i!f~ -=Ffitl.if{~W-$tf.Jtl. §~~8:~~~ tJ!lt\~iJ),o 

2) ~1!~h.(t~tJ!i!f~ .=f.fitl.if"/7 /'~~JJ!~~1itrUt(1)JtJI1iH;:~~ "t'~'Q:6),~ ? 
iJ),~im!S1:~ tJ!lt\~iJ),D 

3) B*~mffl~~~~~B*mK~-tQ •• ~.~)!~J:;~~.~m~ 
mf;:~W~1f;t ~ ~),o 

4) fn!Jm~miJ~~' ~ J: ; f;:~:ljt~m~.~;:~fI~.Ij.;t ~iJ),o 
~~2.~&lHm~~M-t~.:. ~ ~;:J: ~~, ~.iJ~; * < •• ttJ!lt'fJ@-=Ff;:)!~ 

J:: ; tl.m1»~-ttL'J:lt\lt\~~)" ~ ~ ~. ~ ~ J: ? tJ!ftNl~.Ij.;t -C~.~.iJ), 
'it~"'@iJ),~~m.;z,.iJ~~1J. ;:,tLQ ~~-3? 0 4-Ut t. *Sf~~.t? tl.$fJlJSf~ 
~m.;z,.mtJ., J:~2.~~e~~iM"~*1t.t-Clt\~t~~\o 
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~JJ(II:~.i, JJ.1£, 4So!i*~*~~Jt~iJf~~-c:\ ±:fr.Jtiititil:I:Hlmc!: 
tFJtmjJJ~a-m~ l., "Cv'.Qo 'ttc, B*m1Jl:*~fr.tov'''C, ~$il~~.r.~ 

l., "C ±: fr. ~Jt tF,6X; Q)m11J a-fi' "? "C v' Q 0 

t± 
1) -g.~ll!:j!»;:b~" ~ td! v' tc ~ I;::IHttd! v' ~ v' ; $tm~ ~ .t Q tc~. #@Q)M!Jl.I}:: 

WM~#Ii::~-t Q§{IX;mQ)flr~'irfiiJ l"tto *tc. tJTlEt8iP.JT .!:tJTlE1i~~fBtm-t Qtc~. 
ffll,,::i Ali{f!Jl.I..rf=U~ffl-t J:; I;::m~l"tco 

2) ~Iffl.w.~~~fi. r~H~Q);afi~PJJ ~~"f;::-t Q=F~ ~ l" -c-mtlWf;::Jl.Iv' ~tL-C 
V'Q=F~~~ ~. )c.~:m< il§m~ififi::"~"A,tc~ .!:~~x. -CV'Q~ .!:~1! A,1! A,J:l,i:: 
tli l,,-ci> ~v'~n~ta.-tQ1i~~~Qo *tc. ~1ffl}M.~~~fi ;Ilfi::fi. tB:b*»;:§ 
;}Q)iiifii~{!Jl.IT Q ~ .!: i>rfiiJl"tto 

3) **td! ~fi!llbfB.Q);}gi> •• Q)!j!IJ~#~fi; "'~~~Q»;:. 4"ffiJfi$#-A ~ 
m~~Q)fi!l)b$UiJQ);}g~fiv'. ;}g~~~mt~-tQ~ ~~m-Q)gJ.~ l"tco ffil". 
;}lI»;:3::lllW. ~UllWf;::td!QQ)~:li/NUU;::fIIJ~ X.Q tc.~. EtlftJf%t»,. ~fiDlb~m~-t Q 

4) r.mQ)i!mJ Q)tibtlifi::fi r 1) fi!llbW'i::-"?.I~LI:Q) rBtOOJ .!:v'; fiib •• »;: 
lltLQ ~.!:. 2) r'1'7 ~ ~ ~~I£ l"J: ; }:: l" -Cv'QfiJVJ~~Q }::!j!IJIt1T~~ Q':'}:: J }:: 
v'; 2 ,,?Q)~~~. rJt.{tQ)il9WJ Q)m~f;::fi r 1) fillb$f;::-"?W-J:Q) r~~r-3 
l"J ~ v'; fiBlbfBliM;:lltLQ':' ~. 2) r-gifii~ll{t~ l" J: ; }:: l" -Cv'QfiD!IJ~~Q }:: 
!¥IJIt1T~~ Q ~}::J ~v,; 2 ,,?Q)~$~. rJ!iil"Q)MlWJ Q)t{UEfi::.i r 1) fiD!IJ$f;::
"?~J:Q) n~lEJ *ttfi rm_J }:: v'; fiBUJ&.»;:lltLQ,:, ~. *tc.fi 2) fi!llbWfi::
"?W-J:Q) rMtlj.i1& l"J * tat riJi1lflHiJ ~ v' ; filJb&QiI;:lltLQ .:. ~. ~ l" -c 3) r)c~ 

~!lx.lt<J tcabQ)fiJtlJ~~Q'!:*,JIt1T~~Q':'~J }::v'; 3,,?Q)~~~mv'tc.o 
5);}~Q)~*,m-m~~3<~m}::~tL~~Q)m~~@<il9m~.Jt$~tli~m 

Q)4'!f.f;::gHiJ!~tLtd!~,.-?tco -e-,:,~. *m~fim-m~tc.t~;}~Q)~-t.~-tQ':' ~ 

6) ~I*J Q)ftl!flJ Ii. rclj.~-t < -t Q tc~iI~.lWtd!!I*~. ~ il& l"fi ~J~ l" tc.o 
7) r!J /'\-~ Iv J fi r 1) *tc)c!J!{t l" -cv,td!v'~Jl~"Ej'mHt l". 2) -e-Q)lEIitft 

~~~ft~~l,,-C~Q~~J ~~.~tto 
8) ( ) ''1~g-to.1?i.!:~gl"td!v'.1?iil~~otE.J!*~~-to 
9) r.~i1&l"J ''1 r.v'tti>Q)~f~H)i1&T':'}::J ,!:~.l"tc.o r • .,i1&l"J }:: rMtlj. 

i1& l"J Q)2lHi r)c!J!~ ~~mv'td!iI;: ~:mlt,tc i>Q)~ ... jtf{t l" -Cv'oJ i> Q)~ rtl;!lj.il& 
l"J. rX*~J!td!v'~' filt'tti>Q)~.~iil,,-Clt'oJ i>Q)~ rtl~il&l"J }:::1fx.tc.o 

10) [ ] ''1.#f;::J:ot±fR~~-to 

#:1fxriJ! 
~i!i~-rus ·I*JEB{IJI.:r (1981) r.:r1!i>'iv'~"f;::fFx~@< iI"? J ~rtC~J~'fI~SF~U. 

29 ~m 4 -ij-. 323-332 J{ 

ti)IIM'i~ (1993) rS*ifii~fi#Q»)c:'t;titt!t±l11~Q);}~J r':'}::lclQ):K~J ~6-ij-. 51-
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Ideologiesl of English Language Education in 
Japan 

If English has not always been taught in Japan as a language of international 
communication, then why and how has it been taught? This paper discusses 
three non-communicative purposes which have motivated state-sponsored English 
education in modem Japan, together with their ideological underpinnings. They 
are: 1) English as a classicallanguagej 2) English as an inverted image ofJapanese; 
and 3) English as a set of arbitrary rules. It is argued that these motives are now 
archaic but still largely continue to determine methods of study. Finally, specific 
suggestions are offered concerning the implications of these ideological traditions 
for current efforts toward communicative reform. 
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M
OSt readers of the JALT Journal would probably agree readily 
to the proposition that English as a foreign language should be 
taught primarily for the purpose of communication, though 

they would perhaps find it harder to agree on what precisely that means. 
What, then, does it mean to teach language for non-communicative 
purposes? At first glance, "for non-communicative purposes" might seem 
simply another way of saying "for no purpose whatever," but when 
particular cases and contexts are considered, it becomes apparent that 
there are indeed other valid reasons for teaching foreign languages apart 
from that of communication. This paper is particularly concerned with 
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the public purposes and aims associated with a national education sys
tem, rather than the personal motives and objectives of individual learn
ers and teachers, a distinction developed by Holliday (1994a, pp. 69-91 
& 1994b). If English has not always been taught in Japan as a language 
of international communication, then what has it been taught as? Three 
alternative motives put forward here are: English as a classical language; 
English as an inverted image of Japanese; and English as a set of arbi
trary rules. After a necessarily brief deSCription of the ideological tradi
tions indicated by these headings, the paper offers a number of specific 
suggestions concerning their implications for current efforts toward com
municative reform in Japanese schools. 

Three non-communicative motives 

English as a classical language 
Two separate but related ideas are intended here by the term 'classi

cal': first that English has been seen in Japan not so much as a neutral 
vehicle of international communication, but rather as a repository of espe
cially valuable fonns and meanings, in the same way that, in Renaissance 
Europe, Latin and ancient Greek were seen as superior codes to the vulgar 
tongues of contemporary culture, such as English or French; and second, 
and as a consequence, that English has tended to be perceived as a chan
nel of one-way communication, that is, for the reception of Western ideas 
but not for the transmission of Japanese ideas to the outside world. 

This approach probably originated with the shock of Japan's abrupt 
encounter in the middle of the nineteenth century, after a long period of 
isolation, with the economic and technological superiority of Western in
dustrialist/imperialist states. Romantic nationalism, often articulated as a 
ruthlessly competitive Social Darwinism, was then the prevailing Euro
pean ideology, and this provided a remarkably appropriate vehicle for 
Japan's own urgent desires to 'catch up' (Weiner, 1994, pp. 7-37). It should 
be recalled that a serious proposal was put forward at the time of the Meiji 
Restoration that, in order to speed up the pace of modernization, Japanese 
be abandoned and English adopted as the national language (Miller 1982, 
pp. 107-9). Not swprisingly this suggestion was not taken up, but it did 
reflect the primary pwpose behind the gradual setting up of systems for 
English-language education in Japan-tbe construction of a route for di
reet access to the knowledge and skills of the world's then dominant in
dustrial nations, Great Britain and the United States. 

The most obvious evidence remaining within Japanese English-lan
guage education of the concept of English as a classical language is the 
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prevalence of yakudoku (translation reading) as a method of classroom 
instruction. Though often mistakenly rendered as 'grammar translation', 
recalling the dominant method of foreign language teaching in the gram
mar schools of nineteenth-century Europe with its focus on the isolated 
sentence, yakudoku more accurately reflects an earlier European scho
lastic tradition of classical hermeneutics, and in fact derives from meth
ods of decoding ancient Chinese texts developed injapan many centuries 
ago. In its most explicit version it is a three-stage operation, involving 
first a word-by-word translation of the target sentence, then a reorder
ing of the words thus derived, and finally a recoding into japanese 
syntax (Hino 1988, pp. 48-50). It reflects the classical assumptions in 
that it focuses more on understanding the valued contents of the trans
lated text than on mastering the codes of the language itself, and in that 
it is concerned predominantly with the one-way transmission of ideas 
from the foreign language. Yakudoku undoubtedly constitutes a rigor
ous mental discipline that can be argued to have an educational value 
comparable to that associated with the study of Classics in post-Renais
sance Europe. However, there is little doubt that it introduces marked 
distortions and inefficiencies (and not only in reading) if language learning 
is viewed in communicative terms. 

Eng/ish as an inverted image of Japanese 
By this are intended two things: first, that modem japanese ideology 

has often seen the world in dualistic terms in which English-language 
culture serves as its own negative image; and secondly and consequently, 
that much of the effort apparently dedicated to the teaching of a second 
language, English, may more accurately be seen as training in the use of 
the students' first language, japanese. This may help to explain the 
greater educational weight that is often given in japan to foreign-lan
guage study over native-language study, sometimes at the level of the 
curriculum itself and usually at the level of competitive examinations. 
Given that there is no convincing evidence of any intrinsic relationship 
between foreign-language skills and general academic ability, this im
balance may in part reflect the classical value assigned to English. How
ever, it also suggests the possibility that in japan teaching a foreign 
language may often function as an indirect, displaced method of teach
ing the mother tongue itself. 

Even today japanese ideology often retains the concept (which can 
again be traced back to German Romanticism) that a people's language is 
the embodiment of the spirit of the race or nation. In the 1930s the term 
kotodama (literally, language-soul) was used to appropriate this idea for 
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the purposes of ultranationalist propaganda (Miller, 1982, pp. 91-101). The 
tenn conventionally used within the educational cumculum and elsewhere 
for the native-language of Japan, kokugo (national language), can some
times still carty an echo of this usage; nihongo Oapanese language) is 
something, perhaps something different, that outsiders learn. Viewed from 
the inside, the diversity of other languages and cultures is often simply 
collapsed into the unifonnity of what is not-us, outside, strange-muko or 
'over there'. The world becomes a binary choice of us and them. The USA 
can stand f~r that which is not Japan. Non-European cultures and lan
guages can be largely erased from popular consciousness-the tenn 
gaikokujin (foreigner) is frequently only used to refer to Westerners. Ac
cording to this mythology, the Japanese and English languages can stand 
as opposites, as self and other. Thus, the study of English often can func
tion not so much as a window on to a world elsewhere, but as a mirror 
reflecting back the Japanese self-image (Pinnington, 1986, pp. 3-12). 

The practice of yakudoku in many ways reproduces this reflexive 
process. Its effect is to tum the foreign-language text precisely inside 
out; the focus of attention is only initially on the codes of the foreign 
language; most of the productive energy of the method is directed to
wards the recoded Japanese version. At the end of the translation class, 
students are left with a text in their native language to contemplate and 
review. Preparation for the translation exam will often come down to 
memorization of this recoded version; the original alien code will have 
been largely displaced from view; the effective educational content may 
be largely limited to training in the student's native language. 

English as a set of arbitrary rules 
By this is intended not Saussure's general concept of the arbitrary na

ture of the sign (Culler, 1976, pp. 19-23), but the way in which, within the 
education system, linguistic forms can be isolated from their semantic func
tions and assigned to be learnt as discrete items of knowledge. Such En
glish-language knowledge in fact has come to have a special significance 
within the Japanese educational hierarchy, which can be explained at least 
in part by the ideological values of obedience and merit. 

Unquestioning loyalty and obedience to authority were key qualities 
inculcated by the school system which developed under the Meiji Con
stitution following the Imperial Rescript on Education of 1890 (Gluck, 
1985, pp. 147-56), and a residue of its Confucian ideology remains to
day. Even after the promulgation of the new education system after the 
war, the priority given by the Ministry of Education to the cultivation of 
'public' values such as cooperation and diligence over 'private' values 
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such as self-expression or self-fulfillment, means that obedience has 
remained central during a period in which its value has increasingly 
been questioned or undermined in Western education. 

Over the same period the desire to 'catch up' has helped to encourage 
a rigorously meritocratic and egalitarian sense within the education sys
tem, which is echoed in the uniformity of both the centralized school 
curriculum itself and the broader educational experience of Japanese chil
dren. True obedience shows itself best when the behavior required could 
have no other motive; and prior advantages in education due to wealth or 
background can apparently be circumvented if what is to be taught and 
tested represents a dosed system of new information. These two ideologi
cal factors--obedience and egalitarianism-together have tended to en
courage the teaching of English in Japanese schools as a complex set of 
formalistic rules divorced from their operational value within a communi
cative context. This is most visible in testing procedures. 

The conventional nature of tests of English used both by selective 
institutions (principally universities and private high schools) in accept
ing new entrants, and within schools to measure achievement, gives the 
dearest evidence of this emphasis. What is generally termed jaken eigo 
(examination English) has often been characterized by the principle that 
the less generative a rule is, the more likely it is to appear on the test 
sheet. juken eigo exhibits a strong preference for lists of language items 
over discursive texts, for peripheral over core forms, and for linguistic 
knowledge over linguistic performance. juken benkyO (preparing for 
such examinations) tends to become the paradigm of all foreign lan
guage study. Even when the examinations themselves begin gradually 
to encourage more communicative skills, the habit of mind among stu
dents preparing for examinations is so strong that there is a consider
able lag before study habits change. Law (1994, pp. 96-101) makes this 
point in more detail with reference to the case of university entrance 
examinations in English. 

The non-communicative motives as archaic 

The three non-communicative purposes in English-language educa
tion in Japan outlined above are not intended to be seen as worthless or 
pointless. They have dearly matched deeply-felt needs in Japanese so
ciety and have helped to direct and justify an enormous expenditure of 
money and time and energy into foreign-language education. As such, 
their effect has been positive in large part. Perhaps the worst that we 
can say about them is that, as ideology, they are characterized by a 
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significant degree of myth and self-contradiction. But then it would be 
disingenuous to pretend that the concept of 'English as a language of 
international communication' is itself entirely free of ideology. At the 
extreme, it can harbor memories of empire or dreams of hegemony, 
providing a thin disguise for the idea of 'English as the language of the 
world' (Phillipson, 1992, pp. 17-37). 

However, the most telling argument against the three 'non-commu
nicative' purposes is that the ideology that underlies them is now ar
chaic, that it no longer addresses real social relations within Japan, or 
Japan's external relations with other states and cultures. The three ide
ologies have their origins in different historical moments: the notion of 
'English as a classical language' derives from the early Meiji era; 'English 
as an inverted image of Japanese' corresponds most closely to the pe
riod of pre-war nationalism; and 'English as a set of arbitrary rules' best 
fits the reconstruction of the post-war years. But ideology does not fit 
neatly into discrete periods; it is often prefigured; it often leaves resi
dues. Yet it is apparent that the non-communicative purposes outlined 
here no longer meet a felt need or provide an effective motivation among 
the generation of students that we now teach. 

In the first case, the concept of English as a classical language, it is 
now beyond question that, by any economic or technological criteria, 
Japan passed the stage of 'catching up'. In addition, any cultural argu
ments for the superiority of the American or British way now look 
much less convincing than they might have a generation or two ago. 
From either perspective, the image of English as a repository of supe-

. rior values is distinctly tarnished. 
In the second case, the concept of English as a negative image of 

Japanese, the underlying dualistic view of the world on which this rests 
also looks increasingly irrelevant to Japan's real position in the interna
tional community. Even if we find former President Bush's heralding of 
a 'new world order' premature, gea-political realities have clearly shifted 
Significantly in recent years. If the concept of kokusaika (international
ization) recently in vogue in Japan still remains vaguely defined, it does 
seem as though Japan has now at last begun the urgent task of re
establishing its self-identity in a more positive relationship to Asia. 

In the third case, English as a set of arbitrary rules, the use of English 
test scores as a gauge of obedience and merit, far from encouraging 
cooperation and equality, now looks distinctly unfair and divisive. As 
increasing numbers of Japanese families have the opportunity to live 
abroad and experience foreign languages as communicative resources, 
their offspring are clearly likely to inherit an enormous advantage in the 
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race for educational advancement. In addition, paying for the privilege 
of access to prestigious private and preparatory schools has for some 
time seemed to offer a better prospect for examination success than 
mere diligence. The recognition of the injustice of these arrangements 
will have an increasingly negative impact on the Japanese education 
system unless changes are made. 

All three of the non-communicative purposes have by now lost much 
or all of their power to motivate. Yet they leave behind them a legacy
a set of teaching priorities and procedures which over time have be
come stiff and inflexible, and which now create considerable resistance 
to the introduction of new purposes and methods. This in itself has 
significant implications for the communicative reforms which are cur
rently being encouraged by the Ministry of Education and attempted by 
many progressive teachers. For these reforms to be efficient and effec
tive, they must address the specific issues of English-language ideology 
in Japan, and not ground themselves in theories imported from other 
cultural situations or in naive idealism. 

Suggestions towards communicative reform 

The ministry's new policy on foreign language education is formally 
contained in the new School Course Guidelines (gakushu shido y6ryO) for 
Foreign Languages promulgated in 1989, and introduced in junior and 
senior high schools in academic years 1992 and 1994 respectively. They 
make the fostering of communication skills and international understand
ing the fundamental aims of foreign language education; second, they 
defme the specific objectives and contents of all the different stages and 
courses primarily in terms of linguistic behavior (forms of discourse or 
language activity) and only secondarily in terms of linguistic knowledge 
(lists of structures, words, etc.); third, at the high school level they intro
duce three new courses in AuraVOral Communication (broadly focusing 
on informal conversation, listening comprehension, and formal speaking 
respectively), elective but with the directive that at least one should be 
taken by all students. (The Guidelines for English Language themselves 
are available in Ministry of Education [1989], and in an English version in 
an appendix to Ministry of Education [1994, pp. 98-115], while the new 
AuraVOral Communication courses, in particular, are described and criti
cized in detail in Goold, Madeley & Carter [1993a, 1993b, 1994]).2 

While welcoming the broad intent of these reforms we must note 
briefly a number of unresolved issues. First, within the Guidelines for 
Foreign Languages, the specific descriptions of the course contents for 
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particular years and subjects often seem to use concepts and terminol
ogy drawn from communicative theory in a mechanical and formalistic 
way, with little regard for the likely range of real communicative needs 
among Japanese school children. For example, the frequently employed 
term gengo katsudo (language activities) almost always refers to the use 
of one of the 'four skills' in isolation, rather than to integrated or interac
tive uses of language. Second, despite an emphasis on pronunciation 
skills at junior high level and the specific directive concerning the Au
raVOral Communication courses at senior high level, the 1989 Guide
lines have little power to require schools to give more weight to auraV 
oral skills. Given the intense pressure from competitive entrance exami
nations with their very different priorities, such reforms might easily 
prove merely cosmetic. Finally, it must be remembered that revisions in 
the Guidelines, welcome or otherwise, are only the beginning of a pro
cess where, even in a centralized education system like that in Japan, 
the real work of methodological reform remains in the hands of the 
schools and teachers themselves. In this regard, five proposals are now 
offered, in outline rather than in detail, which derive directly or indi
rectly from the foregoing discussion and which might assist in the tran
sition towards a more communicative basis for English-language teaching 
and learning within the Japanese national education system. 

A) On communication and grammar. Much of the thinking gener
ated iri Western ELT circles under the rubric of the 'Communicative 
Approach' is written in reaction to the previous dominant methodology, 
that is audio-lingualism or other forms of structuralism. The situation in 
Japan, however, is very different. Despite the efforts of, among others, 
Harold E. Palmer (see Yamamoto, 1978) it is clear that oral methods 
have never really taken a strong foothold here; as a method yakudoku 
lacks the structural focus of grammar translation; and juken eigo is less 
about the core generative structures of the language, than about idioms 
and irregularities. In consequence, if current reforms wish to increase 
accuracy and fluency in spoken English, they will probably have to lend 
a much more sympathetic ear to the claims of structuralist methodology 
than is evident in contemporary American and European theory. Even 
the introduction of the oral sequence traditional in audio-lingual meth
ods, of repetition and transformation drills followed by guided and free 
practice, might in some cases still represent a progressive step. Ellis 
(1991) arrives at a similar conclusion from a rather different standpoint. 

B) On communication and conversation. In the present situation, it 
would be a mistake to interpret the concept of communication in a 
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narrow sense to mean merely oral exchange. Reading and writing are 
no less communicative acts than conversation (Hones & Law, 1989", pp. 
6-8). In Japan, given the nature of the yakudoku tradition, the develop
ment and dissemination of alternative communicative reading method
ologies is a vital step in the process of reform (Hino, 1988, pp. 52-3). A 
significant improvement in reading speed would certainly also assist 
more generally towards increasing students' momentum in processing 
and producing meaningful language sequences. This would seem to be 
a prerequisite for a breakthrough into effective spoken communication. 

C) On communication and games. There is also a danger within the 
'Communicative Approach,' perhaps due to the reaction to the behavioris
tic and mechanistic aspects of structural and audio-lingual approaches, of 
reducing the concept of communication to 'fun and games'. Learning can 
be fun but it will often be arduous. Games can be communicative but they 
are often highly formalistic. The existing traditions of foreign-language 
teaching inJapan have often seen themselves as a key element of a broader 
cultural study, and that is something that communicative reformers should 
be anxious to retain. There is a danger of a trivialization of the contents of 
language teaching occumng in the guise of methodological innovation. 
Language teaching in the public school curriculum oUght to be able to 
justify itself in broader educational terms than mere utility. 

D) On cultural content. However, it would be wise to reduce the 
emphasis in text books and other teaching materials on English as a 
reflection or repository of British and American cultural values, and 
instead put more weight on less culture-specific topics such as natural 
or social science or on the international role of the language in busi
ness, diplomacy, scholarship, sport, and the arts. The idea that effective 
learning of English must be accompanied by an understanding of Anglo
American culture can also be seen as a construct of Romantic mythol
ogy. In this regard it would be helpful if the range of English native 
speakers welcomed in Japanese schools could be broadened to include 
a more generous representation of those from outside England and the 
United States, and in particular native speakers of English from Asian 
nations such as Singapore or India. 

E) On the roles of Japanese and foreign teachers. It may be necessary 
to rethink and rework the existing division of labor between native and 
non-native teachers of English within the educational system. As Hones 
& Law (1989, p.8) argue, that operating at present often seems to rein
force the conventional division in Japanese between eigo (English lan-
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guage) and eikaiwa (English conversation) which only makes sense 
within the old ideological order, where English can only be fully under
stand via its alter ego japanese. This has implications both for team
teaching operations in the school system like the JET scheme and oral 
English components in the college curriculum. Unless and until we see 
greater numbers of native-speaker teachers involved in teaching read
ing skills, for example, and of non-native speaker teachers seeing it as a 
primary duty to teach oral skills, it will be difficult to convince students 
that all are engaged in the same enterprise, and that communication 
skills are not marginal aspects of language learning. 

Conclusions 

Holliday's general discussion C1994a, pp. 160-78) of the challenges 
of creating communicative language teaching methodology appropriate 
to national education systems has a direct application to the situation in 
japan. Current attempts to introduce communicative purposes and meth
ods into school and university English classes seem likely to achieve a 
much higher degree of success if they start from an understanding of 
the nature of the ideology that underlies many of the practices that have 
become habitual in English-language education in japan. At the same 
time, this will involve a recognition that communicative approaches are 
not in themselves value-free, but require an ideological underpinning 
that is genuinely internationalist and that must at least in part be con
sciously constructed. 

An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Tokyo JALT Regional 
Conference, 20 February 1994, at Bunkyo Women ~ College, under the 
title t'English for Culture-Specific Purposes. " I am grateful to many par
ticipants for their valuable comments and suggestions. 

Graham Law has a doctorate from Sussex University and has lectured in 
japanese universities since 1981. He is now Professor in English in the 
School of Law, Waseda UniverSity. He has published widely in the fields 
of both cultural studies and English-language education. 

Notes 
1. The term "ideology" is intended throughout more in the weak, neutral sense 

of a form of thought common to a particular society or social group, than in 
the strong sense of an explicit political philosophy or the pejorative senses of 
false consciousness or fanatical theory. On these distinctions, see Williams, 
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1983, pp. 153-7, and Gluck, 1985, pp. 6-9. 
2. It should be noted that the in-depth analysis of the new Guidelines for Senior 

High School English in Goold, Madeley & Carter 0993a, 1993b, 1994) is to 
some extent confused by the failure to distinguish, in both citation and dis
cussion, between the Guidelines themselves and the detailed commentary 
on them by the panel of educational experts commissioned by the MiniStry 
included with the Guidelines. 
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Translation-aided Approach in Second 
Language Acquisition 

Kiwamu Izumi 
Kiryu Girls' Senior High School, Kiryu, Gunma 

This paper points out the impracticality of direct methods as a way of making 
language input comprehensible, and recommends using translation instead. 
Krashen's idea of comprehensible input (1981) has been considerably prominent 
in the field of second language acquisition (SLA) theory (Ellis, 1985). The 
importance of comprehensibility of input, however, should have required us to 
discuss more carefully how to make input comprehensible. Translation as a way 
of making input comprehensible seems to have so far been neglected, because 
of prevailing negative attitudes toward the traditional grammar-translation method. 
Based on Palmer's argument (1917) that translation is a very important tool for 
"semanticizing" language, this paper explores new ways of applying translation 
to SLA classrooms. 
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I
n the field of second language acquisition (SLA) , translation has 
long been criticized as "'uncommunicative,' 'boring,' 'pointless,' 'diffi
cult,' 'irrelevant,' and the like" (Maley, 1989). Reacting to the long 

dominance of the grammar-translation method, communidltive language 
teaching, one of the major reforms in language teaching this century, 
has been based on monolingual teaching methodology (Howatt, 1984). 
Krashen's Input Hypothesis (1985) seems to· have made a decisive im-
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pact on the importance of direct comprehensible input justifying the 
relevance of methods such as the Audio-lingual Method, the Direct 
Method, or Total Physical Response (Krashen, 1987). While others 
(Sharwood-Smith, 1981; Stevick, 1980; Bialystok, 1982; and Tarone, 1983) 
take a position against the strict limitations Krashen gives to the role of 
grammar-learning in SLA (Ellis, 1985), translation alone seems to have 
been blacklisted in the communicative language movement (Duff, 1989). 

Though "translation theory," summarized and developed by Newmark 
(1988), has rich implications from a purely linguistic viewpoint, it mainly 
focuses on translation as a professional craft, not as a teaching method 
for SLA. Malakoff and Hakuta (1991) present an interesting study about 
the translation ability of bilingual children and open up new possibili
ties for the study of translation in terms of psycholinguistic and 
sociolinguistic perspectives. This may give valuable insights into SLA, 
but again translation is not regarded as a direct contributor in the pro
cess of acquisition. 

Has the role of translation really ended in SLA? Several people have 
tried to explain the positive aspects of translation as a teaching method. 
Recently, Duff (1989) and Sheen (1993) emphasized that translation can 
contribute to enhancing the accuracy and clarity of students' under
standing. Hammerly (1994) reviewed the controversy over the effective
ness of monolingual versus bilingual education, and concluded that 
bilingual education is more relevant in SLA classrooms. Much earlier, 
Sweet (1899) and Palmer (1917) explained the necessity of using trans
lation as a way of making input comprehensible. 

Taking these discussions as a point of reference, this paper intends 
to contribute to a reappraisal of the use of translation in communicative 
language teaching. First, it points out the problem direct methods have 
in making input comprehensible, and refers to Palmer's argument (1917) 
in detail to reconsider the value of using translation for that purpose. 
After analyzing why translation as a way of making input comprehen
sible has been avoided, it provides some practical suggestions for the 
use of translation in communicative language teaching. 

A Problem of Direct Methods-Impracticality 

In spite of the trends which emphasize direct input, these methods 
have not necessarily formed a mainstream in English education in Japan 
(Hino, 1988). Some of the factors for this are: the lack of teachers with 
native-like speaking ability, too much emphasis on reading ability due 
to the exam-oriented curriculum, and large class sizes. Beyond all such 
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external problems, however, these methods seem to have even more 
serious internal problems. 

The common ground all the direct methods (Le. methods emphasiz
ing the importance of direct input) share in trying to make input com
prehensible is that they use extra-linguistic contexts to help the learners 
catch the meaning: in the Direct Method, objects, diagrams, charts, ges
tures and pantomimes are used (Krashen, 1988, p. 10); the Audio-lin
gual Method uses dialogue situations and drama (Rivers, 1964, p. 42); 
Total Physical Response uses body movements and pictures (Asher, 
Kusudo, and de la Torre, 1983), and the Silent Way uses objects, situa
tions, and some visual aids (Gattegno, 1983). Integrating all the ideas 
scattered in these methods, the Natural Approach (Krashen, 1988) pre
sents many kinds of activities which try to give context without using 
the students' first language (Ll). Though Krashen's attempts to make 
input comprehensible may be helpful in themselves, they have inherent 
limitations. Carefully looked at, most activities presented deal only with 
the learners' daily life situations, the context all are most familiar with. 
This means that if teachers depend only on given contexts to make 
input comprehenSible, they cannot go beyond daily life topics. How 
can teachers effectively give the meanings of abstract concepts using 
only extra-linguistic contexts? Can teachers give the meaning of such 
vocabulary as tnab or property, only through the presentation of con
texts, without danger of misinterpretation by learners or too much effort 
required from teachers? In the section titled "Teaching Vocabulary" (pp. 
155-157), Krashen (1988) addresses this concern: 

It may be argued that a Natural Approach to vocabulary acquisition is 
impractical, in that classroom time is limited and that only a small range of 
topics can be discussed. Cp.156) 

However, he only mentions the superiority of the Natural Approach 
in terms of memory retention, leaving the problem of impracticality 
itself as it is. Asher et al. (983) also address the question unsatisfacto
rily. As an example of teaching nonphysical vocabulary and nonphysi
cal structural features, they present a command such as "Marie, pick up 
the picture of the ugly old man and put it next to the picture of the 
government building," suggesting that "in a step by step progression 
through hundreds of picture sets, the student is fine-tuned for phono
logic, morphologic, and syntactic features in a target language" (p. 70). 
This suggestion should cast doubts because pictures obviously cannot 
illustrate certain human ideas without ambiguity, however elaborated 
and sophisticated they may be. 
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Palmer'sTheory of How to "Semanticize" 

Palmer (1917) suggests there are four different modes of conveying 
the meaning of a given unit in foreign language teaching. To quote, 

(A) By material association, i.e. associating the unit with that which 
is designated by it. 

(B) By translation, i.e. associating the unit with the equivalent 
native unit. 

(C) By definition, i.e. associating the unit with its definition or 
paraphrase. 

(D) By context, i.e. giving examples of its use. (p. 49) 

It seems that modern approaches to comprehensible input have ex
cluded (B), translation, for no clear reason. Palmer (917), on the other 
hand, carefully criticizes the simple assumption that (A), (C), and (D) 
are better for making input comprehensible. 

First, comparing material association and translation, he attributes the 
advantage of this form of association to the fact that it is accompanied by 
"spatialization." Spatialization is a law of mnemonic psychology, which 
states that if two or more new terms are learnt in different places they will 
tend not to be confused in memory work (Palmer, 1917, p. 54). For ex
ample, when objects or pictures are used, the eyes of the students succes
sively go to different ones in difference places, and this strengthens the 
association of the objects and the language. However, when the two con
cepts are completely dissociated or when a concept is particularly striking, 
Palmer (917) writes there will be very little difference between (A) and 
(B): "London = Londres (mode B) may be more direct than London = [the 
place to which I am pointing on this map] (modification of mode A)" 
(p.55). Even though we assume that generally (A) is more direct than (B), 
(A) is limited to concrete objects, objective qualities and actions. So in 
other cases we must choose from among (B), (C), and (D). 

As for the use of definition (mode C), Palmer (1917) states that 
definitions come from our long educative process; the concept of such 
words as subjective or integrate can only be developed gradually. We 
cannot afford to force learners to repeat the process they have already 
gone through to teach such words. Technical terms in science and 
mathematics also are understood in a complicated context, sometimes 
over a long period of time (Palmer, 1917, p. 56). Why study them anew 
when they are clearly understood with native equivalents? 

Finally, giving examples (mode D) may be valuable as an exercise 
for successful guessing, but is always in danger of causing misunder-
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standings. To illustrate this, Palmer (1917) gives an example. 

Suppose the teacher gave Je prends Ie livre; je Ie prends; prenez Ie ltvre; je 
prends un ittJre quul'ld je L'eux lire; je prends Ie train quand je veux voyager, 
etc., to teach the meaning of prendre. The student may think to himself, 
Prendre means take, and might say, Prenez cette lettre a la poste, or Mon 
pere In 'u prts a Londres. (Palmer, 1917, p. 64) 

After considering these points, Palmer (1917) suggests: 

When the foreign language word to be demonstrated is known to be for 
all practical purposes the equivalent of a native word, translation is a 
better mode than definition; when the word to be demonstrated is known 
to be a doubtful equivalent or when the value of the equivalence is 
unknown, it is more prudent to confirm the translation by definition or by 
context; when the word to be demonstrated is known to have no equivalent 
whatever in the native language, then we must have recourse to defmition 
or to context. (p. 58) 

Thus in Pamer's argument, definition and context should play the second
ary role in giving meanings; they should only complement translation. 

Reasons for the Unpopularity of Translation for Semanticizing 

With these clear advantages in terms of efficiency and accuracy in the 
use of translation, why have association, definition, and context (modes A, 
C, and D) been exclusively advocated in communicative language teach
ing nlethodologies? First, there has been confusion in the discussion of 
how to make input comprehensible and how to increase the amount of 
input. As these modes use the L2 to teach meaning, their use can compara
tively increase the amount of input, though they are problematic as a tool 
for making input comprehensible. Krashen (1987) reviews several tradi
tional and modern methods,. including the grammar-translation method, in 
terms of comprehensibility of input. He says that grammar-translation pro
vides only "scraps of input" (p. 128), and that in this method "the model 
sentences are usually understandable, but the focus is entirely on fonn, 
and not meaning" (p. 128). Here "scraps of input" refers to the small quan
tity of input, not the quality or comprehensibility. 

The process of making input comprehensible in grammar-transla
tion certainly takes time and decreases the amount of input. As Newmark 
(1988) says, however, translation is "a craft consisting in the attempt to 
replace a written message and/or statement in one language by the 
same message and/or statement in another language" (p. 7); it is so 
devoted to keeping the original meaning that at least the quality of input 
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it gives cannot so easily be denied. Krashen's confusion of the argument 
about quality and quantity of input in this section of his book (Krashen, 
1987, pp. 126-146) seems to be an example of an overreaction to the 
negative aspects of grammar-translation. 

The Quiz Structure of a Lesson 

Another reason why the other three modes have been dominant may 
be that they suit the typical classroom teaching structure: all require stu
dents to think and guess to nnd the answer. This quiz structure engages 
students in some activity and keeps the teachers in the position of leading 
and guiding. In the case of translation, if learners are given the equivalent 
translation to semanticize the word, they don't have to think or guess--in 
other words, the translation is the answer. Not surprisingly teachers want 
to avoid the time-consuming, potentially dead-end elements of conjecture 
or speculation in order to keep a lesson as a lesson. Shavelson and Stem 
(1981) suggest that teachers tend to focus on classroom activities rather 
than needs analysis, task design, or evaluation, because they are faced frrst 
and foremost with deciding how to entertain and engage students. Barnes 
(1976) also says that most teachers use the question-answer routine as a 
way of controlling learners' attention. 

This quiz structure can also be seen in textbooks which first present 
the L2, and then translations or explanations in the L1. The assumption 
is that learners first will decipher the meaning from the unknown texts. 
So-called composition (sakubun) textbooks present the L1 first and then 
give the L2, but again learners are expected to construct sentences with 
unknown lexical items. Thus in the conventional use of translation, a 
quiz-like task is set between the L2 and its L1 translation. This quiz 
structure is, however, very different from the natural acquisition process 
children go through; in this process, we use whatever means we can to 
give the meaning of the target language to the child directly. 

Recent studies about "motherese" point out that mothers use a num
ber of adjustments, such as Simplifications and redundancy, in order to 
make input comprehensible (Ellis, 1985). Besides, when a child knows 
beforehand through the help of contexts the meaning of what is about 
to be said (i.e. when input is already comprehensible), mothers simply 
say the language to them immediately: they never ask them "what am I 
going to say now?" and wait for the answer. In both cases, mothers try 
to eliminate the gap between language and meaning. Thus in children's 
natural acquisition process, language and meaning come in simulta
neously, or meaning comes first and language follows immediately. On 
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the other hand, translation in the grammar-translation method always 
follows input. Who can give a translation before the presentation of a 
target sentence when the translation is considered the answer? Like
wise, in English "composition," who can immediately give the target 
sentence when the sentence itself is considered the answer? 

Using translation not as an aru,'wer but as a helper, we can take in both 
the target language and the translation, or meaning, at the same time; or 
translation first, and target language after. Examples of both are presented 
in the activity of watching movies. Obari (995) and Iwasaki (995) recom
mend watching English movies with L1 subtitles, either listening to the L2 
and looking at the subtitles Simultaneously, or after watching with the 
subtitles and understanding the scenes, watching without the subtitles. 
Watching with subtitles is based on the idea that our L1 is so familiar that 
written letters, at least when as rather short sentences, can be considered 
as pictures to convey meaning. Looking at the written letters "I love you" 
transfers the meaning they cany to native speakers of English at a glance, 
in the same way a picture of an orange is easily recognized as an orange. 
Halliday (985) states that language is at the same time a part of reality, an 
account of reality, and an image of reality. 

Written language exists; it is like the machine itself, the stone and the 
surface of the water, the male and female persons in the environment. 
(Halliday, 1985, p. 99) 

Thus written, not oral, translation can be considered a visual me
dium expressing a wide range of concepts. In classrooms, which are so 
remote from the real world and so difficult to establish realistic contexts 
in, the native language can be an extremely convenient visual aid for 
making input comprehensible. In order to keep the quiz structure, trans
lation can be used not as a means of getting input but one of strength
ening input. 

Bad Habits / Negative Interference 

Foreign language teachers tend to think that using the learners' L1 
leads to the habit of always associating a foreign word with its native 
equivalent (Palmer, 1917, p. 62). There is also concern that the L1 inter
feres with L2 learning (Ellis, 1985, p. 19) 

How might the habit of associating an L2 word with its L1 equivalent 
work negatively in SLA? The main problem is time efficiency; replacing 
a language with another to understand what it means takes time. Clearly, 
if learners continue to attach L1 equivalents to L2 words they will be 
extremely inefficient language-users; they cannot afford to cany a com-
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plete set of two languages juxtaposed in real communication. However, 
in learning through translation this is not necessarily the case. Transla
tion gradually falls off as we meet the same word repeatedly in different 
texts. The explanation for this can be seen in Stevick's argument (1982, 
pp. 45-49) that our memory of a word consists of a stack of images. 
When learners first meet a new L2 word and are given a L1 equivalent, 
the L1 translation becomes part of the new image in their brains, along 
with the context in which the L2 word occurred. The neurochemical 
record, according to Stevick (1982), remains available for a while, but 
fades as time passes. When they meet the same word in a different 
context, the word brings with it something of the image taken in before. 
Then again, following the same process, a new image is stored which 
includes the second occurrence together with that context. The impor
tant concept here is that the L1 equivalent works as part of the image of 
the word, and may fade with the passing of time. This means that the 
bad habit of associating the L1 with the L2 can be interrupted by enrich
ing the image through encounters with the word in many different con
texts, thereby eventually stopping reference to the L1. The L1 is necessary 
only as long as it helps to narrow down the range of images learners 
can project to the new words. 

It may still be argued that when the L2 and its L1 equivalent are not 
exactly the same in meaning, misunderstandings might become fossil
ized (interference). However, Krashen (981) claims that negative lan
guage transfer should not be seen as mistakes, but as falling back on the 
L1 because the target L2 has not been fully acquired. Ellis (1985) 
summarises the recent reappraisal of the role that the L1 plays and 
points out that it "can serve as one of the inputs into the process of 
hypothesis generation" (p. 37). 

Newmark (988) states that every translation involves some loss of 
meaning, and that basically the loss is on the continuum between 
overtranslation, with increased detail, and undertranslation, with increased 
generalization (p.7). Interestingly, the same continuum is found in theo
ries of children's L1 acquisition of word meaning. Ingram (989) sum
marizes "the semantic feature hypothesis" and the "functional core concept 
theory" are two important theories of a child's development of word 
meaning (pp. 398-401), and points out that according to these theories, 
a child starts to develop word meaning by either overextension or 
underextension. If Ll learners start with these, why not allow L2 learn
ers to use overtranslation or undertranslation as a starting point? 

On the other hand, at the earliest stage in direct methods a hypoth
esis made only with the help of extra-linguistic context can be rough 
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and ambiguous. Such uncertainty in understanding may lead students to 
frequently return to their Ll, asking their peers or teachers for the mean
ing. Thus while direct methods are intended to expose students only to 
L2, the outcome can be contrary to this expectation. 

The crucial point here is not to avoid using Ll, but, after the use of 
initial stage translation, to raise the quantity and quality of input which 
can be implemented by giving different examples or reading materials 
or exercises. Ellis (1985) claims "if SLA is viewed as a developmental 
process, ... , then the Ll can be viewed as a contributing factor to this 
development, which in the course of time, as the learner's proficiency 
grows, will be less powerful" (p. 40). 

Implications for Classroom Teaching 

If we want to apply the Input Hypothesis (Krashen, 1985) to class
room teaching, we need the efficiency and comprehensiveness transla
tion to help make input comprehensible. However, this does not imply 
a return to grammar-translation. In the grammar-translation method, gram
mar was used as a guide to translation, activating students' analytic 
skills. In the new frame of thinking, translation is a means to give mean
ings. Namely, students are not expected to undertake the process of 
translation, but to examine and understand the product of translation. 

As for the empirical research on this use of translation, Sheen (1993) 
mentions Seibert (1930), Cohen & Aphek (1980), Tucker, Lambert & 
Rigaut (1969) as showing the superiority of the use of translation equiva
lents to an inductive approach in vocabulary learning. What other things 
can we do with this concept of translation, especially for communica
tive teaching classrooms? 

Simultaneous Input-Language and Meaning Given Simultaneously: One 
possible exercise of this type is reading Ll subtitles while watching a 
movie and listening to the L2. This is advantageous in that the pictures 
and the story can give meaningful contexts, complementing what sub
titles give, and it can also be impressive and fun (Iwasaki, 1995; Obarl, 
1995; Takahashi, 1995). We may, however, have to face limitations in 
application, such as: 1) the language in movies is limited (in terms of 
difficulty, style, grammar pOints, etc.), so teachers may fmd it difficult to 
control teaching points; 2) inflexibility in the curriculum, or lack of the 
audiovisual equipment; and 3) the mix of three sets of information (pic
tures, L2 speech, and the subtitles) may be overwhelming to some learn
ers. Though this exercise itself is not free from problems in classroom 
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use, the idea of listening to the L2 while reading the L1 can be applied 
to any stage of classroom teaching. 

For example, Blair's "integrated approach" (1982), which combines 
techniques from Curran, Lozanov, Gattegno, Terrell, Asher, and others, 
gives translation in some "preparatory" exercises before using those 
techniques in the class (pp. 233-239). In one exercise, students are given 
the bilingual sCript as well as a cassette recording in the target language. 
After the preparatory stage of semanticizing, techniques such as mne
monic priming, adding progressively more details, or having background 
music in the presentation of the language are used to engage students 
and enhance learning. This use is one realization of the idea of transla
tion as a starting point, not as a goal. 

Listening to the target language while looking at a written translation 
is thus effective as a preparatory procedure which can later be followed 
by activities intended to make the input part of the learners' permanent 
knowledge. In this way, the quiz structure is maintained not by having 
students translate, but by giving activities which use language whose 
meaning has already been reasonably ascertain through translation. 

Delayed Input-Language Given after Meaning: When sentences are 
longer and more complicated, it is more difficult to take in both the 
target language and its translation at the same time. In this case, learners 
can read the translation and understand what is going to be said before 
they approach the target language text . With movies, learners can first 
watch with L1 subtitles, and then later without L1 subtitles and either 
with or without L2 subtitles. 

The idea of delayed input can also be seen in the teaching proce-
dure of Suggestopedia (Lozanov, 1982): 

The translation of the lesson in the mother tongue is given to the students 
at the beginning of the lesson to look through cursorily, and is then taken 
away. In this way the instruction is modeled on what is natural for adults
to have a translation of the text in the foreign language. (p. 159) 

This description seems to show that Suggestopedia considers the role of 
giving translation to be lowering the "affective filter" (Krashen, 1988, 
pp. 37-39) or strengthening "suggestion," by appealing to the learners' 
old habits. Though this is not made explicit by its description, it is clear 
that translation is used as the main way of giving the meaning of the 
text. Why should students look at the text only cursorily? This seems to 
be another example of minimizing the role of translation for no clear 
reason. In this procedure translation should be referred to· again and 
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again until the meaning has been grasped by the learners. Without wor
rying too much about how to make input comprehensible, we can con
centrate on how to help the learners take in the target language. 

Finally, one essential problem with this approach is that it requires 
teachers to be sufficiently bilingual. Also, it assumes the learners in a 
class to be Lt homogeneous. Junior and senior high school teachers and 
classrooms in Japan basically meet this condition, so this approach could 
be incorporated in the Oral Communication Course instituted in 1994 
following implementation of the new Ministry of Education, Science 
and Technology guidelines. 

Then, what about other teaching situations? Hammerly (1994), in his 
presentation of the "Multilingual Model," suggests the possibility of de
veloping a program which deals with even more than two languages in 
a classroom, urging that multilingual teaching materials with each student's 
native language be organized using computer hardware and software 
and the help of authors and consultants (p. 269). I believe that if mate
rials are designed which are user-friendly to teachers, at least they will 
find it possible to take advantage of this. 

Conclusion 

Primarily because of the excessive negative-reaction to the tradi
tional grammar-translation method, translation has been underestimated 
in modern teaching approaches. However, if language teachers adopt 
an alternative view of translation, one totally different from the conven
tional view, they can make the most of the potential it has as a 
semanticizer. Translation can be a starting point in the teaching process. 
Modern approaches have widened the possibility of helping students to 
learn language through playing with it. A wise use of translation com
bined with these approaches can complement what has been crucially 
lacking. Because there are many kinds of translation (Newmark, 1988), 
one of our imminent tasks will be to specify what kind of translation is 
appropriate to best meet specific teaching purposes. Empirical studies 
about the effectiveness of this new use of translation in classrooms will 
also be needed. 

Kiwamu Izumi, M.A. TESOL, Columbia University, has taught English in 
Japanese high schools for eight years. He is now teaching at Kiryu Girls' 
Senior High School in Gunma Prefecture. 
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Fragmentation in Conversational Japanese: 
A Case Study 

Kazuko Matsumoto 
Aicbi University of Education 

This paper is a quantitative analysis of the postposing phenomenon in Japanese 
casual conversation focusing on the relationship between information status 
and fragmentational patterning of postposed elements in the discourse. The 
transcription of a 45-minute conversation was segmented into intonation units 
(IUs), which are defined as "a sequence of words combined under a single, 
coherent intonation contour" (Chafe, 1987, p. 22). Each of the IUs containing 
instances of postposing was then coded for several categories. Analysis revealed 
that speakers frequently postposed intransitive subject NPs/pronouns, adverbial 
clauses, and given information. It was also found that given information tended 
to constitute the final part of an IU, whereas new information was always placed 
in an independent IU. As an explanation for the obselVed coherent fragmentational 
behavior of postposed new information, a cognitive constraint on new information 
quantity per IU is proposed. 
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S
pontaneous spoken discourse naturally segments itself into "into
nation units (IUs)" (Chafe, 1987, 1993, 1994). The IU is defined as 
a sequence of words, or a stretch of speech uttered under a single 

coherent intonation contour, usually demarcated by an initial pause 
(Chafe, 1987; Du Bois, Schuetze-Coburn, Paolino & Cumming, 1992). 
That is, spontaneous spoken discourse has the property of being pro
duced in a series of spurts. These spurts of language, or the coherent 
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chunks into which speakers fragment talk, have been considered the 
basic units of information flow (cf. "tone groups" or "information units" 
in Halliday, 1985; "intonation groups" in Cruttenden, 1986). For Chafe 
(980), the IUs are "linguistic expressions of focuses of consciousness, ... 
whose properties apparently belong to our built-in information-processing 
capabilities" (p. 48). Concerning the structure of the IU, recent cross
linguistic research has shown that while the majority of IUs in spoken 
English take the form of a complete single clause (Chafe, 1987; 1993; 
1994), japanese IUs tend to be non-clausal, or phrasal, and thereby 
shorter and more fragmentary than English IUs (Clancy, 1980; Iwasaki, 
1993; Matsumoto, 1995b; Maynard, 1989). 

japanese spoken discourse exhibits constructions which apparently 
violate the verb-final requirement (cf. Hoji, 1985; Kuno, 1973, 1978; 
Matsumoto, 1995a; Saito, 1985; Shibatani, 1990; Takami, 1994), Le., so
called "postposing"l constructions in which an element or elements 
appear after the verb, as shown in 0):2 

1. nihon de KANgaerarenai ne sanna kata 
Japan in impossible FP such thing 
"(Is) impossible in Japan, such a thing." 

In accounting for such instances of postposing in spoken)apanese, Shibatani 
0990, p. 259) claims that the v~rb, or verb plus fmal particle has a sen
tence-final falling intonation, whereas the post-verbal element has a low, 
flat intonation contour, and that, therefore, tlIe postposed element is best 
considered as an afterthought appended to the end of a complete sen
tence. Thus the existence of this type of construction, he argues, does not 
violate the verb-final requirement of the japanese language. Hinds (1976, 
p. 116), on the other hand, observes that the verb plus final particle is 
uttered, not with a sentence-fmal falling intonation, but with a continuing, 
flat intonation pattern. These contradictory observations lead us to specu
late that there in fact exist two types of postposing constructions which are 
marked by different intonation patterns falling on the verbal element. They 
also suggest that intonation is an important consideration in studying the 
japanese postposing phenomenon. 

One recent qualitative study on postposing (Ono and Suzuki, 1992) 
took such intonation patterns into account is, distinguishing four types 
of postposing constructions based on their intonational characteristics 
and discourse functions. Other studies investigated the discourse func
tions of japanese postposing qualitatively but with no reference to such 
differences in intonational features (e.g., Hinds, 1982; Maynard, 1989; 
Shibamoto, 1985; Simon, 1989). However, no detailed quantitative analysis 
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has been available to date of the postposing phenomenon in japanese 
conversation, especially in relation to intonation patterns, units of dis
course production, and the given/new informational distinction. 

This study is concerned with the following research questions: 
(a) how frequently does postposing occur in japanese casual conversa
tion? (b) which grammatical categories and constituents are most fre
quently postposed? and (c) what relationships exist between the speakers' 
discourse fragmentation into IUs, information status, information quan
tity, and postposing? What are the speakers' strategies for postposing 
given/new information in terms of discourse fragmentation? 

The Study 

Subjects: Two female japanese UCLA graduate students in their mid-
20s, Sand Y, speakers of Tokyo japanese, provided the data for this 
study. The audio-recorded data was from a 55-minute casual face-to
face conversational interaction between them at a hamburger shop in 
Los Angeles. A total of 45 minutes of the conversation consisting of 
four episodes was used as the data for this study. The topics of the four 
episodes were: Episode 1 "" roommates, Episode 2 c the Halloween 
shooting of a japanese boy, Episode 3 ... danger in the U.S., and Epi
sode 4 ... riot in Los Angeles.3 

Data Transcription: The data were transcribed using the transcription 
conventions selected from Atkinson and Heritage (984), Andersen (991), 
and Du Bois et al. (992), paying careful attention to intonation and 
pausing. The transcription was segmented into what Chafe (987) calls 
"intonation units (IUs)." Each IU was put on a separate line and sequen
tially numbered in the transcript for coding purposes. An IU is a se
quence of words combined under a single, coherent intonation contour, 
usually preceded by a pause. Among Chafe's 0980, p. 14) three criteria 
(i.e., intonational, hesitational, and syntactic) for identifying IUs, I used 
the intonational criterion as the single most reliable indicator of an IU 
boundary in this study (cf. Cruttenden, 1986; Du Bois et al. 1992; 
Pierrehumbert & Beckman, 1988). This means that neither the presence 
of a pause nor the syntactic structure of a clause was counted as a 
necessary criteria for determining the boundary of an IU in conversa
tional japanese. In this study six intonation contours were distinguished 
as markers of an IU boundary: (a) final or falling, (b) continuing (with 
the final syllable stressed), (c) continuing (with the fmal syllable un
stressed), Cd) rising, Ce) rise and fall, and (0 rise-fall-rise.4 
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Data Anaiysis: The IUs in each episode were coded for the following 
categories: (a) presence or absence of postposed elements, (b) grammati
cal category (e.g., subjects, objects, adverbials) of postposed elements, (c) 
constituent type (e.g., NPs, PPs) of postposed elements, (d) information 
status, i.e., whether the postposed element refers to given or new informa
tion, and (e) fragmentational status, i.e., whether the postposed element 
constitutes an independent IU or the final part of an IU. 

Dtijinitions of Given and New Information: In coding the information 
status of each concept, I used the following operational defmitions of 
given, accessible, and new informations (cf. Chafe, 1987; Du Bois, 1987): 
(a) given: a referent which was mentioned within 30 IUs previously in 
the discourse,6 or a referent which is given from the conversational 
context itself (e.g., the conversational co-participants), (b) accessible: a 
referent which was mentioned more than 30 IUs previously, or a refer
ent which was previously unmentioned but is part of a previously
evoked schema,7 or a referent which is identifiable by prior knowledge 
already shared by the participants, and (c) new: a referent which is 
neither (a) nor (b), i.e., a referent which was introduced into the dis
course as a previously-unmentioned, totally new concept. In what fol
lows, I will use the binary distinctions of New and Given (== Non-New), 
where the categories "given" and "accessible" are subsumed under the 
category Given. 

Results and Discussion 

Intonation Units and Postposing: The transcription of the 45-minute con
versation yielded a total of 1,526 IUss of which 84 (5.500Al) included in
stances of postposing. Table 1 shows the number of IUs and postposed 
elements produced by each participant in each episode.9 Both of the par
ticipants, Sand Y, exhibited the highest rate of postposing in Episode 1 (S 
== 9.38%; Y == 4.42%; note also Total == 7.32% and the average number of 
postposings/min:; 2.90), in which the greatest number of IUs were pro
duced (N = 437; 39.7 IUs/min). The fact that the highest rate of postposing 
correlated with the "denseness" of the conversation suggests that the speak
ers' use of postposing constructions may be related to aspects of active 
conversational tum-taking by the participants. The rate of postposing that 
occurred in the "narrative" portions of the conversation and the rate of 
postposing that occurred in the "genuine" conversational interaction (Table 
2) seem to indicate that postposing is more positively related to active 
conversational tum-taking between co-participants. 



Table 1: Number of IUs and Postposed Elements by Episode and Participant 

Episode 1 
(11 min.) 

Number of IUs S: 256 (58.6%) 

Y: 181 (41.4%) 
Total 437 

Average no. of 
IUs/min. 

39.7 

Episode 2 
(11 min.) 

S: 95 (28.8%) 
Y: 235 (71.2%) 

330 

30.0 

Episode 3 
(13 ymin.) 

S: 103 (23.90i'b) 
Y: 328 (76.1%) 

431 

33.2 

Episode 4 Total 
(10 myin.) (45y min.) 

S: 193 (58.8%) s: 647 (42.4%) 
Y: 135 (41.2%) Y: 879 (57.6%) 

328 1,526 

32.8 33.9 

Number of 
post posing 

S: 24 <9.38%) s: 3 <3.16%) S: 9 (8.74%) s: 11 (5.70%) S: 47 (7.26%) 
Y: 8 (4.42%) Y: 10 (4.26%) Y: 14 (4.2"JOAI) Y: 5 <3.70%) Y: 37 (4.21%) 

Average no. of 
postposinglmin. 

32 (7.32%) 13 <3.94%) 23 (5.34%) 16 (4.88%) 84 (5.50%) 

2.90 1.18 1.77 1.60 1.87 
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Table 2: Number of IUs and Postposed Elements 
in Conversations and Narratives 

IUs Postposing 

Conversation 1,125 70 6.2% 
Narrative 401 14 3.5% 
Total 1,526 84 5.5% 

243 

Distribution oj Postposed Elements: Distribution of postposed elements 
(N::: 84) by grammatical category (a) was adverbials (N = 46 = 54.8%), 
subjects (N =: 27 = 32.1%), objects (N = 8 = 9.5%), and others (N = 3 = 
3.6%)10; (b) of postposed NPs (N = 37), pronouns (N ::z 12=32.5%) and 
bare nouns (N = 11 = 29.7%) were most frequently postposed; (c) of 
the postposed adverbials (N = 46), non-referring adverbs (N = 12 =26.1%), 
subordinate clauses (N ::: 12 = 26.1%), and postpositional phrases (PPs) 
(N ::: 10 ::: 21.7%) were most frequently postposed, and (d) distribution 
of grammatical roles for the postposed non-topic NPs (N =: 35) was 
intransitive subjects (= S roles) (N = 23 = 65.7%), transitive objects (= 0 
roles) (N = 8 = 22.9%), and transitive subjects (= A roles) (N = 4 = 
11.4%). 

Information Status oj Postposed Elements: The results indicated: (a) of 
the postposed elements with referential functions (N = 72),55 (76.4%) 
are Given and 17 (23.6%) are New; (b) the postposed elements are 
mostly Given information across the four grammatical categories, and 
(c) the percentage of givenness is higher in postposed objects (87.5%) 
and subjects (85.2%) than in adverbials (67.6%). In sum, the data reveal 
a marked tendency to postpose Given information. 

Fragmentational Patterning oj Postposed Elements: The results showed: 
(a) subjects (N ::: 27) tend to be tacked onto the final part of an IU (N c: 

18 = 66.7%), whereas referring adverbials (N = 34) tend to be indepen
dent IUs (N = 22 = 64.7%), and (b) 52.4% (N = 44) of all the postposed 
elements (N = 84) constitute the final part of an IU, whereas 47.6% 
(N = 40) of them constitute an independent IU. The data do not exhibit 
a skewed distribution of postposing toward either of the fragmentational 
patternings. 

Relationship between Injormation Status and Fragmentational Pattern
ing: Concerning the interactions between the postposed elements' in-
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Table 3: Number of Postposed Elements by Information Status 
and Fragmentational Patterning 

Inde2endent IUs Final Part of IUs Total 
Subjects-Given 5 (21.7%) 18 (78.3%) 23 (1000Al) 
Subjects-New 4 (100%) 0 (OOh) 4 (100%) 
Objects-Given 3 (42.9%) 4 (57.1%) 7 (100%) 
Objects-New 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 1 (1000h) 
Adverbials-Given 11 (47.8%) 12 (52.2%) 23 (100%) 
Adverbials-New 11 (100%) 0 (OOh) 11 (1000Al) 
Others-Given 0 (0%) 2 (1000h) 2 (1000Al) 
Otherts-New 1 (100%) 0 (OOAl) 1 (1000Al) 
Total-Given 19 (34.5%) 36 (65.5% 55 (1000h) 
Total-New 17 (100%) 0 (OOh) 17 (100%) 
Total 36 (50.00h) 36 (50.0%) 72 (1000Al) 

formation status and fragmentational patterning, the data reveal that 
Given information (N = 55) tended to constitute the final part of an IU 
(N = 36 = 65.5%), whereas New information (N = 17) was placed in an 
independent IU 100% of the time (Table 3). That is, the speakers tended 
to postpose Given information by appending it to the end of an IU, 
whereas they introduced New information exclusively in a separate, 
independent IV. 

Coherent Fragmentational Patterning of Postposed New Information: 
Further examination of the relation between the postposed element 
and the "original" IU from which it has been postposed, in terms of the 
information status of concepts or entities contained in each, showed 
that the postposed New information follows a coherent pattern: New 
information was postposed exclusively out of an IU containing New 
(and Non-New, in most cases) information, and, to repeat the finding 
given above, it was introduced exclusively in an independent IU, in
stead of being appended to the end of an IV out of which it has been 
postposed. 

Schematically, this means that the postposed New information has 
exhibited only the information-flow pattern (2a) belowll (where N = 

New; N = Postposed New; G = Given (given or accessible), the number 
of which is not limited to just one; dots indicate the existence of previ
ous (i.e. not new) information that may be contained in the unit): 
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2. a. IU-l N .. b. IU-l N .. N 
IU-2 N 

c. IU-l G d. IU-l G N 
IU-2 N 

Example 3 shows the postposed new information in italics: 

3. a. Y: nanka koo 
well this 

++ jidoosha-o + butsukechatta no yo ne? 
car -ACC hit-PAST NML FP FP 
ryuugakuset -ga 
foreign student -NOM 

+ dareka -ni 
someone -DAT 

"A foreign student hit (hislher) car against someone('s car)." 

b. Y: ano 
well 

+ ralph's ni 
Ralph's to 

++ yoro juu:jihan gurai ka na? 
night ten-thirty about Q FP 
ni itta no ne? @ 

at go-PAST NML FP 
+ belen to tssboni 

Helen with together 
kUTUtna notte @ 

car drive-and 
"(I) went to (the) Ralph's at about ten-thirty at night with Helen by cat" 

Non-coherent Fragmentational Patterning of Postposed Non-New Infor
mation: Postposed Given (c Non-New) information, on the other hand, 
did not behave in the same consistent way. The data exhibited all of the 
four patterns (4a)-( 4d) (where G :I Given; G = Postposed Given; N = 
New): 

4. a. IU-l N .. b. IU-l N .. G 
IU-2 G 

c. IU-l G d. IU-l G G 
IU-2 G 

The distribution of the postposed Given information (N g 55), in Table 
4, shows that 80% of the postposed Given concepts were postposed out 
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of an IV containing New information (in addition to given and/or acces
sible information, in many cases), and appended to the end of it (4b: 
Type = 45.5%), or placed in the next independent IV (4a: Type = 34.5%). 

Table 4: Number of Postposed 'Given' Information Items 
by Information-flow Type 

(4a) Type 
(4b) Type 
(4c) Type 
(4d) Type 

Total 

19 
25 
4 
7 

55 

34.5% 
45.5% 
7.3% 

12.7% 
100% 

Examples 5a and 5b, where the postposed Given elements are in 
italics, belong to the information-flow types (4a) and (4b), respectively: 

5. a. Y: sonna kemutakatta? = 
that smoky-PAST 
"Was (it) that smoky?" 

s: =un kemutakatta yo. 
yeah smoky-PAST FP 
''Yeah, (it) was smoky." 
sotde 
and 
++ ano: chotto kikoeru te yuu wake yo. 

well a bit hear QT say NML FP 
"(She) says (she) can hear a Iitte bit" 

++ [ratotto]. 
riot 
"theriot" 

Y: [IYA::] Da::! 
hateful 
"Oh, I hate itl" 

b. Y: moo ikkai 
more once 
"once again" 
+ BA:n te oto -ga shite, 

bang QT sound -NOM make-and 
"(it) went bang." 
JUUsei na no yo sore -ga:, = 
gunshot be FP FP it -NOM 
''was a gunshot, it 

s: = EE::! 
"ohool" 
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One New Entity per Unit Constraint: One cognitive explanation for the 
observed coherent fragmentational patterning is that new information is 
postposed by "force" out of an IV which could otherwise have contained 
two new concepts within it, such that it will be compatible with what I call 
"one-new-entity-per-unit" constraint, which allows only one new entity or 
concept in each IV (cf. Chafe, 1987; Du . Bois, 1987; Giv6n, 1984). My 
hypothesis is as follows: at the end of the initial pause which precedes the 
speaker's utterance of a new IU, under ideal conditions, all the information 
to be expressed in the upcoming IU will have become active in the speaker's 
mind (Chafe, 1987). Usually only one new concept is activated for the 
speaker at this point, but once in a great while more than one new con
cept will become activated. In such a case, when two pieces of new infor
mation become activated, only one of the new concepts is allowed to be 
expressed in the upcoming IU by the "one-new-entity-per-unit" constraint 
at work on the basic units of discourse production, and hence, the other 
new concept is forced to be placed, Le., postposed, in the next IU.12This 
is how and why new information exhibits a coherent pattern in the Japa
nese postposing phenomenon: new concepts are postposed exclusively in 
a separate IV from an IU which itself contains a new concept. It is, how
ever, the speaker's choice which of the new concepts to place in the 
upcoming IV and which to postpose. Presumably, the speaker places 
information which is more directly relevant to the topic of the ongoing 
and upcoming discourse in the period of vocalization immediately fol
lowing the initial pause (cf. Givon's [1983, p. 20] psychological prin
ciple: "Attend first to the most urgent task."). In effect, this has the 
function of foregrounding the new concept, which the speaker has 
selected to place in the upcoming IU, while backgrounding the other 
new concept which has been postposed. Postposing of non-new infor
mation, on the other hand, regardless of its fragmentational behavior, 
that is, whether it involves a separate IU or just the final part of it, will 
not affect the "one-new-entity-per-unit" constraint. 

No previous research has addressed the maximum amount of non
new information within a basic unit of discourse production. The present 
study has shown that each of the IUs involving postposing contained 
no more than three non-new concepts (including the postposed ele
ments), with many of the units containing one or two. It is certainly 
reasonable to assume then that the fragmentational behavior of 
postposed given concepts is also restricted by a constraint, just as that 
of new concepts, as I have argued above, is constrained by the "one
new-entity-per-unit" constraint. I will tentatively call this behavior the 
"no-more-than-three given entities per unit" constraint. 13 
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Conclusion 

The results of this investigation of the relationships between 
postposing, discourse fragmentation into IUs, and infonnation status in 
japanese conversational discourse have shown that the participants 
postposed 5.5% of the total IUs they collaboratively produced, postposed 
intransitive subject NPs/pronouns and adverbial clauses most frequently, 
and showed a marked tendency to postpose given, rather than new, 
information. Most interestingly and importantly, it was also found that 
when the speakers postpose given information, they tend to append it 
to the end of an IU out of which it has been postposed, whereas new 
information is postposed by placing it in an independent IU. That is, the 
speaker's postposing strategy injapanese conversational interaction seems 
to be the folowing: 1) Postpose given/accessible infonnation, which is 
already active either focally or peripherally for the speaker, and the 
speaker considers to be active for the hearer as well (Chafe, 1987), by 
appending it to the end of an IU; 2) Postpose new infonnation, which is 
neither focally nor peripherally activated, in a separate new indepen
dent IU so that it will be more salient for the hearer who will process 
that newly-introduced concept. 

The constraint on postposing, or the speakers' postposing strategy in 
terms of discourse fragmentation and information status which this study 
has uncovered has important implications. First of all, this strategy sug
gests that intonation contours have a function of distinguishing given and 
new information in japanese spoken discourse. This appears to be in 
accord with Halliday's (1967) claim that one of the functions of intonation 
is to mark off which information the speaker is treating as new and which 
as given (Brown & Yule, 1983). Second, it provides evidence that the 
speakers do not fragment discourse randomly, but sort discourse fragmen
tation into IUs. More specifically, the consistent placement of new infor
mation in an independent IU seems to reflect, or can be considered the 
result of, the speakers' interactionally-detennined choice to facilitate the 
information flow in the discourse. It presumably reflects the speaker's 
choice to make new information, although backgrounded (Takami, 1994), 
more salient to the hearer who is processing it 

Finally, it should be noted that while this research may be a significant 
step in analyzing the fragmentation and postposing phenomena in conver
sational japanese, the suggestions I have tentatively made above are on 
the basis of a single transcribed conversation. That is, women speakers, 
Tokyo dialect, young japanese, and graduate students abroad all may be 
variables which might have affected this study in subtle ways. Given the 
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limitation of a single conversation, more research should naturally follow 
for an elaborated, deeper investigation of the phenomena. 

I would like to thank Roger Andersen, Shoichi Iwasaki, and Tim Stowell 
at UCLA for valuable suggestions and helpful discussions on this topic. 

Kazuko Matsumoto is an Associate Professor of Applied Linguistics at 
Aichi University of Education. Her research interests and publications, 
in both Ll and L2 research, range from Japanese syntax and discourse 
analysis to second language writing, classroom-based studies, research 
methods, and learning strategies. 

Notes 
1. The term "postposing" is used in this paper simply to refer to the placement 

of elements in a postverbal pOSition. The use of the term does not imply 
movement of constituents from a canonical preverbal position. It is used as a 
neutral term indicating the postverbal, as opposed to preverbal, placement 
of elements. 

2. This is one of the examples which were actually observed in this study. 
Transcription conventions are as follows (cf. Andersen, 1991; Atkinson & 
Heritage, 1984; Du Bois et a1. 1992): 

WOrd 
( ] 

wo:d 

inter-speaker latching 
upper case indicates loud talk (stressed or emphasized) 
overlapping or simultaneous talk 
sound prolongation or stretching 

intonation contours marking the end of each IV 
continuing intonation (fma! syllable stressed) 

no symbol continuing intonation (final syllable unstressed) 
falling, or fInal intonation 

? rising intonation 

+ very short pause (0.1-0.2 seconds) 
++ medium length pause (0.3-0.6 seconds) 
+++ long pause (0.7 seconds up) 
@ listener backchannels (affirmative response) 
Abbreviations are: NOM ... nominative, ACC ... accusative, DAT .. dative, 
FP :::: fInal particle, QT :::: quotative marker, NEG :::: negative, NML ... 
nominalizer, Q ... question marker. 

3. Brief interactions which occurred at the beginning of the conversation and 
between the episodes were not used as data. They were concerned with 
ordering and the food being eaten. 
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4. IUs which are marked with stressed fmal syllables are often found in young 
females' speech. The rise-fall pitch contour functions to seek agreeme~t or to 
impose the speaker's opinion on the hearer, whereas the rise-fall-rise pitch 
contour shows the speaker's doubt or dissatisfaction. 

5. It is assumed in Chafe's (1987) discourse production model that the speaker's 
utterance of an IU functions to activate all the concepts it contains for the 
hearer, while deactivating others, and to bring about changes in the activa
tion states of information in the hearer's mind. Thus, "given" concepts are 
those that were "already active" for the speaker prior to uttering an IU, and 
which the speaker assumed to be active in the mind of the hearer as well. 
"Accessible" or "previously semi-active" concepts are those that the speaker, 
before the uttering of an IU, transferred from the semi-active to the active 
state. "New" or "previously inactive" concepts are those that the speaker, 
before uttering an IU, transferred from the inactive to the active state. 

6. Du Bois (1987) uses 20 IUs for this measure in his analysis of the Pear Story 
Sacapultec narratives, following Giv6n"s (1983) measure of referential dis
tance. I used 30 IUs (20 multiplied by 1.5) instead based on the fact that 
Japanese IUs tend to be non-clausal. 

7. When a schema is evoked in a discourse, some of the expectations or con
cepts associated with it are assumed to change into the semi-active state. For 
example, the "class" schema includes such concepts as "students," "a class
room," and "a lecture" as accessible entities (Chafe, 1987, pp. 29-30). 

8. These IUs do not include what Maynard (1986) calls "turn-intemallistener 
backchannels," or what Schegloff (1981) calls "continuers," Le., brief 
backchannelling expressions (e.g., un, bee) which the interlocutor who as
sumes primarily a listener's role sends during the other interlocutor's speak
ing turn, especially in a long multi-unit turn (e.g., storytelling). 

9. Table 1 indicates that while in Episodes 1 and 4 the number of IUs produced, 
or the amount of talk in the conversation, is relatively balanced between the 
two co-participants, Sand Y, in Episodes 2 and 3 more than 7()oAl of the IUs 
were produced by Y. This can be accounted for by the fact that the conver
sational interaction in Episodes 2 and 3 centered on Y's narratives or 
storytelling. In total, however, the percentage of IUs produced is fairly bal
anced between the two interactants, 42.4% by Sand 57.6% by Y. 

to. The category "adverbials" includes non-referring adverbs such as zettat "ab
solutely" and kekkyoku "consequently" (N co 1.2). The category "others" in
cludes topics and nominal complement clauses. Elements were coded as 
"subjects" or "adverbs" if they functioned as such, even if they are marked by 
the so-called topic marker -wa. Also, only "base-generated genuine" topics 
as in (i) were coded as topics (cf. Shibatani, 1990). 

(0 Tookyoo -wa daremo shiranai. 
Tokyo -TOP no one know-NEG 
"As for Tokyo, (I) don"t know anyone (living there)." 

11. To be more exact, postposed elements containing new information showed 
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consistent behavior, given that most of the postposed adverbials and clauses 
(subordinate and non-finite) contained given and/or accessible concepts as 
well as new ones. 

12.This hypothesis provides a satisfactory explanation for those cases where 
elements are postposed with no discernible initial pauses. When postposing 
involves significant pausing, however, it could be argued that the postposed 
elements have been added as an afterthought, and were not in the active 
state at the time of the utterance of the previous IU. In this study, all cases of 
post posing of new information involved short or no initial pauses, that typi
cally were uttered in a compressed manner. 

13. These two constraints amount to saying that the maximum amount of infor
mation that can be contained within a single IU (at least one involving 
postposing) is "one new and three non-new." The constraints on the amount 
of information in an IU, however, naturally follow from the capacity and 
duration limitations of short-term memory. This in turn restricts the content 
and duration of IUs, given that these units (Chafe, 1980), are linguistic ex
pressions of a single focus of the speaker's consciousness, and that focus is 
presumably on new information. That is, IUs submit to cognitive constraints 
or limitations which confine the amount of information to be contained within 
each unit. 
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Point-to-Point 

A Reaction to Brown and Yamashita "English 
Language Entrance Exams at]apanese 
Universities: What Do We Know About 
Them?" 

Barry O'Sullivan 
Faculty of Education, Okayama University 

The article by Brown and Yamashita (fALT Journal 1 ill], pp. 7-30) 
selVes to highlight the lack of published accounts of empirical research 
in the area of university entrance test evaluation in Japan. In attempting 
to achieve their stated purposes 

a) to describe current testing practices at major institutions, and 
b) to establish a baseline of information so that change or lack 

of change in testing practices of such universities can be 
monitored in future years, Cp. 11) 

the authors express a desire to "help English teachers in Japan prepare 
students for taking such [entrance] tests and help their students in decid
ing which test to take" and, in addition, to "aid those responsible for 
creating entrance examinations to prepare high quality tests" Cp. 7). 

While the article is a welcome and long overdue look at university 
entrance examinations, there are quite serious problems with it that cause 
it to lose much of its value, and to fail to achieve its above quoted goals. 

The design of the study severely reduces the possibility of using the 
data for the purpose of either classroom- or research-driven decision mak
ing. Though it is useful as a guide for those who may have no previous 
experience of the entrance examinations, the data presented here lacks 
the type of information necessary for any teacher to formulate hypotheses. 
An experienced teacher will agree that decisions such as which test to 
take, strategy planning and item prediction can only be made when a 
study is made of individual tests over a number of years. Such a study 
would consist of the type of descriptive analysis attempted here, and also 
of an analysis of the language and content of the individual test items. 

JALT journa' Vol. 17. No.2, NOtJemher, 1995 

2SS 
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Though a large amount of information is provided by the data pre
sented by Brown and Yamashita, it is clear that its lack of detail and 
'history' ensures that its usefulness as an adequate baseline for guiding 
pedagogy (Le. test-taking pedagogy) and generating research hypoth
eses or testing decisions is called into question. 

In practical terms, the Japanese teacher of English must ask 

a) Can I, as a teacher, confidently predict from the data the na
ture and organisation of anyone of the described tests for the 
coming year? 

b) Can I suggest to my student any specific test-taking strategies 
based on the data for particular tests presented here? 

The data provided here cannot allow for a positive response to either of 
these questions, making the fmdings of the paper of limited use to that 
teacher. Therefore, the decision to use a cross-sectional study, com
bined with the purely descriptive nature of the data appear therefore to 
ensure that the first goal, that of formulating an adequate description of 
the tests, is clearly not met. 

The other audience for the paper appears to be those involved in 
setting the tests. While the data here may highlight some areas of pos
sible worry, such as the high Flesch-Kincaid and Fog readability indices 
for some tests-Keio, Kyoto, Tokyo and Yokohama are singled out (p. 
26)-it provides no empirical evidence of problems with validity and 
reliability in any of the tests reviewed--even with the tests quoted above 
we can not be sure if they deliberately and consistently use passages 
with high readability indices or if the examples from the year surveyed 
were in some way unusual. 

Though the use of inferential statistics was explicitly avoided in the 
study (p. 13), the authors proceeded to make generalizations in the 
conclusions that one would expect to have been generated from such 
statistics. This seriously affects the usefulness of the conclusions, and 
must surely limit the effectiveness of the appeal to the "universities and 
the language professionals who write the tests" to attempt to avoid the 
"problems" highlighted (p.28). 

If there is a question mark over the validity and reliability of en
trance tests it is better that studies focus on the provision of concrete 
evidence relating to the existence of these problems. While it is ac
cepted that the limited availability of test scores severely restricts the 
extent to which tests can be analysed, a study of the design and con
struction of any of the tests referred to here over a number of years 
would allow the researcher to reach conclusions that could be used as 
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'rear evidence of the existence of problems. This, I believe, would be 
seen as a more constructive form of criticism and would have a far 
greater chance of reaching those test makers referred to above. 

While the thrust of this reply has taken a rather negative view of the 
Brown and Yamashita article, it is not meant merely to criticize what is 
a valuable and solid fIrst step in the pro<:ess of evaluating Japanese 
university entrance tests. In opening a debate on the reliability and 
validity of these examinations the article has confronted an issue of 
growing importance, and has raised a series of questions which re
searchers should now strive to answer with empirical evidence. These 
questions include: 

Is there evidence of a topic awareness bias in some tests? 
How harmful is the dependence on translation? 
Can we establish the content and construct Validity of these tests? 

The Authors Respond to O'Sullivan's Letter to 
JALT Journal: 
Out Of Criticism Comes Knowledge 

James Dean Brown 
University OJ Hawaii At Manoa 

Sayoko Okada Yamashita 
International Christian University 

We would like to begin by thanking Barry O'Sullivan for his aiticisms 
of Brown and Yamashita C1995a), as well as for his words of praise. 

Taking the criticisms flfSt, as far as we can tell, his primary com
plaints are that there are "quite serious problems" with our study in that: 

1. "the design of the study severely reduces the possibility of 
using the data," 

2. we do not provide enough "detaU and 'history'," and 

jALT Journal, Vol. 17, No.2, November, 1995 
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3. we provide "no empirical evidence of problems of validity 
and reliability in any of the tests . . ." 

Beginning with the issue of design, we pUlposely chose to use a de
scriptive approach rather than an inferential one because of well-justified 
concerns about the types and number of statistical comparisons that would 
have been necessary in such a statistical study (for more on this topic, see 
Brown, 1988). We also chose the descriptive route out of consideration for 
the audience of the JALT Journa~ who are by-and-Iarge hard-working 
teachers with little or no training in advanced statistics. 

With regard to the issue of not providing enough detail, the amount 
of data involved in such a study necessarily involves making decisions 
along the way about what to include and what to exclude. We did this 
to the best of our abilities providing a tremendous amount of detail in a 
very limited space, but apparently, what we did was not up to Mr. 
O'Sullivan's expectations. 

As for the issue of providing "history", we certainly looked for such 
"history" in the literature and found nothing. That is why we did our 
study, that is why we set out to provide base-line data, and that is why 
we have begun to create "history" by studying the same examinations 
in subsequent years. For instance, Brown and Yamashita (1995b) com
pares the 1994 tests to the 1993 tests described in Brown and Yamashita 
(1995a). 

As for failing to provide evidence of the lack of reliability and valid
ity of the tests, it is primarily the responsibility of the test developers 
(not the general public or the teaching profession or Brown and 
Yamashita) to provide evidence of the reliability and validity of the tests. 
As the American Psychological Association has put it (CDSEPT, 1985), 
"Typically, test developers and publishers have primary responsibility 
for obtaining and reporting evidence concerning reliability and errors of 
measurement adequate for the intended uses" (p. 19). They also state 
that "evidence of validity should be presented for the major types of 
inferences for which the use of a test is recommended" (p. 13). To our 
knowledge, no such evidence exists for the university entrance exami
nations in Japan. In addition, when we have requested such informa
tion from a number of universities and! or sought access to the data in 
order to study these issues ourselves, we have encountered resistance, 
secrecy, and a total lack of cooperation. A black hole of information 
exists about these important examinations from which no light can es
cape. Hence, we can only conclude, as we did in Brown and Yamashita 
(1995a & 1995b), that problems may exist with the reliability and valid-
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ity of these tests. Naturally, we would welcome studies of these issues 
and would ourselves happily participate. 

We would like to emphasize the fact that Mr. O'Sullivan was not 
entirely negative about our study. For instance, he stated that (a) our 
study "serves to highlight the lack of published accounts of empirical 
research in the area of university entrance test evaluation in Japan," (b) 
our paper provides "a valuable and solid first step in the process of 
evaluating Japanese university entrance tests", and (c) "in opening the 
debate on the reliability and validity of these examinations, the article 
has confronted an issue of growing importance, ... " 

He ends by calling for "empirical evidence" that addresses three 
questions: 

1. "Is there evidence of a topic awareness bias in sometests?" 
2. "How harmful is the dependence on translation?" 
3. "Can we establish the content and construct validity of these 

tests?" 

We would like to end by seconding his call for further research and 
adding to his list a number of other questions that occurred to us along 
the way: 

4. How are norms established on these tests, and how do they 
vary from university to university and year to year? 

5. What evidence is there for the reliability of these university 
entrance examinations (e.g., what is the K-RZO, or Cronbach 
alpha reliability of these tests)? 

6. What evidence is there for the decision reliability of these 
exams (Le., what is the standard error of measurement, and 
how is it used to make university admissions decisions re
sponsible and fair)? 

7. What evidence is there for the content, construct, criterion
related, face, decision, or social validity of these tests (for 
more on these types of validity, see Brown, 1995a or 1995b)? 

8. How are standards set for the cut-points used in deciding 
who will be admitted and who will not? Are state mastery 
methods used? Or, test-centered continuum methods? Or, stu
dent-centered continuum methods? Are rational methods used 
at all? (for more on standards setting, see Brown, 1995b) 

9. Why do the examinations cost so much given the relatively 
cheap and easy-to-score formats that are used? Or put an
other way, why is it that communicative listening and speak-
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ing subtests are not used on these exams even though there 
is apparently plenty of revenue to support such sound testing 
practices? 

10. What is the impact of the "washback" effect of these tests on 
the educational system? In particular, what is their effect on 
the teaching of English? 

The very fact that Mr. O'Sullivan felt compelled to react to our study is 
an encouraging sign. We would like to challenge him and any other 
readers who are interested in this issue to do their own research on the 
university entrance examinations so that all of us can begin to under
stand and perhaps ameliorate any existing negative effects of the "ex
amination hell" that hundreds of thousands of students in all comers of 
Japan face year after year after year. 
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Research Forum 

A Pre1iminary Study of Voice Quality 
Differences between]apanese and American 
English: Some Pedagogical Suggestionsl 

Yuichi Todaka 
Miyazaki Municipal University 

Studies of voice quality, while limited, suggest there may be a normal voice 
quality difference across languages. This paper first reports on a study of 
measurable voice quality differences in bilingual English (Ll)/Japanese (L2) 
speakers. Results suggest that a focus on voice quality, in addition to 
conventional phonological features, may aid in producing correct pronunciation. 
Activities for focusing on voice quality in the classroom are suggested. 
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Though studies on voice quality have been conducted in the past 
(see Laver, 1980 for an extensive literature review), little research 
has been carried out to see if normal voice quality differences 

exist across languages. Hanley, Snide cor, & Ringel (1966) compared 
pitch and loudness among Spanish, American English, and Japanese 
speakers (eight male subjects each); they found that the Spanish and 
the Japanese groups had higher pitch and lower sound pressure levels 
than the American group. It is difficult, however, to assert conclusively 
that differences observed are due to cross-language factors. Individuals 
vary greatly in pitch and loudness of speech due to anatomical and 
speech-style differences. Use of either a much greater number of mono-
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lingual subjects or carefully selected bilingual subjects would be neces
sary to eliminate these and other sources of variation. 

The main objectives of this study were to fmd out if there are sys
tematic voice quality differences between Japanese and English speak
ers in order to make appropriate pedagogical applications. The study 
attempted to answer the following questions: (1) Are there any speak
ing pitch andlor loudness differences between speakers of the two lan
guages? If so, do the differences observed come from cultural or linguistic 
factors?; (2) Is there any difference in the overall supralaryngeal tension 
which is attributable to cultural or linguistic factors?; and (3) Is there any 
difference between the overall laryngeal tension which is related to 
cultural or linguistic facto~s? 

Since it is not possible to observe directly any language-specific dif
ference in supralaryngeal tension, the study focused mainly on the la
ryngeal and respiratory (Le., speaking FO and intensity) features. Thus, 
the investigation of language-specific supralaryngeal tension factors is 
based solely on Laver'S (1980) classification of lax and tense settings. 

Method 

Two male and two female bilingual subjects were used to minimize 
anatomical effects on voice quality. The L1 of all speakers was English. 
Since one of the difficulties in conducting a cross-language analysis on 
voice quality is to fmd appropriate bilingual subjects, pre-screening and 
post-assessment procedures were conducted.2 The selected subjects then 
participated in various aerodynamic and acoustic experiments. All aerody
namic and acoustic recordings were made in the UCLA Phonetics Lab. 

In the aerodynamiC experiments, each subject wore a mask contain
ing a piece of gauze which exhibited a known amount of resistance 
through which the ongoing air pressure had to pass (Rothenberg, 1973). 
The flow rate was calculated from the pressure difference across the 
gauze. Oral pressure was recorded using a tube inserted through a hole 
in the mask designed for that purpose. Before the session the air pres
sure and flow devices were calibrated; the pressure by use of a manom
eter and the flow by introducing a known flow. In addition, EGG 
(Electroglottograph) data were collected through a loose collar with 
two surface electrodes placed around the neck while the subjects pho
nated, and the data were entered into a computer for subsequent analy
ses. A headphone microphone was placed approximately two inches 
from the mouth and to the side. 

Regarding the acoustic experiments, five factors were measured us
ing a computer: (1) formant frequencies; (2) harmonic amplitude differ-
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ences; (3) average speaking fundamental frequency; (4) long-term spec
tral average, and (5) bandwidth differences. 

A formant is "a group of overtones corresponding to a resonating 
frequency of the air in the vocal tract" (Ladefoged, 1993, p. 293). Ac
cording to Laver's (980) classification, formant ranges are narrower in 
lax voice than in tense. Less extensive radial movements of the center 
of the mass of the tongue away from the neutral configuration were 
found in lax voice. Therefore, formant frequencies of five vowels (i.e., 
lal, Ii/, lui, lei, 10/) were compared to test for supralaryngeal setting 
differences. It has been reported that the Japanese vowel space is much 
smaller than its English counterpart (cf. Keating and Huffman, 1984). 

A harmonic is "a whole-number multiple of the fundamental frequency 
of a wave form" (Ladefoged, 1962, p. 112). Various researchers (cf. Henton 
and Bladon, 1985) inferred the differences between various phonation 
types by comparing the amplitude differences between the first harmonic 
and the second harmonic. Therefore, the harmonic amplitude differences 
were computed here to infer laryngeal setting differences. 

Bandwidths are the range of frequencies to which a resonator responds 
effectively (Ladefoged, 1962). It has been reported that the bandwidths of 
the first formant is mainly affected by wall loss, whereas the bandwidths of 
the higher formants are influenced by radiation loss (Rabiner and Schafer, 
1978). In other words, an examination of the bandwidth of the first formant 
will enable us to determine the overall supra laryngeal tension. 

The long-term spectral average analytical method has been used by 
pathologists to establish criteria to quantify pathological voices (Kitzing, 
1986; Hammerberg et al., 1986). A breathy voice is associated with a 
high noise level (cf. Laver, 1980), and high levels of energy at frequen
cies between 5 K and 8 KHz are said to be associated with noise com
ponent of a breathy-voiced source (cf. Yanagihara, 1967). A recent study 
(Shoji et al., 1993) reports that breathy voices can be clearly differenti
ated from normal voices by means of long-term spectral average tech
niques. Though such a technique is most often used by pathologists to 
quantify pathological voices, it can be used equally well to infer noise 
level differences in a high frequency band between normal voices in 
two languages, as in the present study. Therefore, this technique was 
used to infer laryngeal setting differences between the two languages. 3 

Results and Discussion 

1. Laryngeal setting: The two female subjects in the present study showed 
a consistent pattern of employing a relatively lax laryngeal setting in Japa-
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nese (i.e., their U) in comparison with their setting in English (p< 0.05). 
This lax setting involves less complete closure of the vibrating vocal folds 
and also a constant aperture. On the other hand, no consistent differences 
were observed between the two languages in the two male subjects. 

A great deal of research has revealed gender differences within a 
language (Henton and Bladon, 1985; Klatt and Klatt, 1990). It is said that 
there is a tendency for English female speakers to employ a breathy 
setting, though some inter- and intra-speaker variations are found (cf. 
Holmberg et al, 1988). Therefore, it is possible to interpret the male
female difference found here from the perspective of gender differ
ences. Thus, the observed differences may be due to a sociocultural 
factor. This interpretation is, however, still speculative and needs to be 
tested in a subsequent study. 

2. Speaking FO and Intensity: All the subjects (both males and fe
males) used higher speaking FOs in Japanese than in English (p< 0.05), 
but no consistent difference in SPL (Sound Pressure Level) was found. 
The observed FO (i.e., acoustic correlate of pitch) difference may be the 
result of a sociocultural factor since the opposite was expected based 
upon linguistic factors. In other words, lower FOs in Japanese were 
expected because of a higher ratio of low to high vowels-three to five 
times higher in Japanese than in English monologue data. In addition, 
the SPL results may have been due to inter- and intra-subject variations 
of speaking style at the time of recording, since no consistent patterns 
were observed among the participants. 

3. Supra/aryngea/ setting: All of the subjects used much more vowel 
space in English than in Japanese. In other words, the high tense vowel 
in English - Iii - the low back vowel-/a! - and the high back vowel lu/ 
describe a greater range of articulatory settings than the common range 
of Japanese vowels (Le., a tenser supralaryngeal setting in English ac
cording to Laver's 1980 classification). However, no consistent band
width differences were observed across languages (i.e., no obvious 
tension difference according to Laver's 1980 classification). 

To summarize these fmdings: 

1. Female speakers employed a breathier laryngeal setting in 
Japanese than in English. 

2. All speakers used a higher pitch in Japanese than in English. 
3. All speakers used a wider vowel space in English than in 

Japanese. 

Based upon the fmdings of the previous and the present studies, 
several teaching suggestions are given in the next section. 
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Teaching Suggestions 

When Japanese learners of English practice the pronunciation of the 
target language, they tend to focus upon segmental features by listening to 
and repeating model pronunciation. However, such practice has failed to 
produce satisfactory results (Celce-Murcia, 1987). The suggestions in the 
present study are, therefore, based on the assumption that the general 
aspects of the voice quality setting of the target language should be taught 
in addition to conventional lower-level features (i.e., segmentals and 
suprasegmentals). This assumption is in line with Esling and Wong (1983), 
who advocate the importance of teaching the higher-level setting features 
(i.e., voice quality settings) in the target language. We therefore suggest 
that the higher-level features be assimilated into the lower-level features. 
Regarding English as the target language, in particular: 

1. When producing the sounds, the speaker should apply more subglottal 
pressure (Le., speak louder). Holmberg et al. (1988) found that in 
changing the vocal effort from soft to normal to loud, the intra
speaker variation of voice quality showed a rather consistent result. 
A soft voice was often breathier and a loud voice creakier than a 
normal voice.4 Though only the females employed breathier laryn
geal setting in Japanese than in English, this exercise would also 
help the learner be aware of the aspiration and frication noises of 
the consonants of English. It is also suggested that the teacher have 
the learner pay attention to those noises, and have the learner find 
the proper settings in order to produce the noises effectively. Lack of 
aspiration and frication noises produced by the Japanese learner of 
English has been reported elsewhere (cf. Vance, 1987). 

2. When producing the vowels, Japanese learners should use as much 
vowel space as possible. To widen the vowel space, the speaker can 
expand or constrict the pharynx. However, an easier way is to spread 
one's lips as far as possible and open one's mouth widely when 
producing the high front vowel Iii and the low back vowel Ia/, 
respectively. 

3. When speaking, Japanese learners (especially females) should un
derstand that it is not necessary to raise pitch to express politeness, 
as is common in Japanese. Though this is not a linguistic but a socio
cultural factor, it is valuable for the learner to understand the degree 
to which this cultural difference could cause some misunderstand
ing, if not confusion of offense, in communication. 
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4. When speaking, Japanese learners should use relatively wider pitch 
ranges to learn the various intonational patterns of English. In addi
tion, learners may come to understand the appropriate rhythm of the 
target language by first imitating how many native English speakers 
tend to speak Japanese. They often lengthen stressed vowels when 
compared to non-stressed vowels due to L1 interference (i.e., stress
timed language, Todaka, 1990). Figure 1 illustrates the above sug
gestions schematically. 

Figure 1: A Holistic Approach to Teaching Pronunication5 

Voice Quality Setting 
SOCiolinguistic Linguistic Higher Level 
Properties Properties 
Segmentals Suprasegmentals 
Vowels Stress/Duration Lower-Level 
Consonants RhythmlIntonation 

The training method described above might seem unrealistic; how
ever, once learners understand these important higher-level differences, 
they may be able to find more natural ways to produce the L2 sounds 
effectively. I have used these techniques to teach English pronunciation, 
and the results are encouraging. 

Conclusion 

The findings in the present study are still preliminary due to the limited 
number of subjects. Therefore, the suggestions made here may have to be 
modilled in accordance with further research. However, it is clear that 
many EFIJESL professionals are now considering the aspect of pronuncia
tion teaching to be an essential component of communicative competence 
(Morley, 1991), and that a systematic approach to teaching pronunciation 
should be considered from various aspects. It is hoped that the present 
study can selVe as a guide for future cross-language studies of voice qual
ity. Subsequent studies should reveallanguage-speciftc factors which can 
then be used for language instruction purposes. 

Yuichi Todaka has a Ph.D in Applied Linguistics from UCLA. He is cur
rently an assistant professor at Miyazaki Municipal University and is 

. interested in language education and phonetics. 
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Notes 
1. The author presented an earlier version of this paper at the Twenty-Eighth 

Annual TESOL Convention, Baltimore, March 8-12,1994. 
2. The pre-screening test was conducted by four native speakers of Japanese 

(all of them are Japanese teaching assistants at UCLA), with 10 possible can
didates for subjects selected based on their Japanese proficiency in terms of 
fluency and pronunciation. All of the raters agreed that the four subjects (two 
males and two females) selected did not have any English accent in Japa
nese. However, the two male subjects were rated as having a slight accent in 
Japanese when they were rated by four monolingual Japanese raters who 
had never left Japan. The above inconsistency regarding the raters' decisions 
on the subjects' nativeness in speaking Japanese may be due to differences 
in tolerance of accent. Therefore, the results for the two male subjects do not 
necessarily reflect full bilingual competence though they seem to have ac
quired Japanese effectively. 

3. A full discussion of methods, results and analytical procedures is neither 
appropriate nor desirable in this article. For a detailed discussion of the 
experimental techniques, see Todaka, 1993. 

4. Regarding the effects of vocal effort on laryngeal quality, subglottal pressure 
ranges were measured since these are said to be the primary factor in raising 
voice intensity (Fant, 1982). It was found that the difference observed in 
laryngeal settings between the two languages in the present study was not 
due to a change in voice intensity, but rather to language-specific factors. 

5. Suprasegmental features are sometimes placed at a lower level than segmen
tal features (cf. Gilbert, 1986). However, both features are placed at the same 
level under the voice quality features here to show that both aspects should 
receive the same amount of attention. 
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Goal-Setting to Raise Speaking Self-Confidence 

Stephen A. Templin 
Kakio High School, Kanagawa Prefecture 

This research study hypothesized that goal-setting exercises raise self-confidence 
in English speaking for adult Japanese learners. In this study, 21 freshman women 
from a university in Tokyo rated their English speaking on a scale of 1-10. The 
subjects were divided into three classes, with all classes receiving the same 
instruction except that two classes were given S- to IS-minutes of goal-setting 
exercises. After two weeks, all subjects re-rated their English speaking. Only 
one of the experimental groups showed a statistically significant increase in 
their self-confidence rating, which failed to support the hypothesis. Experimental 
design recommendations are discussed. 
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I
n japan, students study English for six years or more, yet, they are 
hesitant to speak it. When students have the opportunity to speak 
English, they often become mute. Aiga (1990) notes that many Japa

nese students lack confidence in their English speaking abilities. Be
cause their English self-confidence is low, they do not attempt to speak. 

There are many reasons why japanese students lack speaking confi
dence. japan's English classrooms have focused on written grammar, di
rect translation, and rote memorization rather than oral communicative 
competence. Another cause might be traced to the Japanese classroom, 
where individual expression is rarely encouraged. VlSWat and jackson (1993) 
suggest that "(Japanese] students come to believe that they cannot learn on 
their own. They lack affective strategies such as being able to praise them
selves for doing something well or having confidence in themselves" (p. 
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17). When they gave students the opportunity to set goals, however, stu
dents were excited to be involved in the goal-making process. 

Empowering students to learn for themselves is an important part of 
language learning. Wenden (1991) advocates helping students be confi
dent and independent learners outside the classroo.m. Although em
powerment is associated with learner/learning strategies C Chamot & 
Rubin, 1994) or learner training CRees-Miller, 1993), the focus of this 
research is to raise Japanese students' self-confidence in speaking En
glish by helping them to set goals. It was hypothesized: teaching goal
setting exercises in the ESL classroom will increase Japanese university 
students' ratings of self-confidence in speaking English. 

The Study 

Subjects: Twenty-one freshmen from a women's junior college in Tokyo 
attending a university in Hawaii to study English for two weeks as part 
of a yearly intensive ESL program were selected for this study. Subjects 
were divided into three classes at random: A, B, and C. 

Instrument: All 21 subjects rated their English speaking fluency on a 
scale of 1-10, 10 being the highest, twice during the study, prior to 
instruction and at the end of goal-setting exercises on the last day of 
instruction. The self-rating of their English speaking level was used as 
the measure for pre- and post-instruction self-confidence. After each 
rating, they were asked to write why they rated themselves as they did. 

Procedures: Three instructors each taught classes A, B, and C for one hour 
each day. Instructor 2 used the same material for teaching all classes, 
except that classes B and C received 5-15 minutes of goal-setting instruc
tion for seven days. Class A, the control group, did not receive any goal
setting instruction and was given more time with other material instead. 

On day one of goal-setting, the third day of instruction, Instructor 2 
began the goal-setting exercises. Each student was asked to write a goal 
of something they would like to say to any or all of instructors-these 
could be greetings, questions about homework, or anything they chose. 
Instructor 2 helped the students translate their sentences into English, 
and provided assistance with any other questions or problems. Each 
student was challenged to say these prepared utterances to the instruc
tors they chose before the next class. The students knew that Instructor 
2 would follow up on how well they met their goals the next day. 

On day two of goal-setting, Instructor 2 checked on how the students 
did with their goals. Most of them had not been successful. Instructor 2 
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then helped them to resolve their concerns about the goals. Some needed 
to simplify their goals-speak to one teacher rather than all three, and/or 
pick simpler utterances. Others needed to modify their goals to select 
things that they felt more comfortable in saying, for example, "1 like your 
dress," instead of "How old are you?" One student was extremely timid 
and felt that speaking to someone in English would be too difficult. In
structor 2 asked her if she could say "good-bye" to Instructor 2 at the end 
of class, and she said she could. Others just needed confidence in follow
ing through on their goals; they felt that their goals were appropriate, but 
they had not acted on them. Again, the students were told that Instructor 2 
would check their progress the following day. 

This process continued throughout the nine days of instruction, and by 
the last day every student had accomplished at least two-thirds of their 
goals. Students from classes B and C reported that they spoke to their 
instructors, other students on the campus, and others off-campus, though 
the goal-setting only focused on speaking to instructors. Some reported 
making friends with university students who spoke no Japanese. 

Results 

Table 1 shows the ratings each student marked on the initial and exit 
questionnaires; the differences are calculated to the right. The differ
ences between the initial and exit ratings of self-confidence for classes 
A, C, and B, in ascending order, are 6, 13, and 15 respectively. 

These differences were analyzed in a one-way ANOVA to calculate the 
variation between and within the three classes (Table 2). The variables 
were then used in a Scheff Multiple Comparisons (Independent Values) 

Table 1: Individual and Class Ratings and Differences Cl-I0 scale) 

Class A Class B ClassC 
Initial Exit Difference Initial Exit Difference Initial Exit Difference 

2 3 1 2 4 2 3 5 2 
2 4 2 2 5 3 1 3 2 
2 2 0 1 3 2 1 3 2 
2 4 2 1 4 3 1 3 2 
3 4 1 2 4 2 1 3 2 
1 2 1 2 5 3 1 3 2 
5 3 -2 Total 10 25 15 

4 5 1 
1 2 1 Total 12 25 13 

Total 18 24 6 
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Table 2: Analysis of Variance Between Classes 

Sum of Squares DF 
Between Classes 11.095238 2 
Within Classes 13.857143 18 
Total 24.952381 20 
Significance at the <.01 level 
Mean =: 1.6190 

Mean Squares F P 
5.547619 7.21 .0050 

.769841 
1.247619 

Table 3: Comparison of Classes and Report of Significance 

N Mean Cl~ Compared ANOVA Significance at<.011evel 
ClassB 
Class C 7 
ClassA 8 
Total 21 

2.5000 B and A .820 Significant 
1.8571 B and C .867 Not Significant 
.7500 C and A 2.972 Not Significant 

F value for <.01 level of Significance = 6.013 

test to see if the differences were statistically significant (Table 3). Since the 
required F value for <.01 level of significance is 6.013, this comparison 
shows that the difference between Classes A and B is Significant at the <.01 
level, but the difference between Classes A and C is not. 

In the space provided for comments on the survey, those in classes 
Band C frequently reported that they had actively seized opportunities 
to speak English, whereas many students in Class A reported missed 
opportunities to speak English. Students in classes Band C exhibited a 
greater decrease in their fears and shyness towards speaking English. 

Discussion 

The hypothesis that goal-setting instruction in the ESL classroom 
would lead to a rise in Japanese students' self-confidence in speaking 
English was not supported statistically. Although statistical Significance 
was not achieved, students comments appeared to support the hypoth
esis. One student in Class A reported: "I've had the opportunity to speak, 
but I don't know what to say. Even when I know what to say, I don't 
know how to say it, so I feel lost." Other comments from students in 
Class A reflected this lack of confidence. 

In contrast, students in the goal-setting classes exhibited more con
fidence, often only after the first week. One student said, "More than 
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before, I greet my teachers and initiate conversation with them. I have 
begun to greet people I meet on the street and at the university. In spite 
of being nelVOUS in the beginning, after about one week I surprised 
myself with how much confidence I have." Goal-setting appeared to 
have helped Classes Band C's confidence while the lack of it seemed to 
inhibit Class A. 

Limitations and Recommendations 

There are severallinlitations in this study. One weakness is the num
ber of subjects and length of time devoted to the research-although it 
is remarkable that Class B showed statistically Significant improvement 
in spite of this. Follow-up studies should both determine if more time 
for goal-setting instnlction, including more time between pre- and post
ratings, helps improve self-confidence, and whether increased self-con
fidence actually leads to improvement in specific areas. 

Stephen A. Templin, B.A. TESOL, Brigham Young University Hawaii, is 
currently teaching at Kakio High School while working for the Kanagawa 
Prefectural Board of Education. 
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Perspectives 

Introductory Lessons: 
Setting the Stage for Communicative Language 
Teaching inJapanese College English Classes 

Roger Davies 
Ehime University 

This article first discusses the styles of communication common to Japanese and 
English speakers and some of the difficulties the differing styles may cause. It 
then suggests ways to provide a safe and protected environment for Japanese 
learners that allows them to participate fully and naturally in a second language. 
Activities for establishing a three-part conversation framework comfortable to 
Japanese college students are given. 
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C
onversation styles are far from universal-they vary in important 
ways from culture to culture. Unconscious cultural values condi
tion and shape the communication patterns employed by differ

ent peoples. In Japan, for example, "the prevailing social virtues [ot] 
restraint, patience, and modesty [are) in clear contrast to the Western 
values of self-confidence, decisiveness, and individuality It (Kennedy & 
Yaginuma, 1991, p. 30). These opposing values give rise to significant 
contrasts in conversation style. 

The conversation pattern typical to English is often compared to a 
game of ping-pong. The ball is hit back and forth across a table from 
person to person. If one partner doesn't return the ball (i.e., doesn't 
fully participate or ask enough questions), the conversation stops. Con
versely, if the other partner repeatedly "smasheslt the ball (Le., doesn't 
give the other person the chance to adequately respond), he or she is 
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seen as monopolizing the conversation (see Levine & Adelman, 1993, p. 
70; Kobayashi & Alter, 1991, p. 17). 

The japanese conversation pattern, on the other hand, is frequently 
compared to bowling: 

Each participant in a Japanese conversation waits politely for a tum and 
knows exactly when the time is right to speak. That is, they know their place 
in line. One's tum depends on status, age, and the relationship to the other 
person. When it is time to take a tum, the person bowls carefully. The others 
watch politely, and do not leave their places in line or take a tum out of 
order. No one else speaks until the ball has reached the bowling pins. Answers 
to questions are carefully thought out, rather than blurted out. In Japanese 
conversation, long silences are tolerated. (Levine & Adelman, 1993, p. 72) 

One of the most effective situational settings for illustrating the En
glish conversation pattern is the ubiquitous Western cocktail party. At 
these get-togethers individuals initiate, participate in, and terminate a 
seemingly random series of conversations in an informal, direct, and 
relaxed manner, moving smoothly from person to person or group to 
group. Light conversation or "small talk" is the norm, and people seem 
to chat as easily with complete strangers as with close friends. In the 
West, all this seems perfectly natural, but as anyone from another cul
ture will tell you, participation in cocktail parties is definitely a learned 
skill. In fact, the japanese often have a very different view: 

... traveling outside Japan still seems to many Japanese like going on a 
trek in the jungle. They are convinced of this when they happen upon 
their first cocktail party (for which there is no Japanese equivalent), an 
occasion in which a varied assortment as possible of people who have 
never met before are brought together for no discernible reason. The 
Japanese wonder if this is not complicating life unnecessarily, rather like 
playing roulette with people instead of playing with a little ivory ball. It 
seems very reckless because the results are so unpredictable (and, of 
course, so eerily fascinating). Cocktail parties seem like a microcosm of 
Western society: a very noisy forum for people to practice trumpeting 
their indiViduality. (Kennedy & Yaginuma, 1991, p. 28) 

These SOCially-conditioned, contrasting styles provoke certain, eas
ily-definable reactions. The japanese sometimes feel that Westerners are 
pushy, ask too many questions, don't give a person enough time to 
answer carefully. Westerners tend to think that the japanese are overly 
reserved, excessively polite, or lacking in real opinions. Many japanese 
students of English are deeply hurt to discover that they are seen as 
having no opinions or as being unintelligent. Many Westerners have a 
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similar reaction when they learn that they are judged as being egotisti
cal, aggressive, or insensitive. 

Although it seems to be human nature to make this type of ethno
centric judgment, students should understand that these cultural differ
ences are neither right nor wrong, good nor bad - they are simply 
different. Language cannot be separated from its cultural context. It is 
just as important to make students aware of the cultural values that 
underlie communication, as it is to teach them the specific language 
structures involved. When teaching English as a second or foreign lan
guage, particularly at a college or adult level in Japan, it is essential to 
provide students with a conversational framework that is appropriate to 
English. Students need repeated practice in a safe and protected envi
ronment so they can begin to feel at home in another cultural context 
and develop the confidence they need to participate fully and naturally 
in a second language. This is the underlying premise of this article. 

The Conversation Pattern of English 

The conversation pattern typical of English can be illustrated in a 
variety of ways as we have seen above. Levine and Adelman (1993, p. 
70) describe it this way: "Each part of the conversation follows this 
pattern: the greeting and the opening, the discussion of the topic, and 
the closing and farewell." For the purposes of this article, however, we 
will redefine this three-part process as follows: (1) greeting; (2) social 
English (small talk, chit chat, light conversation); and (3) closing 

At first Sight, this may seem perfectly obvious or even banal, but for 
native English speakers it is a pattern that we repeat so often in our 
daily lives that it becomes almost second nature. Social English or "small 
talk," together with its concomitant openings and closings, also creates 
a necessary foundation or starting point for building deeper human 
relations in English. Japanese ESLIEFL students, however, frequently 
feel ill-at-ease with some of the egalitarian and informal aspects of this 
mode of communication, and need repeated practice and reinforcement 
in the classroom to feel at home with it. 

Teaching Materials 

An overview of ESL/EFL teaching materials on the market today illus
trates a relatively uniform approach to this issue. Appropriate language 
structures and dialogues are generally introduced (or sometimes reintro
duced) at intermediate or pre-intermediate levels under such headings as 
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Meetings and Greetings, Personal Details (Grapevine, Student Book 2, Unit 
1); Getting to Know You, Greetings and Introductions (Interchange, Stu
dent Book 2, pp. 2-4); Personal Information, Greetings (Main Street, Stu
dent Book 3, pp. 4-6). Variations on this theme involve having students 
work with personal proftle charts, application fonns giving personal de
tails, mIing in customs and immigration fonns, etc. 

Surprisingly, beyond its use as a warm-up activity or as a means for 
students to get to know one another and their teacher, there seems to 
be little recycling and reinforcement of these language structures within 
a conversational framework that is suitable for English. In the commu
nicative classroom, however, as students move from partner to partner, 
interacting with others in a variety of ways, they will need to greet one 
another, exchange information, and close conversations on a regular 
basis. This three-part framework can be used as an ongoing pattern 
into which subsequent lessons are embedded, creating the essential 
foundation for all the communicative activities of an entire course. 

Introductory Lessons 

The following procedures have been designed for college-level com
municative courses in Japan (Le., 90-minute lessons, approximately 15 
lessons per semester, class size variable). They can of course be easily 
modified for other types of students (e.g., businessmen, housewives) 
and can be used effectively in both large and small classes. These les
sons are based on the assumption that students are starting out with a 
fairly extensive passive knowledge of English, but with much less com
municative competence. This passive knowledge needs to be activated 
in a way that will allow students to interact naturally in English in (as 
much as possible) an authentic cultural setting. 

There are three main parts to the introductory lessons suggested here. 
The nrst involves an exchange of personal information, while at the same 
time dealing with many of the questions and responses that are commonly 
used in English during social interaction. The second part introduces greet
ings and closings to this pattern. The third lesson brings in more depth and 
variation to the pattern, with subsequent lessons embedding selected func
tions, notions, and communicative activities within the framework. 

The following lessons with their accompanying appendices outline 
procedures that have been found to be effective in implementing this 
pattern in the classroom. Many specillc details, however, have been left up 
to individual teachers, who should use strategies arid approaches that are 
compatible with their own particular teaching styles and abilities. 
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Lesson I 

A. Preamble: The opening lesson of a new course is an important time 
when the teacher may wish to set down clear ground rules, such as 
staying in the target language (Le., English only), coming to class on 
time, regular attendance, seating arrangements, and requirements 
for testing. Students can then be presented with their first handout, 
the Personal Information Chart. 

B. Personal Information Chart (Appendix 1)1: This type of chart is 
commonly found in ESLIEFL textbooks and has many variations; 
the one presented here seems to suit the needs of college students. 
The following is an outline of steps that have been found to be 
effective in using this chart: 

1. Whole group work: eliciting personal information questions 
• Working with the group as a whole, the teacher asks students 

to provide the appropriate question for each of the categories 
in the column on the left (name, age, place of origin, etc.). 

• When the correct responses are elicited, they are written on 
the blackboard and students are requested to write them in the 
appropriate space on the chart. 

2 Individual work: responses to the questions 
• Students are asked to write the answers to the questions indi

vidually in the next column in short form. 
3 Pair work: student to student 

• Working with a partner, students ask each other the questions 
and write down their partner's responses in the final column. 

4. Whole group work: students to teacher 
• As a windup activity, students ask the teacher any of the ques

tions above. 

Lesson II 

A. Review: 
• By means of, say, a test, game, or contest" the questions dealt with 

in the previous lesson can be briefly reviewed. At this point, the 
teacher may wish to reinforce the idea that these questions are basic 
to English communication and should be learned by heart. 

B. Social English (Appendix 2)2: 

• The students receive their second handout which includes the corre
sponding questions from Lesson I and introduces greetings and clos-
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ings as part of the pattern. 
• Dialogues (shaded boxes in the appendix) for "meeting someone 

for the first time" and "closing a conversation" are introduced, mod
eled, and practiced in pairs until students feel comfortable with the 
language involved. 

• The entire pattern can now be put into practice, with students working 
in pairs greeting one another, exchanging personal information, and 
closing conversations. Five to ten minute periods of time are generally 
adequate, after which students change partners and recycle the whole 
process. At this time issues involving group dynamics (e.g., movement 
from partner to partner) and the physical layout of the classroom (e.g., 
clear pathways between desks) should be addressed. 

• The teacher's role in this lesson is to orchestrate the entire process (a 
"bell-timer" is often useful for starting and ending conversations), 
and to circulate throughout the classroom giving feedback and main
taining an English-only atmosphere. At this point, it may also be 
wise to emphasize that mistakes are OK; what is important is natural 
communication. 

• At varying intervals within this process, the teacher may also wish to 
stop and present mini-lessons to assist students in areas that involve 
important cultural differences associated with these language pat
terns. These issues might include: 

handshakes (when and where, what constitutes a good hand
shake, etc.) • eye contact (always important when speaking 
English, especially in the West) • the use of names (first 
names vs family names; names vs titles; Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms; 
etc.) • the relaxed, direct, and informal nature of English 
conversation (as opposed to the more formal, indirectJapa
nese pattern) 

• Of importance, as well, is the rhythm or pace of the lesson. There 
should be a constant flow of students meeting new partners every 
five to ten minutes, punctuated by short breaks for embedded mini
lessons or feedback to the class as a whole. At the end of this lesson 
students may be quite tired, but also content in the knowledge that 
they are participating in an authentic process of natural communica
tion in their second language. 

Lessonm 

• After reviewing the contents of the previous lesson, students are 
presented with the dialogue dealing with "greeting a friend or ac-
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quaintance." Once this dialogue has been modeled and practiced, 
students are asked to put it into practice in the three-part pattern of 
greeting, exchanging information, and closing. 

• The framework should now be expanded by introducing informa
tion questions (see Appendix 2). For example: 

Q "What's your favorite sport?" 
A. "Tennis." 

Follow-up information questions: 
Where do you usually play tennis? 
Who do you play with? 
Wby do you enjoy playing tennis? 
How often do you play? 
How long have you been playing tennis? etc. 

Within this pattern students are now requested to ask at least three 
information questions to follow up every personal information ques
tion they ask. 

• Conversation is never a one-way street. After responding to a ques
tion, students can be taught to use the follow-up question, "How 
about you?" to give the interaction a two-way flow. 

• Every language makes use of certain listener expressions (back-chan
neling in English, aizuchi in Japanese), in which the listener indi
cates an interest in what the speaker is saying. Typical examples in 
English can now be introduced in the form of another mini-lesson. 

• Depending on the ability level of the class, variations on the greet
ing and closing dialogues can be introduced (Appendix 3), as well 
as some practical language for communicative English (Appendix 
4). Sometimes, however, the teacher may wish to delay introducing 
these patterns until later. 

Subsequent Lessons 

Subsequent lessons should focus on selected areas chosen by the teacher 
to enhance students' communicative abilities. These may include various 
functions, notions, or practical, real-life situations which fall under a broad 
definition of "conmlunicative language": likes and dislikes, agreeing and 
disagreeing, giving and asking for opinions, frequency language, inviting, 
giving advice and suggestions, location and direction, further develop
ment of infoffilation questions, at a restaurant, on the weekend, etc. 

All of these topics can be introduced within the framework suggested 
above, with students continually greeting one another, exchanging required 
infoffilation or solving given p~oblems, and closing conversations with 
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different partners at periodic intelVals. From time to time the teacher may 
also wish to allow "free conversation" segments, where students exchange 
personal information with completely new partners, or simply chat in En
glish with partners who are already friends or acquaintances. 

Summary 

Every language carries within it certain cultural imperatives that stu
dents need to made aware of. In teaching a second or foreign language it 
is just as important to focus on the cultural values of the target language as 
it is to teach the appropriate language structures themselves. Presenting a 
conversational framework that is suitable for English at a beginning stage 
of instruction, follOWing through with this pattern throughout a course, 
and targeting specific problems as embedded mini-lessons, within a pro
cess that maintains a constant flow of real communication should be one 
of the goals of effective communicative teaching. As students become 
aware that they are undergoing some very practical preparation for inter
action in English in the real world, they will partidpate enthusiastically in 
this process. As language teachers, we will have established a solid basis 
for authentic communication within our classrooms. 

Roger J. Davies is an Assodate Professor at Ehime University. He holds a 
Master's Degree in Linguistics and has taught English as a second lan
guage in university and business programs in Europe, the Middle East, 
Africa, and Japan. 

Notes 
1. Appendix 1 originated in a long-forgotten source used by the author many 

years ago. It has been subsequently modified numerous times and adapted 
to match the social English questions in Appendix 2. 

2. Appendices 2, 3, & 4 are the author's own creation and design. Readers 
involved in English second language teaching are encouraged to use them 
freely and adapt them to their own teaching situations. 
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Appendix 1: Personal Information Chart 

PERSONAL 
INFORMATION 

NA ME 

AGE" 

PLA CE OF OR IGIN 

PLA CE OF 
RESI.DENCE 

OCCUPATION (Jon) 

COMPANY 

SCHOO L 

!\'lARITAL STATUS" 
(CHILDREN?) 

nOYIIRIEND? 
GIRLFRIEND? .. 

IIOU81 ES ' FREE 
T IME' INTERESTS 

.'AVORITE 1-'000 

MUSIC 

READING 

SI'ORTS 

UOUDA YS ' TRAVEL 

HOMETOW N 

I'ART T IME Jon 

QUESTlON(S) YOURSELF PARTNER 
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Appendix 2: Information Questions 

EYE 
(i;(i; 

CONTACf 

Where are you from? 
Where do you come from'! 

Where do you live? 
Where are you living? 

What do you do (for a living)? 
What's your job/occupation? 

Who do you work for? 
Where do you work? 

Where do you go to school? 
What school do you go t01 

Fi rst Name? 
Family Name? 
Nickll.3.me? 
Mr? Ms? 
Mrs? Miss? 

LISTENER 
EXPRESSIONS 

I see. Really? 
Uh huh. Hmm. 
That's interesting. 
Is that right? 

GREETING A FRIEND 
OR ACQUAINTANCE 

• Relaxed ' Direct · Informal 

What are your hobbies! interests? 
Wh:lI do you do in your free time? 

What clubs do you belong 10? 

Do you have a p:m·time job? 

What kind of foodlmusiclbooksl 
sports/movies ... do you like? 
What's your favorite food/music ... ? 

What's it like in (your hometown)? 
Whllt's (your hometown) like? 

Do you like to travel? 
(May J ask you a personal question?), ________ -, 
How old are you? r 

What places have you vis ited? 
Where would you like to go next? 

Are you married? Any children? 
How many are there in your fomil)'? 

Do you have a girlfriend/boyfriend? 

HOW ABOUT YOU? 

Did you have n good ..... eekend? 
What are you doing next weekend? 

INFORMATION QUESTIONS 

Where? 
When? 
Who? 

DETAILS 

What? 
Why? 
How .. .Iong? often? 

old? far? 
much? mnny? 
e tc. 



EYE 

(i;'(i;: 
CONTACT 

GREETING A FRIEND 
OR ACQUAINTANCE 

J!& 
~~ 

I EYE <i: (i;' CONTACT I 
I NAME 

CLOSING,r. __ -:-=-=.-___ , 
A. WtU. alee: talking "Uh you---" 
B. 1Ik.t<U/rbii _,.. too ~ 
A; See J1>U p •. 
B. Solong~ 

Hello._ 
HI._ 
Good morning .. . 
Good afternoon .. . 
Good evening ... 

Nice to med you ••• 
Pleased to meet you .. 
Happy 10 meet yoo ... 
Glad to meet you . 

How are you? 
How are you doi ng? 
How have you been? 
How arc things? 
How's it going? 

I don't think we've met. My name is ... 
May I introduce myself'? I'm ... 

A. How do you do? 
B. How do you do? 
(more fcnnal) 

Hello... III .. . 
Good morning .. . 
Good afternoon .. . 
Good evening ... 

Fine thanks. 
Very well, tha nks. 
NOIIOO bad. 

A. Nice 10 ~e you again .. PrellY good. 
B. Niu to su YOllllgain roo ... OK I Allrighl. 

See you (again) I I:lIer. 
Talk 10 you again 11~lIe r. 

So long. 
Take care. 
Good-bye. (8ye-byc.) 

A. Have a nice weekend. 
(Have a good day I week I elc.) 

B. T/ulllk.t. YOIIIOfJ. 



PAIR WORK: 
USEFUL LANGUAGE 

Would you like to start? 
Shall I start? 

It's your turn. 

Let's change. 
Let's switch. 

SUGGESTING 

Would you like to ... 
Shall we ... 
Let's ... 
Why don't we ..• 

CORRECfING 

I'm sorry, but that's not quite right 
I'm afraid there's a mistake. 
I think there's a problem with ... 

COMMUNICATIVE 
ENGLISH 

ASKING FOR REPETmON 

Pardon me? I Excuse me? I I beg your pardon? 

I'm sorry, I don't understand. 
Sorry, I didn't catch that 

Could you repeat that, please? 
Would you mind repeating that, please? 
Could you repeat that more slowly, please? 

ASKING FOR CLARIFICATION 

What does __ mean? 

Did you say __ ? 
Do you mean __ ? 
Are you saying __ ? 

How do you spell that, please? 

ASKING FOR OPINIONS 

What's your opinion? 
What do you think about ... ? 
How do you feel about ... ? 
What are your views on ... ? 

GIVING OPINIONS 

In my opinion, ... 
I think that .. . 
I feel that .. . 
If you ask me, ... 

AGREEING 

(+ ) I think so too. 
(+) You're (probabably) right 
(++) I completely agree. 
(++) I couldn't agree more. 

DISAGREEING 

(-) You may be right, but... 
(-) I'm not so sure ... 
(-) rm sorry, but I have to disagree. 
(--) rm afraid I can't agree. 
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The Cultural Politics of English as an International Language. Alastair 
Pennycook. London: Longman, 1994.364 pp. 
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Mark A. Liegel 
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As English further becomes the dominate language in the world 
today, educators are increasingly confronted with issues centered around 
its role in becoming an international language. The Cultural Politics of 
English as an International Language explores these issues and pro
vides the reader with an understanding of the cultural and political 
implications of the globalization of English. The book, which is divided 
into nine sections, is perhaps the most comprehensive to date on the 
subject and is part of a series entitled Language in Social Life, edited by 
Chris Candlin. This book provides readers with a blend of research, 
theory, and critical insight that covers a broad range of areas such as 
applied linguistics, inter-cultural communication, critical pedagogy, co
lonial history, post-colonial literature, and international politics. Thus, it 
could be of interest to students and practitioners of applied linguistics, 
English as a second or foreign language, education, post-colonial litera
ture, and international relations. 

There are three principle themes in the book. Firstly, Pennycook 
searches for connections that explain how English as an international 
language (ElL) came into being by looking at its origins in colonial 
history and studying its relationship to linguistics and the proliferation 
today of English teaching practices worldwide. Secondly, he implies 
that English is never neutral and that it is influenced continually by 
contextual, social, cultural, political, and economic factors. This he calls 
the "worldliness" of English. Finally, in this concept or worldliness, 
Pennycook addresses more practical concerns in dealing with English 
internationally by discussing its pedagogical implications and thereby 
helping teachers view their work differently. 

The first section lays the groundwork for subsequent chapters by 
raising questions and concerns about the global spread of English. He 
notes that current discourse on ElL considers the spread "to be gener
ally natural, neutral, and beneficial and [to be] concerned more with 
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questions of linguistic description than of language, culture, and poli
tics" (p. 35). In contrast, he argues that a more critical view of English in 
the world reveals a direct link to social and economic power, diffusions 
of culture and knowledge, and changes in international relations. For 
example, Pierce (1990) draws attention to the dichotomy between a 
traditional-structuralist approach and a sociopolitical point of view in 
examining the "People's English" in South Africa viewed as a variety of 
English and as a tool in the political struggle, stating: 

To interpret People's English as a dialect of international English would 
do the movement a gross injustice; People's English is not only a language, 
it is a struggle to appropriate English in the interests of democracy in 
South Africa. Thus the naming of People's English is a political act because 
it represents a challenge to the current status of English in South Africa, in 
which control of the language, access to the language, and teaching of the 
language are entrenched within apartheid structures. (p. 108) 

To further understand the cultural and political implications of language 
use, the notion of language needs to be deconstructed and viewed as 
discursive social action rather than merely as a system for analysis. In 
understanding the worldliness of ElL we begin to see the relationships that 
power and knowledge have on English and English language teaching. 

Chapter 2 looks at discourse, dependency, and the role of culture in 
a shifting world. While defining culture as a productive mechanism for 
people in making sense of their lives within the constructs of power, 
Pennycook also examines the issue of representation and distribution in 
respect to the spread of English. Chapters 3 and 4 address the primary 
concern of the book, the construction of discourse of English as an 
International Language, by examining the influence of colonialism on 
English and the spread and disciplining of the language. 

While exploring English in its colonial roots, Pennycook highlights 
the role of Anglicism (the moral imperative to teach in English) and 
Orientalism (a view of education as taught in the vernacular). He sum
marizes the five main findings by pointing out first that the two oper
ated "alongside each other," second, that both were an importan part of 
colonialism, third, that English "was withheld as much as it was pro
moted," fourth, that access to English was demanded by colonized people, 
and finally, "the power of English was not so much in its widespread 
imposition but in its operating as the eye of the colonial panopticon" (p 
103). The implications of this view of colonial education policy can be 
seen today in the current debate between the English Only movement 
and those that support bilingualism and multiculturalism. 
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One salient point that can be drawn from the discussion on the 
origins of the discourse of ElL is that an enormous amount of the study 
of English came into being during the colonial era. This further led to 
such fields as linguistics and applied linguistics. Pennycook goes on to 
explain how these fields emerged and discusses their implications for 
the discourse of ElL. He argues that many English language teachers 
have not been presented with a view of language in the worldliness 
sense and are, for the most part, trained to view the role of English and 
English language teaching in linguistic abstractions. Furthermore, they 
approach teaching in a decontextualized manner. Repeatedly, he under
scores the importance of raising critical questions about the social, cul
tural, and political dimensions in educational issues. 

In chapter 5, Pennycook takes a strong look at the global spread of 
EL T as affected by developmental, philanthropic, and commercial inter
ests, the central theme being that ELT operations and language teaching 
in general are Anglo-centric and dominated by self-interest. He cites 
examples of imposing Western views of language teaching theory and 
practices that have met with misunderstandings and conflicts. As Brown 
(1990) points out, even in the case of ELT materials where publishers 
have attempted to reflect this concept of ElL, the content has merely 
shifted to a new "cosmopolitan" set of contexts with such topics as 
international travel and hotels. Pennycook further points out that the 
"claims to neutrality and internationalism break down under scrutiny" 
and asserts that this new cosmopolitan English assumes a materialistic 
set of values (P. 13). He claims, therefore, that English language prac
tices, beliefs, and materials are never neutral; they are part of a broader 
range of discursive and cultural practices that emanate from the West Cp. 
178). This, he points out, does not guide English language teachers well 
in their search to understand the importance of the position of English 
in the world and their role in teaching it. 

Chapters 6 and 7 return to the concept of worldliness of English by 
taking an extended look at the examples of Malaysia and Singapore. 
The case of Malaysia illustrates that it is not only important to consider 
the relationship between power, the position of English in the world, 
the relationship between English as an international language and other 
global discourses, but also the struggles of English in local contexts. As 
cited, situations such as Malaysian politics, Malay nationalism, Islamiza
tion, mass education, and popular culture are to be considered when 
making sense of a worldliness of English. In the case of Singapore, 
Pennycook attempts to demonstrate how complex the notion of world
liness of English can be in a multiracial society. He provides examples 
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of Singaporean cultural politics and outside factors that have influenced 
the country in its ovelWhelming adoption of English. 

In the next chapter, Pennycook discusses the production of and 
constraints on language use in different contexts by examining the writ
ten text as it evolved from colonial literature up to modern-day varia
tions. He reiterates that the links between the worldliness of English and 
the social, cultural, and political position of writers, texts, and readers 
are inseparable. Thus, he states, 

To teach English within the discourse of ElL is to maintain a faith in the 
possibility of 'just teaching the language', and a belief in the existence of 
firmly established shared meanings which need to be taught in order for 
one's students to be able to communicate with a global community. To 
teach from a point of view of the worldliness of English is to understand 
that possible meanings occur within the cultural politics of the local context 
as well as within a more global context. Cp. 293) 

This tenet leads Pennycook to call for the formation of a critical 
pedagogy which poses serious questions to language teachers such as 
what king of vision of society are they teaching towards. In the last 
section of the book, he also adds that in pursuing a critical pedagogy, 
"We need a reconception of the role of teachers and applied linguists 
that does away with the theory-practice divide and views teachers/ap
plied linguists as politically engaged critical educators" Cp. 303). 
Pennycook does not offer any formative model of such a pedagogy but 
advocates a schema based on a more Freirean (1970) approach to peda
gogy. Finally, he concludes on an optimistic note by remarking that 
English couched in the notion of worldliness offers interesting possibili
ties for the spread of different forms of culture and knowledge and new 
forms of community action. 

I applaud Pennycook for focusing our attention on the role of En
glish as an international language in a critical and exhaustive manner. 
Perhaps one of the book's greatest strengths is its ability to sensitize us 
as language educators to the realities inherent in the "voice" that carries 
our message in the global spread of English, and the implications this 
has for the emergence of an international language. His treatment of the 
colonial era and the development of discourse is quite useful in getting 
a historical perspective on the evolution of the English language. How
ever, Pennycook provides few examples of any linguistic transforma
tion as incurred by social, cultural, and political forces acting on English. 
The chapters dealing with worldliness of English in Malaysia and 
Singapore, although interesting in the context of the global spread of 
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English, were the dominant case studies examined; extended examples 
from other cultural areas would strengthen the argument. The book 
raises the awareness of language teachers, asking them to question the 
implications of their language teaching, and calling on those involved in 
the global spread of English to reassess their teaching. But does so 
without offering practical suggestions or models to realize an active 
critical pedagogy. The book achieves the goal of defining what it means 
to adopt the notion of worldliness of English in our teaching, but falls 
short in giving teachers and educators clear directions on how we can 
get there. Since Pennycook has been successful in bringing us thus far, 
it is certain that we have not heard the last word on the subject. 
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Exploring Gender: Questions and Implications for English Language 
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Reviewed by 
Jacqueline D. Beebe 

College of Commerce, Nihon University 

This is a book that deserves a wide audience. The English education 
referred to in the title is English as a foreign or second language. While 
perhaps half of the 26 authors of the 21 articles are based in the UK, 
contributions are included from writers in eight other nations. Refer
ences are also made to research in first language classrooms and to 
languages other than English, and thus the book could fruitfully be read 
by other language educators. The papers in this collection are all first 
published here and many of them cite others in the book, which makes 
it easy for readers new to the field to do some initial further reading 
without having to find obscure articles. Many of the articles are as short 
as five pages. I have no objection to Sunderland having chosen breadth 
over depth, but it does prevent a summary of all the articles. I can say 
that included are several authors that I immediately recognized: Deborah 
Cameron, Janet Holmes, and Rebecca Oxford. 
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Sunderland tells us that this book's purpose is to help language teach
ers "look at their work through gendered eyes" (p. 8). The publisher has 
felt the need to reassure us on the back cover that although there are 
several feminist contributions, the book is not "prescriptive." However, 
simply by looking at gender as something that is socially constructed and 
not an invariant natural given, all of the articles help to raise the reader's 
awareness. Furthermore, Sunderland seems to feel that an educator can
not be politically neutral, since all places of education play some role in 
the leamer's construction of gender. "This role of the school may be seen 
as undesirable by some parents and teachers; it may be seen as desirable 
by others, especially if they view the school as an instrument for the per
petuation of dominant values of society" (p. 6). Sunderland intends her 
book to promote the critical awareness of teachers and to help them ''where 
appropriate" to challenge "gendered and gendering beliefs and practices" 
and "empower" their female and male students (p. 8). 

Sunderland does an admirable job in the general introduction and 
introductions to and comments on each of the book's four Quadrants, 
summarizing and citing debate on some of the key terminology (sex, 
gender-grammatical gender and human gender as both a social con
cept and individual identity, and sexism) and theoretical issues in the 
field. She points, for example, to the debate on to what extent differ
ences in men's and women's language use reflect differences in the way 
males and females are acculturated (the view popularized by Deborah 
Tannen, 1991), and to what extent such differences are explained as a 
result of dominance of females by males. Shan Wareing briefly explores 
both the empirical linguistic evidence and theoretical debate on this 
topic in her article "Gender Differences in Language Use." 

Sunderland also points out three reasons why English teachers may 
want to be particularly sensitive to gender issues. First, because the 
English language carries gender. Learning English reqUires both "learn
ing to conceptualise the world in a gendered way" and an understand
ing "that in many contexts women and men use the resources of English 
rather differently, for example in the length of their utterances, and the 
amount and quality of the feedback they provide" (p. 7). Second, teachers 
need to consider their methodology, especially if it is communicative, 
because of studies of mixed-sex classes "have repeatedly come up with 
the findings that female students receive less teacher attention than 
males, and that male students talk more than females" (p. 7). Third, 
because of studies which suggest that girls have both higher profi
ciency and higher interest in first and second languages, especially 
verbal language. 
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The Quadrant "Classroom Processes" is particularly helpful to teachers 
and teacher trainers who want to explore what gender-related differences 
in the behavior of teachers and learners have been obselVed, how these 
differences affect language acquisition, and how a teacher or teacher trainer 
might try to respond to such differences. This Quadrant also offers plenty 
of inspiration for those interested in conducting classroom research on 
gender issues. Throughout the book, Sunderland points to many possible 
research topics, both mentioning work that needs replication and briefly 
discussing questions which have suffered neglect in this book and else
where, such as the concerns of gay and lesbian teachers. 

The final Quadrant, "Beyond the English Language Classroom" will 
be helpful to those interested in equitable union or management prac
tices, or those wondering if they are short-changing themselves by not 
being more aware of sexual politics in the workplace or more assertive 
regarding their own careers. 

The middle Quadrants, "The English Language" and "Materials," will 
be of great use for those writing, analyzing, or choosing teaching mate
rials. These may also be valuable to JALT Journal readers who have 
never or have not for many years lived in a country where English is 
spoken as a first language and yet are expected to be experts on the 
current state of international English. I have lived in Japan for so long 
that when I come across a term like wait staff or waitron in an American 
magazine I do not know if the word is being used either sarcastically or 
tongue-in-cheek, or is indeed becoming a common replacement for 
waiter and waitress. 

"The English Language" explores the use and connotations of vari
ous sexist and non-sexist language forms, both lexical and grammatical, 
and gender differences in speech acts such as compliments, sympathiz
ing, and advice giving in speech communities from around the world. 
Sunderland gives a quick review of the evidence that a non-sexist lan
guage change is taking place in her introduction to this Quadrant. In 
"Problems of Sexist and Non-sexist Language," Deborah Cameron ex
plores the strategies of either seeking gender-free language or pursuing 
the "visibility strategy"-gender-explicit language with a bias towards 
ExplOring Gender's women. Both the research results contained in ar
ticles and other research cited tend to be up-to-date. Furthermore, the 
bibliography for each Quadrant includes both the cited works and other 
"classic" or relevant works chosen by Sunderland. 

In the "Materials" Quadrant, Sunderland's chapter on pedagogical gram
mars and Margaret Hennessy's chapter on learners' dictionaries are infor
mative as to both what changes in attitudes and usage are being reflected 
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by publishers and the degree to which a few sampled books adequately 
explain these changes. As Hennessy says, learners need access to "system
atically reliable and usable infonnation about sexist and non-sexist lan
guage" in order to "exercise their right to freedom of expression" (p. 111). 
The "Materials" Quadrant can also help readers in Japan who may not 
know any colleagues or editors who can help point out sexism in self
chosen or self-developed materials. For example, the guidelines devel
oped by the Women in EFL Materials group, included in the chapter by Jill 
Florent, Kathryn Fuller, Jenny Pugsley, Catherine Walter and Annemarie 
Young, include many evaluative questions. One, regarding illustrations, 
had never occurred to me before: "Are people shown as belonging to a 
range of physical types, or for example, are women always shorter than 
men?" (p. 114). Such checklists can help us review materials before we use 
them to catch vocabulary or granunar that we need to up-date for students 
(fire fighter for fireman). Or we may notice that a textbook is weighted 
towards male-dominated mixed-sex dialogues and thus we may want to 
deliberately assign dialogue roles to members of the opposite sex to equalize 
speaking practice time for female students. 

On the other hand, a reader of Exploring Gender may have a question
able textbook and because of lack of time, a "damned if you do, damned 
if you don't" frustration, or cynicism may want to avoid the challenge of 
either rewriting it or inviting learners to approach it with critical aware
ness. In that case, some handy defensive arguments may be found in 
chapters by Robert O'Neill and David Haines. O'Neill maintains that text
book writers are only obligated to reflect the real world, not an ideal non
sexist one. However, as one's assumptions color the "real world" one 
perceives, and O'Neill still seems to assume that female employees have 
male bosses, as seems clear to me from the parallelism in his passage "In 
the real world, some women are gold diggers and nags and many men are 
fools and scoundrels. Some women still come to work late (just as their 
bosses do)" (p. 72). In the chapter "Comment: An International EFL 
Publisher's Perspective," Haines, of Prentice Hall International, discusses a 
business English text for Japanese learners which included no women, 
and one for a Middle Eastern country which showed women only in do
mestic or servile situations and men in professional ones. "Editing these 
titles to reflect sex-equitable values would almost certainly have made 
them as inappropriate for these markets as not editing them in this way 
would have made them for other markets" Cp. 132). 

Should I blame Haines the next time a student or professor at my 
Japanese university brings me a business letter for a "native-speaker" check 
that begins "Dear Sir" when "Dear Sir or Madam" is called for? Or when I 
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receive English-language form letters from Japanese companies addressed 
to "Mr. Beebe," or letters which force to me to designate myself as only 
either Miss or Mrs.? Haines seems to assume that publishers must produce 
textbooks that recreate, and thus reinforce, the gendered world that looks 
familiar to the senior Japanese (male) manager of the English school or the 
company training division who will choose the book, rather than produc
ing a book that will adequately prepare Japanese employees to use En
glish as an international language in a changing world. 

I do not want to suggest that only the male or the less feminist 
authors in this book made statements I objected to. Sunderland throughout 
most of the book comes across as a feminist, but in one case seems to 
go out of her way to avoid indicting men. In her Introduction to the 
"Beyond the English Language Classroom" Quadrant she points out that 
while most language teachers are women, "in many countries most ad
ministrators, heads of teaching teams and Language Departments, Prin
cipals, Directors of Studies, curriculum designers, inspectors, testers, 
materials writers, and academic staff in Applied linguistics Departments 
are male" (p. 185). She then goes on to say that 

The gender differential in positions and qualifications does not stem from 
a patriarchal conspiracy to keep women at low levels of the ELT profession. 
Part of the problem is to do with the [flat] career structure .... Most people 
in EFL are at the bottom; most people in EFL are women ... complete the 
syllogism. This is, of course, a chicken and egg situation: the 'flat structure' 
may not have come about without so many women entering the profession 
in the first place. Not a conspiracy, then, but certainly a situation in which 
men, rather than women, seem to thrive. Cp. 186) [First ellipsis mine, 
second hers.] 

As I read this, I felt that Sunderland should have also included the 
syllogism, which unlike hers, does not make the current situation sound 
inevitable or natural: Most people in EFL are women; most people at the 
top in EFL are men. 

In her article "Women and Management Structures" Jenny Pugsley in
cludes some general feminist ideas and tips for working women, along 
with a number of other ideas which seem to jump around almost ran
domly, including the weaknesses of traditional general British education. 
The article reads more like a flfSt draft than a polished article. It includes a 
typographical error; "reply" for rely (p. 194). I could not easily identify the 
antecedent of "either way" (p.197) nor identify at all the antecedent of "it" 
in the paragraph containing "And you, dear reader, would not be reading 
this if you did not share it with me." (p. 193). Some of Pugsley's advice 
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seems trite, but her "action plan," a list of questions aimed at revealing the 
information and power structures at one's workplace, could be of real 
practical value. The other articles in the book seem to be much better 
edited and proofread, except for Sunderland's comment on the "Beyond 
the English Language Classroom" Quadrant, in which footnote number 
one comes after footnote number two. 

This book is both a good introduction to and a good update on each of 
the four main topics. I am aware of no other book in the interdiSciplinary 
field of language and gender that covers such a range. It has, for example, 
both a case study of how ESL literacy classes for the Vietnamese refugee 
mothers of Amerasian children became emotional support groups CW"ill
iam Burns) and an article on the latest evidence of gender differences in 
second and foreign language learning styles and strategies (Rebecca Ox
ford). It has articles with practical advice on both working as an English 
teacher while pregnant (Katie Plumb) and "Using Concordancing Tech
niques to Study Gender Stereotyping in EL T Textbooks" (David Carroll 
and Johanna Kowitz). Nothing I can think of summarizes this book as well 
as the cliche that it has something for everyone. 
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Analyzing Genre: Language use in ProfeSSional Settings. Vijay K. Bhatia. 
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In Analyzing Genre: Language Use in Professional Settings, Vijay K. 
Bhatia relies heavily on the work of Swales, a researcher and theorist in 
genre analysis, for his definition of genre and for applications of genre 
analysis (1990, pp. 45-58). Put simply, genres are classes of "communi
cative events" or text types used by members of specific academic or 
professional communities. Genres usually exhibit conventional struc
tures related to the professional purposes of their authors. In other words, 
legal draftsmen in English write the way they do because they are con
cerned with the effects of their texts on social relations, specifically that 
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judges and lawyers understand the exact intentions. Thus, the concept 
of genre attempts to relate text features to human purposes. This aspect 
of genre is repeatedly emphasized by Bhatia, who suggests "that the 
communicative purpose which the genre is intended to selVe is the 
most important factor in genre identification" (p. 45). This, genre analy
sis, is a form of language description which ties language forms to ex
planations of why they are used in specific processional or academic 
settings. This is exciting because it connects language use with thought 
and intention, thus grounding language forms in a social context. 

The book is divided into three parts: 1) defIning genre analysis within 
the context of discourse analysis; 2) providing extended examples of 
genre analysis in three areas, two professional and one academic; and 
3) providing ideas about the application of genre analysis to language 
teaching, particularly to English for SpecifIc Purposes and to reforming 
professional language to make it easily understood by the lay public. 
The book is intended for applied linguists, especially EAP /ESP teachers. 
It makes a persuasive argument for a central place for genre analysis in 
ESP curricula. 

In Part I, Bhatia argues that the last several decades of language 
description have evidenced a shift from description to explanation. Genre 
analYSiS, the culmination of this trend, is "a tool to arrive at Significant 
form-function correlations which can be utilized for a number of ap
plied linguistic purposes, including the teaching of English for specifIc 
purposes" (p. 11). 

Chapter 1 gives a detailed account of the history of applied dis
course analysis. It must be said that this account it heavy going and 
requires a fair amount of background knowledge on the part of the 
reader. Nevertheless, the chapter is short and should not discourage 
those unfamiliar with the details of discourse analysis. In the core of the 
book, Bhatia not only shows how to do genre analysis, he also demon
strates its usefulness, indeed its indispensability, for teaching ESP in any 
of its forms, such as English for Business and Technology, English for 
Science and Technology, or English for Academic Purposes. 

In Chapter 2, Bhatia defInes genre and again stresses the relation
ship between text features and communicative purposes. "It is primarily 
characterized by the communicative purpose[s] that it is intended to 
fulfIll. This shared set of communicative purpose[s] shapes the genre 
and gives it an internal structure" (p. 13). After describing the linguistic, 
sociological, and psycholinguistic orientations of genre analysis, the author 
provides a step-by-step recipe for analyzing text through genre analysis. 
Chapter 2 offers some research to show that cross-cultural differences 
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exist within genres. Part I closes with a discussion of the benefits of 
genre analysis, along with some minor caveats, and restates the basic 
thesis of the theoretical preliminaries, that genre analysis "not only clari
fies the communicative goals of the discourse community in question, 
but also the individual strategies employed by the members to achieve 
these goals" and is particularly relevant to ESP Cpp. 39-40). 

Part IT of the book gives life to the preceding theoretical arguments by 
applying the analysis to various texts. In Chapter 3, Bhatia demonstrates 
that two conunon text types in the world of business, sales promotion 
letters and job applications, are actually instances of closely related genres, 
perhaps even the same one. A detailed analysis breaks each text into 
seven parts or "moves" based on a conununicative purpose, such as "es
tablishing credentials" and "introducing the offer." Some of these moves 
are obligatory and some optional. Moreover, there can be some variation 
in the sequencing of moves. Bhatia's analysis shows, however, that the 
move structures are remarkably similar. Furthermore, he argues that the 
communicative purpose is also similar: to persuade the recipient to buy 
some goods or services, or to hire the writer. Therefore, they are of the 
same genre, or at least of closely related genres. Chapter 3 closes with 
obselVations about cultural variations within this genre. 

Chapter 4 takes the opposite tack. Two text types which may be 
thought of as the same genre are analyzed and shown to have quite 
different communicative purposes. Thus, they represent two distinct 
genres. They are research article abstracts, whose purpose is "to give 
the reader an exact and concise knowledge of the full article" Cp. 78), 
and research article introductions, which are intended, in Swales' (1990) 
terms, to introduce the article by "creating a research space" Cp. 83). 
This discussion shows that "the ultimate criteria for assigning discourse 
values to various moves is [sic] functional rather than formal" Cp. 87). 
This point is further stressed in a discussion of the structures and com
municative purposes of student lab report introductions and student 
dissertation introductions. 

Chapter 5, the last illustration in Part IT and the longest chapter of the 
book, concerns genre analysis of legal texts. This is clearly the author's first 
love, for he lavishes a great deal of space on several detailed analyses of 
the extremely complex lega11anguage found in legislative prOvisions and 
reports of legal cases. It is also clear from the references cited that Bhatia 
has a great deal of experience in analyzing legal texts. As everyone knows, 
the language of statutes is marked by especially complicated syntax. Bhatia 
lists a number of syntactic features and argues that the language is so 
drafted in order to meet two primary requirements of legislative language: 
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1) that it must be clear and unambiguous; and 2) that it must be all
inclusive. Thus, the linguistic complexity is the result of communicative 
requirements. As such, the texts' cognitive structuring consists of a main 
provisionary clause and a number of qualifications of that clause. 

Part III of Bhatia's book will probably be seen as the core argument by 
applied linguists, for it deals with applications of analyses, such as those 
illustrated in Part II. Here, Bhatia argues that is it important in ESP teaching 
to use authentic genres, rather than simplified versions or simple accounts, 
as defined by Widdowson (1978, p. 88). Bhatia says that either of these 
violates the generic integrity of the text and leads to "negative repercus
sions for a number of applied linguistic situations ... particularly for the 
teaching, learning and testing of languages in specific contexts as well as 
in language reform" (p. 146). Instead, Bhatia recommends "easification." 
This somewhat inelegant neologism refers to techniques for making texts 
more comprehensible without loss of generic integrity. 

Chapter 6 presents the discourse values of various kinds of noun phrases 
in advertisements, scientific writing, and legislative language. The point of 
this discussion is that an ESP curriculum must do more than teach gram
mar and reading comprehension. It must make students aware of the 
genre conventions which they will deal with in their professional lives so 
that their use of language will be pragmatically successful. 

One example is the pitfalls which await learners whose course of 
study makes extensive use of newspaper articles. Despite the many 
advantages of news reports for language teaching, learners must be 
made aware that their structure is designed to elicit surprise and interest 
and that it differs from the expected structure of academic essays which 
typically stress factuality and comprehensiveness. 

A second point important for ESP curriculum planners is that both 
genres and learning tasks must be authentic and relevant to the even
tual professional use of the language. For example, Bhatia holds that 
legal case reports in English for Legal Purposes classes must not be used 
as mere narratives followed by comprehension tasks. Instead, they should 
lead learners to think like lawyers, which means to distinguish legally 
material facts from legally immaterial facts as they read. Furthermore, 
most such courses completely ignore the language of statutes because it 
is too complex for the teacher. The result is that students of English for 
Legal Purposes do not learn to appreciate the relationship between leg
islative writing and the real world in which they will later function. 

An extensive section of Chapter 6 is devoted to examples of genre
based self-access materials for English for Business and Technology. 
Bhatia explicitly states the goals of these materials as: 
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1. Identifying and assigning discoursal values to various parts of the 
text 

2. Internalizing the discourse structure of the genre 
3. Introducing the learner gradually to the variation in the use of strat-

egies to realize specific moves. (p. 183) 

Experienced teachers will be able to read through these materials and 
deduce strategies for exercise construction, but there is relatively little 
discussion by Bhatia. 

The last chapter of the book concerns the use of easification tech
niques to make complex professional language more comprehensible 
to lay readers. These include: explicit statements of a text's cognitive 
structure, reducing the information density of the text, expressions of 
the author's intentions in a text, and addition of notes and illustrations. 
Bhatia also recommends writing simple, alternative accounts as expla
nations of complex professional texts for lay readers. Noticeably miss
ing after Chapter 7 is a summary restatement of the book's thesis and 
main supporting points. Its inclusion would strengthen the overall rhe
torical effect of the book. 

Bhatia has provided a coherent and well argued case for genre analysis 
in ESP contexts. The book's numerous analyses of complex texts serve 
as compelling evidence for the author's thesis: that the patterning of 
surface features of texts is directly related to the writer's communicative 
purposes. Indeed, this insight is the central contribution of genre analy
sis to linguistic description and to language teaching. 

The reader who pays close attention to the analyses and to Bhatis's 
theoretical arguments will gain a powerful tool for meeting the needs of 
ESP learners. However, this very strength is also a weakness of the book 
since many readers may fmd these analyses tedious. In particular, those 
seeking a simple approach to ESP exercise writing will be disappointed. 
What the book does offer is a comprehensive and principled rationale 
for genre analysis as a primary determinant of any ESP syllabus. In this 
respect genre analysis is analogous to stylistic analysis in literature courses. 
Just as stylistic analysis is designed to assist learners in achieving literary 
competence by developing their ability to perceive the patterning of 
language features in literary texts, genre analysis can make them mas
ters of linguistic· features used for specific communicative purposes in 
professional texts. To this reviewer, that is a major contribution to the 
field of applied linguistics. 
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As Karen Feathers explains in the preface to her text, the term 
"infotext" refers to nonfictional narratives-textbooks, journals, etc.
that one reads for the purpose of gathering information. In keeping 
with the recent trend in reading and writing scholarship to tum the 
learning responsibility over to the students, getting them involved in 
their own learning processes, Infotext suggests leaving the actual per
formance of reading activities to the student. 

Much as writing specialists have been suggesting for some time, that 
teachers encourage students to write introspectively, watching their own 
writing processes as they write. Feathers proposes that teachers direct 
"students [to] develop their own notes, reflecting their own ideas about 
what is important and how the text is organized" (p. 8). 

Feather's stated purpose in Infotext is to urge teachers of elemen
tary, junior high, and high school content area courses to teach reading 
as part of their curriculum. The target of this text, however, would seem 
to be undergraduate students in education courses. While Feathers al
ludes to some of the major research throughout her text, none of it is 
given much critical scrutiny. Further, most graduate students will have 
had most of this information in greater depth in their general introduc
tion courses, especially as more and more programs introduce reading 
and writing across the curriculum. 

Chapters throughout the text are not numbered; rather they are di
vided into eight sections. In the first section, titled UWhy teach content 
reading?" Infotext begins with a strong sales pitch aimed at teachers of 
content courses: "What would it take to interest you . . . . What if I 
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could show you strategies . . . . What if they are so understandable . . . . 
Would you be interested?" Cp. 10). She then proceeds to explain that it is 
necessary to teach content reading because students need help in ap
proaching new narrative styles. As an example, she cites her first expe
riences reading science fiction stories. She first found these narratives 
difficult to understand. However, after practice, she was able to puzzle 
out what they were about. Now she is an avid reader of science fiction 
narratives and no longer has trouble with them. 

In "The basis of content reading," which follows, she discusses the 
necessity of engaging readers in their own reading/learning processes. 
She also argues that all reading is not the same and that it is necessary to 
develop the proper tools and strategies to handle different narratives. 

In the next section, "Evaluating students-and texts," she raises one 
of the oldest problems facing writers and users of texts: their quality. 
She also suggests that teachers examine what students have gathered 
from texts by using a content Informal Reading Inventory (lRI). Feathers 
explains that students are given a passage from a required text and 
questions prepared by the teacher. To create an IRI, teachers need to 
select a passage which fulfills three primary conditions: it is "a complete 
unit, such as a section or subsection of a chapter, that makes sense 
when it stands alone," it is "representative of the entire text," and it is 
"long enough to provide a good estimate of the students' ability," then 
prepare 10 to 15 questions for students to answer Cpp. 40-41). Once 
students have taken the test, their results should be evaluated based 
upon their ability to understand the vocabulary, recall details, identify 
or generate main ideas, make inferences about them, and apply what 
has been learned. 

Feathers then gives a brief overview of what areas to consider when 
evaluating texts, including content information, vocabulary use, organi
zation at both the paragraph and global levels, the helpfulness of graph
ics, the relevance of the questions and supplemental aids included with 
the text, and finally the text's biases. 

The following section, "Making connections," begins with the state
ment that, "We learn by linking new information to what we already know" 
Cp. 53). Feathers then suggests "pretests" to ascertain prior knowledge of 
the information, and distributing lists of difficult vocabulary students are 
likely to encounter. Students then brainstorm with classmates to discover 
the shared knowledge of the group. Finally, they are encouraged to pre
dict what they expect to fmd, on the theory that "[o]nce students predict 
what an author is likely to include in a particular text . . . they will be 
motivated to read to see if their predictions are confirmed" Cp. 59). 
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"Focusing on meaning," the next section, discusses the need for 
readers to monitor. It opens with the comment that when "proficient 
readers process text, they monitor their own understanding" (p. 66). 
She argues that many readers only read words without trying to puzzle 
out what those words mean: "They neither search for meaning as they 
read nor monitor their own understanding . . . . Reading involves more 
than simply saying words-either out loud or in our heads" (p. 67). 

Feathers suggests that part of the problem is that teachers have un
wittingly made students dependent upon them for meaning. She urges 
that students be taught to monitor their own work through the use of 
"metacognitive journals," made by students in order to examine their 
reading processes, and encouraged to undertake reading which actively 
engages involvement with the text. The author suggests use of Russell 
Stauffer'S Directed Reading-Thinking Activity (DRTA) to help students 
make predictions about what they are about to read. She also advocates 
use of "think-alouds," similar to the metacognitive journals but done 
with a partner, pair dialogues about what is being read, and underlining 
and note taking. 

"Organizing information-new perspectives" is a brief guide show
ing what to do with the information once it has been gathered from 
each chapter of the student's infotext. This section suggests charting, 
diagramming, listing, and a number of other methods that people gen
erally use to categorize and internalize information, making it somehow 
meaningful for them. 

The seventh section, "The importance of reflective writing," is one of 
the most valuable sections of the text. Without stating it directly, it pro
motes the reading process as linked to writing by its use of journal, 
letter, poetry, and story writing. Feathers encourages teachers to help 
their students find ways to bring the material to life by making it part of 
the student's world. 

The final section, "Understanding vocabulary," begins by warning 
against teaching vocabulary out of context. Students, she explains, must 
learn vocabulary items in context in order to fully understand the con
cepts which underlie the basic definitions. 

In all, this text would serve well as a supplement to an L1 under
graduate course in general education. For graduate students and pro
fessionals desiring research and support, the material in the text has 
been covered in greater detail by others (c.f. Lapp, Flood, & Farnan, 
1989; Stendal & Betza, 1990; Vacca & Vacca, 1986). Those working in 
different cultural settings will want to examine Alverman and Phelp's 
(1994) contribution. 
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The strength of the text is in its overall friendly and conversational 
tone. It is exceedingly approachable and nonthreatening. The downside 
is that it oversimplifies much of the research. To choose just one ex
ample from many: Feathers takes almost two pages to make the point 
that good readers are those who think about what they are reading; 
whereas, poor readers read without thinking about the meaning of what 
they are reading. Of course, Feathers realizes that the problems are 
more complex-that is, there are reasons why students' attentions be
come distracted from what they are reading. But in her attempt to present 
her readers with a reader-friendly text, much explanation and discus
sion has been left out that it might have been better to include. 
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